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AT Stone: I had this brief outline distributed to you
that was not for the purpose of showing you how we1re going
to progress during this meeting* although if it turns out
that way* we'll just go straight through it in order* But I
hadnft intended to do that* I intended this outline to
raise a number of different questions that might ring a bell
in your mind that we would want to discuss* So this is not
intended to be the direction of the flow? but rather?.I
think? the direction of the flow should be determined by
your interests? your questions? your comments* your
declarations* So I really aonft hav^ it structured as
would appear from having set up the outline* it is totally
unstructured and wefll just s^e what kind of interests you
want to discuss and I hope that 1 can help in that
discussion*

Just as a start? I would like to quote to you from Daniel
Webster? who said:

"What do we want with this vast? worthless area? this
region of savages and wild beasts? of deserts and
shifting sands? and whirlwinds of dust? of cactus and
prairie dogs* To what use could we ever hope to put
these great deserts and those endless mountain ranges
— impenetrable and covered to their bases with endless
snow*°

That's whers we are*

I thought you#d be interested in some physical f.icts with
respect to the occurrence of water*

Some physical facts*
1* Occurance of waters Million A» % of fresh water
a. Oceans lf060f000?000
b. Total fresh water 33?016?034 100%
(1) Polar ice £ glaciers 24?663?000 75*72%
<2) Hydrated e;jrth minerals 336 0*001*
(3) LAKES 101?000 ±21%
(4) RIVERS 933 ±QQ1%
(5) Soil moisture 20*400 *01*
(6) GW:

a. To 2500 ft* 3?648?000 ll«05S
b* 2500 to 12?500 4?565?000 13.83%

(7) Plants and animals 915 *QG3*
(3) Atmosphere .li?500 *035*

c. Hydrologic cycle (annual):
(1) Precipiation on lano 69?000
(2) Stream runoff 24.^60

2* The 48 states average about 30"/yr*t but with great



variation*

3* Montana outflow-runoff2
River: Station: Av* cfs. A*/yr*
Clark Fk* Heron 19?940 14?400?000
Kootenai Libby ll?860 8?587?000
Yellowstone Sidney 11?310 8?550?000
Missouri Wolf Pt* 9?170 6?639?000

4- Comparisons: Af/yr*: A1 Storage:
Colo*R* aver* virgin flow 1922-67 13?700?000 64?000?000
Missouri R* at Kansas City 40?500?000 85?O00?OO0
Columbia at mouth 180?000?000 55?000?000
Sacramento (at Sacto*) 17?400?000 ?
San Joaquin (at Vernal is? otw* 3?448?000
Tracy and Modesto*)

Well? thatfs about the last Ifll be dealing quite so much
with just physical facts*

We are? as you all know? an appropriation- doctrine state*
We use the appropriation system for deciding who has water
ri<jhts* Thernforo? it is sometimes confusing when people
refer to persons having riparian rights in Montana? or in
the "Colorado doctrine" states* What we refer to there
really is the right of access? navigation? and recreation or
use of a water surface or of * stream rather than a system
of water rights*

As in tne case of the ponfQflerate^ $ali sh and Egotegai
Tribes v. Naimpn* Judge Jameson found that the various
landowners on the south half of Flathead Lake have federal
common law riparian rights* if you were oh another kind of
lake in Montana where the south half was not owned within a
reservation? you would probably be neld to nave riparian
rights to wharf out to where you could utilize a canoe or
motorboat and utilize a lake.or stream*

So we have riparian rights? but we're not a riparian system
statf? so far as water rights ~ the use of water for
consumptive or other purposes are concerned* we do
distinguish between appropriation states and riparian
states? although they all have that type of riparian rights*

fiepresentati ve &&JLi3: I would like to know what you mean by
the "dual use of the word •riparian*"•

Al Stone: There is a dual use of the word* A riparian
system of water rights is a system of sharing along a stream
that is not "first in time? first in right'1 but rather that
everybody alom; the stream gets to make a reasonable use of
tne stream* Tne earlier view of riparian rights was that
everybody alon«j the stream had the right to have the stream
flow in its natural state as it always had without
depletion? diminution? or alteration of its quality* But
that was so restrictive that most of the riparian right
jurisdiction? which would be most of the east coast and
miawest? changed to the doctrine of reasonable use* that
doctrine says that riparians can make a reasonable use of
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the water* But they donft hav* a priority* Itfs a sharing
—- everyone has equal right* In a riparian system you don't
usually run into the doctrine of prescription or adverse use
because there is no time limit when a person might want to
exercise his riparian right* If he oecides to put \n a
little garden in 1^77? and th« stream is already quite
completely utilized? he's not preempted* The fact that hefs
later does not make any difference. The question is whether
this is a reasonable use in comparison with the various
other uses of the riparian stream*

B£eLfi^£lUtA3tJL«£—fiHtb: Doesn't this have to oo with
contiguity?

Al-.StQpgs It has to be riparian land? yes* There are two
doctrines on that* One is that of unity of tj_t)e» a person
may hawe a narrow bit of riparian land close to a stream and
then buy some additional land contiguous to that* One
doctrine is that so long as there is unity of title then it
all has riparian rights.

The other doctrine is spmcg pf £ifcle. That is that you
never can expand a riparian right and only that land that
has been in single ownership which is riparian to the stream
has riparian rights* Under the latter doctrine? riparian
land continues to diminish because every time any land is
cut off? it will never again have riparian rights*

That's the riparian system of water rights* The other sense
in which I was using riparian was that we can all have land
that is riparian to a stream or a lake and we get rights of
access and utilization for purposes of boating? batning?
fishing? or something like that as a consequence of our
having riparian land* And thosr; are riparian rights also?
but it's not a riparian system of utilization or water for
domestic? industrial? mining? agricultural purposes? etc*

Reoresent,at iye Scully: How many states ha>/Q the riparian
system?

£l StftflQ: All of the states vast of the 98th .iit*ri<li *n —
east of that column of states which is North Dakota? South
Dakota? Nebraska* Kansas? Oklahoma? ano Texas* All of those

| wore riparian doctrine states* Now a few of those states
\ envied our appropriation system .jog a few of them adopted
! the appropriation system of wat-^r rights* They changed over
I utilizing what they called a police power — sometimes with
' a constitutional amendment? but usually by statute* If I'm
j not mistaken? Tennessee is an appropriation doctrine state*
I In general? it's fair to say all the midwestern and eastern
! states started out as riparian doctrine states*

I The riparian doctrine is so restrictive with respect to
! whore you can use the water that ;;iost of those states nave
! found it an unsatisfactory syst*;n:* They want to be able to
j get the water away from the riparir?,n land in order to make
S use of it. for a city or industry or something lik^ that* So
I they t\av& gone to legislation* what they have ended up with
j is a combination? oy legislation of the riparian doctrine
j with statutory permit systems* They come close to



approximating aspects of our own appropriation system*

Rfepresentative Scully: Under the mechanics of that system
are there notice requirements or any of those kinds of
things4 like you would have fterct for appropriation?

AJ Stones Yes* Where you have these changes by
legislation? they usually will go for permits and notice?
xn<3 all of that* The discussion of the riparian system is
strictly by way of academic background for this committee*
I don't think you are really /oing to care about detailed
aspects of the riparian doctrine* You will be running into
though? probably? problems in other western states that
adopted what is known as the California doctrine of water
rights*

The doctrine that developed in California is not too
illogical a doctrine? but it is an awfully difficult one to
work with*

All of the United States and its territories adopted the
English common law — that is the basis of our law* Under
English common law? ,the riparian doctrine which I've just
been talking about is the basic law of waters* So
California thought? well? whenever anybody got a federal
patent to land along a stream? then he took with that the
federal government's riparian right* So you have the
riparian doctrine in California.

Meanwhile? the f49ers and their successors were going and
appropriating water .— just diverting it out of the
watershed — which is not a permissible thing under the
riparian doctrine* California* in 1850 and 1852 passed
statutes saying this was 0*K* The only thing was that these
people were on federal land and so the California statutes
were really just an exercise in free speech by the
California legislature*'

In 1C66 after Nevaoa was admitted to the Union and after the
discovery of the Comstock Lode? Senator Stewart of Nevada
got through Congress the Lode mining Act of 1866? which is
really the genesis of western water law* This act said that
the rights of the miners both to their lode claims and to
their use of water shall be maintained ami protected* Thus
it recognized the custom of "first in time? first in rightM
in the mining country? not only with respect to mining
claims but with respect to water law*

So the California doctrine was? as worked out in the

horrible olo lono case lux. Vjl Hfljjin* an 1886 case (it took
them that long to work it out).? you didn't acquire any water
right under the sppropriation doctrine oefore the Congrass
passed the Lode Mining Act of lc66* This was because these
people were actually just trespassers on the federal domain*
>Uit there were federal patents, under the homestead Act of
1862 and other transfers of property from the federal
government to private parties* They acquired riparian
rights* So the oversimplified brief priority in California
is: (li) the pre-1366 reparian grants from the U*S*? then (2)
pre-1866 appropriations which- date as of 1866? and then (3)

\. +t~



post-1866 appropriations and reparian rights* And that's
\ the gist of the California doctrine.

j The California doctrine geographically forms sort of a
. parenthesis around the strict oppropriation states* You
( have Washington? Oregon? and California along the Pacific
; coast and North Dakota? South Dakota? Nebraska? Kansas?

Oklahoma? and Texas. All of the mountain states? Montana?
] Idaho? Wyoming? Utan? Neva^a^ Colorado?, Arizona? and New

Mexico are strictly appropriation states* All these states
! declare that the law of reparian rights.was newer a part of

the law of the state*
i

Montana treated its water law strictly as,appropriation from
tne beginning* This was declared as %K the situation in
Melilfir .,y? Aims-Eealty^Xfl*. in 192i.

The trouble with the California doctrine was how on earth to
! integrate systems where one person has a right to take- water
j out of a stream and out of the watershed and another n«*s the
\ right to have that water flow past his land with equal
j sharing and no priority in water use* So essentially? it's
1 an unworkable doctrine* It has some historical loaic to it?
j but to try to administer two entirely different systems of

water law on the same stream is a mess* (And this is a mess
J that we may be coming to with respect to some of the federal

rights*) Therefore? all of the California doctrine states
haw really abandoned their riparian rights to the extent

j they can* They've limited riparian rights' to what a person
j actually put to a beneficial use* Instead of saying a
1 person has a right to have a stream flew past his land? they
J say riparians have a right to the amount of water they can
J prove they have actually put to a beneficial use during the

three-year period prior to the passage of this statute* In
California this was done by a 1928 constitution^l amendment
which was upheld in three California Supreme Court cases*
(The Oregon Water Code of 1909? tne Washington Water Code of
1917? the North Dakota Water Code or 1955? South Daxota in

I960? Nebraska in 19«J3? and Kansas in 19*5 and 19*? 7

statutes? Oklahoma in 1963? and TVxos following the Ueldiont
Plantations case in its stream adjudication act of 1967*)
So they have really bean unable to work with tho California
doctrine and have gone purely to statutory appropriations
for all future water rights and tney cut down their riparian
right to what was actually put 10 beneficial use.

Representative Scully: Could you explain how Texas did
this?

The* Texas Stream Adjudication Act of L967 provided for
actual service of notice on every known riparian right-and
publication* The riparian right holders were required to
supply proof of the actual'quantity used during the three
years prior to 19b7* Since they had served everyone they
could find and published notice? the act provides — and it
has been upheld — that there will oe no riparian rights
that are not a part of the subsequent decree that follows*
The Texas water rights board takes all tho declarations and
claims of riparian rights? reviews them? and prepares a
preliminary decree which it submits to the Texas equivalent

1
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of our district court* Then there is an opportunity for a
hearing — a considerably cumbersome process* Ultimately a
decree is rendered and it is final — there are no past
existing rights following that adjudication? and there will
be no future riparian rights because a 1917 statute said all
water rights would be acquired by permit and appropriation*

Sgpator Turnage: Do any of these states that have converted
to the Texas concept have a constitutional provision like
ours?

Al £ton£: Idahofs is probably the closest to ours? but they
havenft had this particular probleir* Some of these states
did this conversion without any constitutional amendments?
as in the case of the Oregon Water Code of 1909 and the
Washington Code of 1917* Texas did not have a
consti tuti onal change*

EfiJlLfeSimiSJtiJkLe KfiiQ: If it wasn't made constitutionally?
who made the changes?

Al-Staag: The legislature and the courts* In Texas the way
was cleared by the Belmont Plantations Case which was a big
compliC3ten suit on the lower Rio Grande* The suit involved
a good deal of research into Spanish and Mexican water law
and it finally resulted in the Texas Supreme Court declaring
that there are no inherent riparian rights under a Spanish
or Mexican grant* You only got a water right if it were
granted you* The mere fact of having riparian land along
the ?io Grande aiu net confer a water right* So the
legislature felt there was no probleir. of a whole bunch of
ancient riparian rights and 'enacted the Stream Adjudication
Act to simply strongarm the riparian rights that did exist*

So? except in California? this has been done without
consti tutional change.

This discussion aims at the Montana system of water law but
it 'implies to all of th<> Colorado doctrine states • —
Montana? ld;jho? Ut:ih? Wyoming'? Nevada? Colorado? New Mexico?
and Arizona.

The birth and development of western water law is intimately
concerned with the development of mining law and mining
policy in the United States'* In Engl and? the crown had an
interest in mineral property beneath private land? and
therefore when it established colonies in America? England
•hid ?n interest in the minerals beneath private property in
th* colonies* following the ftuvoluttonary War? and before
the formation of the United Srtates? the colonies succeeded
to the crown's rights ifn minerals* The Continental
Congress? in the .;rd inane- of 1755? providea for the sale of
land in order to try to »r<vis-? money to pay for the
Ravol ut ionciry war*

After the formation of 'the Untion in 1789? attempts were made
•to Yaise money through the sai^ of public land as a capital
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asset* That was pretty much of a failure* There was a long
puriod of very few sales and very little mining activity*
People just went out anvl settled en land but didnft pay far
it* In 1807* Congress pnssed an oct that prohibited the
acquisition of any interest in public lands simply t>y
settlement or occupancy* Still they weren't making much of
their attempts to sell land*

Congress then passed the General Preemption Act of l#4l for
the sale of 160A* grants for a ol*25 per acre but reserving
all mineralized lands* That reservation of mineralized
lands continues in our land ana mining policy with respect
to the settlement of th?> West.

The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of February 2? 18^8 ceded to
the United States a vast area of land which included all of

California and Nevada and oth-ar lands* Just a week before

it was signed? gola was discovered on January 24* 1348? at
Coloma on the South Fork of the American Rivar between

Placerville and Auburn at Sutterfs Mill* This was kopt
secret for about six weeks? then the gold rush commenced*

Although we think of the f*Y*ers as people who traveled
across the continent in various types of wagons and across
the isthmus? it was actually an international gold { ru.sh*
There were Welsh miners? German miners? Chinese miners? lots
of Chileans? Mexicans? and people from all over the world*
The population grew from 2?000 to 3?000 to between 200?000
and 300?000 in the course of threo years*

These people came upon the federal domain* They didnft own
the land* We didnft really have any :nineral policy except
the reservation of minerals* So they took the federal
minerals and there really was no U*S* force to police this
sort of thing* They spreaa up and down the mother lode
country of California? from around Wenverville in the north
to near Bakersfield in th* south in the foothills of the
Sierras* They never found the mother lode? but instead were
mostly placer miners*

These f<r9ers were not owners of land? minerals? or wator*
They wero actually trespassers on federal property and
converters of federal minerals* At tim<<s the mining camps
in the? mother lode country wert lawless and reckless areas.
But they forced mining districts. The mining districts
formed various rules and regulations which later were given
the force of law* They also commenced their own system of
law enforcement* Some of it was rather crude? like
banishment of floufingt even capital punishment* :!ut they
did begin to establish order*

About that time national politics entered in nnd it was
desir<>bl* to have a couple of senators from a free state
because the slavery issue was arising* As a consequence of
that aspect of politics? California was admitted in 1950 to
the Union* The State of California promptly passed its own
self-interest legislation? trw* Possessory Acts of ifJ50 and
1852? confirming the right of the rr iners to take the federal
minerals? divert the federal water? and to occupy their
mining claims in accordance with the. customs of the various



mining camps*

Among the customs generally odopted in the camps was that
the first person to stake out a claim had the first right to
it* The first person to divert a stream to use his rocker
or pan had the first right to th.it amount of water* This is
th* doctrine of "First in tiirM? first in right" and is the
embryo of our system of prior appropriation*

Still trier* was no basic federal policy except the
reservation of all mineralized lands* So in U*S* y* pQrra$
in 1856 and in the U*S* Supreme Court case? the Castelero
case in 1362? the f49ers were found to be trespassers* In
1863? President Lincoln issued a writ to remove the miners
from the Almaden mine* This was based on that act of 1807

that said you canft acquire a right to real property by
simply occupancy and possession*

Tho inincrs were thus threatened even though the U*S* really
had no ability tc enforce the writ: against the two to three
hundred thousand miners who had come to California* Another
threat was the Honestead Act of 1852* The Homesteaders did

have legal rights under federal law* Efforts were made
nationally therefore to legitmatize the claimed rights of
the miners to be on the public domain and take the gold and
so forth* But the eastern interests were opposed* Hence?
the issue of whether there should be free mining or whether
the Onited States shoulo get some royalty? leasef or rental
-- some profit -'- out of these people who weru simply just
grabbing the public 'minerals*.

The issue of free mining had arisen by the time the Comstock
Lode was discovered in 1859* The Comstock Lode at Virginia
City? Nevada? about halfway between Carson City and rteno?
Was the richest lode of pracious metal ever discovered*
This discovery ana its immediate exploitation made the issue
of free mining evon more critical* Probably the eastern
interests would have passed legislation setting a different
direction but for the Civil War* The Civil war came and the

North wanted tc pass the 13th ano 14th Amendments to the
U*S* Constitution* (Abolition of slavery and involuntary
servitude in the 13th? and that all persons born in the U*S*
or naturalized are citizens of the U*S*) So Nevada was
admitted for th:*t purpose in 1364* The 13th Amendment was
passed in 1365 and the i^th in 1866*

Senator Stewart of Nevada /"was largely responsible for
maneuvering through the Lobe Mining Act of 1866* The Act
recognized tho customs and *usagas of the miner's under the
rules and regulations of the various mining camps* The Act
also recognized tneir appropriation cf water and said that
should bv "maintained and »protected"* It recognized the
iexi sting uses of water for al'l purposes although it only
recognized the mining rights for lode mining* That? of
course?, was because of the value of the Comstock Lode* In
1870? the Act was broadened *t:> recognize placer mining* In
1*37? the law concerning metalliferous minerals that was and
still "is 'today the oasic mining law was enacted*

Finally? the Desert Lano *A-t:t of 1877 provi ded "for the



, -. settlement of western lands* This act provided for the use
of water by prior appropriation reserving only to the United
States the nonnavigable unused water for future
appropriation*

/ The California doctrine states said there were no
, appropriations until 1866 when Senator Stewart jot through
• the Lode Mining Act? which confirmed and maintained people
! in their use of water* But the Colorado doctrine states
[ said that all the Act of 1866 aio was to recognize the

usages and customs of these arid states* Colorado was the
first of these states to say that there were never any

; riparian rights in these states* They have always been
j appropriation doctrine states and the federal government hss
» conceded our people's right to take- water on a first in
! tine? first in right basis out of the watershed if thatfs
i where it is needed. That recognition by Colorado in 1866 is
I really the genesis of western woter law*

{ That is all I have to say obout the origins of th?;
\ appropriation system*

The Desert Land Act of 1877 is a pretty basic act to us* In
the £al.ilacoi^Qji&SflD^2 CfiffliMOX ** 2 Portl and cement
Company? a U*S* Supreme Court case of <?bout 1936? the court
said the Desert Lnnd Act in effect severed the land from the

1 wator and permitted the settlors in \he west to acquire
land* 3ut when the/ acquired land* they :,ot no water righti

j You get no riparian right from th« federal government ;ind no
appropriation right either* All you do is patent the lano*
In some instances your land settlement act required people
to irrigate or make use of water? but you didnft get your
water right from the federal government* The act separated
the land from the water and provided for people acquiring
their water right through various state lows*

So it's based on the Desert Land Act and its nredecessor
acts? as well as the recognition of th* customs that existed
before then by which t.ho Stat:) of Montana decides it can
allocate water according to th*; system we hart prior to 1973
and according to the 1973 Water Use Act*

Representative Roth: Didnft tho Desert Land Act provide
that you could obtain 320A* and they had to file and prove
this filing by making proper ditchos to the land?

Al Stone: The acreages are different in some areas, but
that is correct* Ordinarily the settlers had to develop the
land before they could get their patent* That usually
required ditches and the application of water•

ECLtiX^isiOi^tly^^Kfiib: ^id they file before th^y made tneir
ditches?

Al Sfrgne: Yes* They filed on tne land they wished to .claim*
Then they would have to prove up their claim by showing they
had applied the water to a beneficial use* It was
apparently conceded without question by the federal
government that the people were aquiring their water
pursuant to state water rights* so there was just a

!



separata means of acquiring la'rid and water*

This doctrine* however? is not without exceptions* Federal
rights do not stem from the Desert Land Act or any prior act
such as tho Act of 1666* It is an entirely separate system
of water rights* vie may thus nave some California doctrine
type problems with a couple of systems of water law*

fhi s is Mlustrated in the fgcjeral Efi^^r Comroi s^ign vA
£££LLQU surrounding the licensing of the Pel ton Dam on the
DesChutes River* The state opposed construction of that
dam. The DesChutes was a ndnnavigable river — or at least
conceded tc be such for the purposes of r.he case* Oregon
said that after the Desert Land Act you must follow state
procedures to obtain a water right* Oregon said that
building the clam would be too damaging to the salmon run on
the DesChutos River* The district court and the ninth
circuit followed what way then western water law and
affirmec that the Desert Land Act t*aa severed the water from
the land and that water rights could be granted only under
state procedures* The U*S* Supreme Court? however? said
this was wrong* The Desert Land Act applies to public lands
open to settlement; When the federal government withdrew
land for Indian reservations arid some for a power site? the
land was withdrawn also from the application of the Desert
Land Act*

In &ti£flaa—}£A—£fll ifgrnlaf this was carried forward* The
U*S* Supreme Court? in 1963? confirmed and extended the
Pelton Dam case saying the U.S* had withdrawn wildlife
refuges around LaKe rie'ati? recreational areas around Lake
tt<*adt about five or six Indian reservations along the
Colorado ft'tver* When the U*S. withdrew those lands it also?
without saying so? withdrew anyone's right to the water
which those reservations would neeci for the purpose of the
reservation*

wo are concerned because those reservations (at least nearly
all of them) have a priority oate as of the day the
reservation was created* A quantity of water that has not
yet been determineo (except on the Colorado in the case of
'ACi£floa—*jl—LalXLilLQJLa where the U*S. Supreme Court did
quantify th's amounts for various uses) was thus reserved*
Now? today? we ara concerned aoout rather large lawsuits in
which tho United St-itos is a party and all other users, on
trie stream an:* parties to try to quantify «s well as to give
a priority date to federal water rights* The federal
government says that it nas already been conclusively said
that its rights Jo not stem from the Desert Land Act or any
prior act*

ftepre$ent?tive Scully: When we embark upon an all-out
adjudication effort as we are trying to do now? do you
anticipate that the federal government should be a party to
that action cjn<t? if so? what are the chances of ending up in
feo.-?ral court rather* than state court?

AJL £k£Q£: In the first place? I think that our general
adjudication under 39-870 to 69-d79 should include all water
rights within the strewn or source to be adjudicated* It



should include federal rights? groundwater rights? and it j
should include Indian rights* '

If it weren't for the McCarran Amendment? that would havo to

be in federal court because it would be a suit against the .
federal government on a federal issue* The McCarran
Amendment to the Department of Justice Appropriation Act?
1953 (*3 USC 666) gives jurisdiction to the states when they
are conducting a general adjudication of a stream to join
all federal interests . in or^r to get a complete |
adjudication* So you can have* this proceeding in a st^te
court* Furthermore? if it is stated in a state court? it is
fair to say now that it win not be removed to a federal
court* In recent history a Colorado case was removeo from a
federal court to a state court.

That is called the Wlken casef Colorado i\ j ye r Conservancy
QfStLiCt V? V*S* A2iUiEiiJt^fiflt March 1976* There is
a bit of

interests wi

Oenver* The state of Colorado then immediately started a
state proceeding to adjudicate the same waters? roughly a
parallel, proceeding and then immediately moved for dismissal
in federal court in deferance to that stat*> action. Tnat

would be very unusual were it not for the McCarran
Amendment*

The 10th circuit court reversed the district court and said
the federal government did not have to Jefer to the state
action and refused to dismiss the case* On appeal? the U*S*
Supreme Court said that because there was no considerable
proceeding yet in the 1J*S* District Court and where the
stata has a system for general adjudication of its streams
and the state adjudication process is a going concern? it
would be best for the adjudication to be carried on in the
local state district court* Ther<? were a number of reasons
given including that the state, court is nearer the parties
involved than was hanver* but basically they seem*;?) to
think state had an adequate system and that the policy of
the McCarran Amendment was to permit states to go ahead and
adjudicate all ricrhts including federal rights* So I think
ther* is no good chance that a state general adjudication
would be removed to a federal court and there is a chance a
federal attempt to adjudicate can be removed to the state
court*

In order to parallel this case? a motion to dismiss should
come at the inception of the case to assure that there would
be no considerable proceeding in the federal district court*



ft^presgnt^ttve Ramirez? were there any Indian water rights
jn that case?

£J S£2Q£: Yes* They would be included in the action*
Then* is a question with respect to Indian water rights
which is at present unanswered* This case doesnft answer it
except unless you infer some things from it and Arizona v*
Ca)i f6rni a* The extreme Indian position is that the Indians
conveyed property to the United States reserving to
themselves (in Treaty Reservations only) land and? by
implication? water which belongs to them from primordial
days* Ther»> is no priority — the right extends back
infinitely* Their rights can neither set in a system of
priority nor quantified* To the extent that they need the
water and can make use of it? they have that right*

With respect to other federal reservations? the reservation
doctrine seems to be tha't there is a priority date* That is
the date the reservation was created by act of Congress? by
Presidential decree? or otherwise* Also the quantity of
water needed for tne purpose of that reservation can be
ascertained* Th-» issue should have been thrashed out in

Arizona y» California but it didn't have to be because the
Indian Reservations involved in that case were not treaty
reservations* They were all executive order or
Congressional -enactment reservations* The U*S. Supreme
Court? citing Wi/ifr^r^ v* U*S_t* which was a. treaty
reservation case? and citing indescr •in •nately treaty an4d
nontreaty reservation cases'? allocated certain numbers of
acre f^et of wati»r or enough water to irrigate the irrigable
acreage whichever is less* In *ach instance? the right was
civ&n a priority date? the uate of creation of the
reservation? and a precise amount of water* If left open
th** question of whether on treaty reservations? which they
did not deal with? there might be a different priority date
or quantification* It is of some significance that the
Supremo Court was apparently unconcerned about the fact that
these ware nontreety reservations*

In thft Akt.n case there are Indian Reservations involved*
Trie U*S* Supreme Court again totally ignored Whether there
might be a difference between the two types of reservations*
It snid (pl240 Supreme Ct* Reporter) "The reserved rights of
the United States extend to Indian reservations (Winters v*
U*§>*) and other feoeral lands such as national parks and
forests {AtLzsmh vj Qaj ifgrni a)"* That is an example of
where they are mixing Winters? a treaty reservation case?
with Arizona y* .California involving nontreaty reservations
without recognition that there is going to be any difference
at oil.

It may not be fair to extrapolate from that that the Supreme
Court is going to go in the. direction of saying the Indian
wat«r rights date from the oate of reservation and are
quantified on tne basis of the purposes the reservation
could reasonably inake use of*

(In a interst there: is language going both ways* It is not a
clear case on that point*)



Representative R?n" r?Z- Do you think that the quantity of
water that will be recognized by the Supreme Court as having

i been reserved by the Indian tribes will be the amount
• necessary to irrigate all the irrigable land or will it also
: include any amounts necessary for the development of their
! cool reserves?

AI Sraogs I need to make a little bit of compound answer to
that

1 Now look at the cose of the Paiute tribe at the *ase of the
j Truckee River where it drains into Pyramid Lake* The tribe
| has had a valuable fishery there* (In fact the world record
| cut-throat trout came out of Pyramid Lake — something near
.; a 40 pounder*) There is also a unique species of fish the
j Indians relied upon? the cu i cui* Thy level of Pyramid Lake
! has been declining and since there is no outlet? the salmity
• has been increasing* The Paiute tribe wants to increase the
I amount of water coming out of the'Truckee River* It seems

probable that if they get past some procedural questions to
the merits of the case? it seems unquestionable tnat the
court would rule that an adequate amount of water should be

J reserved to maintain the fishery in Pyramid Lake* That is
] certainly not a particularly agricultural area? so the right
j wouldnft be given on the basis of irrigable acreage but on
; the basis of the need to maintain or increase the level of

, Pyramid Lake* So there is no strict limitation on irritable
acreage* (This case is pending in the U*S* District Court
for the District of Columbia under Judge Gesell*)

j

The problem may come to whether the amount of water reserved
at the time of the creation of the reservation is for the

j purposes of the reservation as seen at the time of its
j creation? which is one approach or whether it is reserved
i for whatever development the reservation may subsequently
• maintain* There you get into the question of coal
j development* There is also the question of whether the
j water is recovereo for use on the reservation or for use off
i the reservation* If the later view is adopted that it is
J for the development of the reservation and is a developing
I water right and it can be used off the reservation? then why
| not sell it* The rights coulu be sold in any amount to an
; energy company or energy conservation company that has a use

for the water* These questions are not definitively
unanswerable now* hut they are so much involved in
litigation currently going on that there should be:

i definitive answers in the (legally) near future— two to
throe years*

ftopflrespHtative Scul 1y: What was the status of the Colorado
• court1s activity at the time the case was remanded?

£j £fcUQ£s Colorado has long had a system of adjudication
and supplementary adjudications* Thus? subsequent rights
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can be adjudicated every couple of years or so* Also
people who had prior rights who did net come in on an
earlier adjudication can come in and prove their right*
That right will bo taggeo on to the most inferior right: of
tho prior adjudication; i*e* if there was an adjudication in
1917? and a parson wasnft in on it and he has a 1900 water
right? that 19C0 water right will be recognized as of after
th;* 1917 r i :iht?

So Colorado started in its regular water code proceeding for
supplementary adjudication* The United States argued in
part that they did fit into that system* But the U*S*
Supreme Court said that Colorado coula make equitable
provision for recognizing federal reserved rights in
accordance with their system* If they abuse it? it is
rev iewable anyway*

Representat ive Scul 1y: Do you tnink it- makes a difference
whether the stcjte is diligently pursuing an overall
adjudication process? Does it matter if the state is
sitting on its auff as it may appear for the outside Montana
is now? If we continue along the same course we are going
now on the Powder ond Tongue River and forget about the rest
of the water in the state of Montana i^re we in for a shock?

AJ ££QQs:» Well? yes? we are tjoing to have to show good
faith adjudications of the streams or sources* The federal
government can put us under a tremendous amount of pressure
because the Department of Natural Resources and Conservation
doesnft have the engineers? hydrologists? or lawyers to take
on the resources of the federal government if it decides to
adjudicate all streams on which the federal government has
an interest* That would be nearly all the streams in
Montana? because most streams either arise on a national

forest or flow through a reservation or something similar*

There seeded to be some indication the federal government
was ^oing
they did on
one on the

started)* The Department of Natural Resources is just
pleadinrj for time* we want to adjudicate these streams but
we only hav<? so many people and we are doing what w? can* I
donft know what ths> department plans to do on the Tongue and
Bignorn* They contemplated proceeding on those
adjudications to then ash for removal* The longer they
wait* the U?ss chance they have for removal; because if the
proceeding yoes or. in federal court while the state waits? I
donft think neMl be successful in removing it*

ftftprg^entigti ve Scully: Couldn't that possibly change the
pattern for the whole state in so far as we are already in
federal court on those two rivers now?

Al $tofle: You mi.jht wind up in federal court on all of
th*m? yes* We could if we uonft have enough progress or
capacity to progress in our aujudications* I guess that
gets pretty close to the focal point of what you people are
all hvre and concerned about*

d to be some indication the federal government
to pressure us in that way by starting suits as

i the Tongue and bighorn and contemplated starting
e Blackfoot Reservation (which has not been



legator Boylan: We havCf in Gallatin County? specific
instances where instead of w^ter being appurtenant to the
land? it is owned by ditcn companies in which the people arc
members- How did that get started?

_\J Sloops Well? tnere are
di stribution organizations*
owners formed a canal or ditch

efficiently deliver the water?
ind ividual1y ownec•

various kinds of water

In some areas water right
company in order to more
out the water right was still

There is also a situation where a group decides to irrigate
and forms a company to acquire a water right and distribute
water* Ordinarily this was dona pro rata according to
irrigable acreage* Some of these incorporated and issued
stock* In those companies typically stock was also issued
pro rata on the basis of irrigacle acrage* The stock really
represented a share in the water* In those companies? then?
the stock was really appurtenant to the land and so was the
water*

Where people wanted to get contracts with the ftureau of-
Reclamation and have the federal suosidy which really became
essential to the West? the Bureau encouraged the formation
of irrigation districts which had greater financial
capacity* The Bureau would contract with the districts to
build a project and contract with irrigators for the water*

On a larger scale? there are water conservancy districts
which so far have not been formed in Montana? although we
have a law enabling it«

Senator Boylan: I see problems in this area because of all
the systems we now have — tne permit system? adjudicated
rights? ditch companies and canal companies? laws where
water was sold to ditch companies but people subscribed to
those in addition to what their rights already wero* So we
have a conglomerate mess here in a lot of different ways*
Of course everybody is very covetous of what theyfve got*

A1 St,one: So you are concerned with how to determine- what
kind of right a person has?

I think that has to bo dealt with in terms of the history
and corporate papers available in each instance*

Representative Roth: If the U*S* enters a case — even on
an adjudicated stream — doesnft the individual have the
burden of proof as to his right? we have an adjudicated
stream* If someone -*lse comes in and claims a prior right?
we will have to prove our right regardless of what the
Department of Natural Resources does: Is that right?

AJ Stpnn: |||§jj^^ ^^smti_
5^jy$j^^ -i~97'$- H^ter -Use- -Act-*

g^||^5m^^Sfi||t as ••*• m as the -pnr^w^
WS^^^^^^^^W^t it is hot

ijfy in courtt "settled" fftdS'i^ tx&

~JE.t""SiS'.---/

*%$*
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§j|^^ ,-,.,. ,,,.|f'....t,herie' a0;ei:^$^0: p#r t mss s*#£fi..#Sc
|§|§|t^^ ' ' f n^t a .party ? tm^n'.'""_i*i*#*>#
j|gpfpj^ prior decree is only ;u:JLifla~JtacJ-£
pgf^ jit.jwill 'heTp:* it Is- eviderfce •©* y«iir/

®_Sp®¥f^TI is n^tLconclusive* that has been ;l»;J.iJ,,J#i
|l|fi^^^ and qu-itfe a few othfcr
<p8*S>-

That is only fair* If a few people on a stream have a
disagreement among themselves and sue one another to
strai jhten out th<= ir water rights? and later on others not
parties to that suit claim they are not getting an adequate
amount of water bring an action* The first group really

that

ist

what

tney did prove in the first action and prima f^cj? as
presumption they probably have a right to that amount of
wot^r* Rut that is open to attach by those who enter now*

amount of water bring an action* The first group real
shouldn't be able to tell the latter they have a decree th«
is final and the others are concluded by it* That jut
isn't fair* But the first group should be able to show wh<

So the adjudicated stream in the future only serves as {mima
faci *> evidence of what a person* s water right is* It must
be protected in the courts*

Senator ftoylap: So there are no federal statutes of water
rights or water use? just statements by the Supreme Court?

Al Stonff: Not of trie sort of rignts wefre talking about?
no* There is much federal activity in the area of water
resources? out not the sort of appropriation rights we are
talking about*

&ftpfe5£fli;3tJJg£ Baaiiltti: If we really want to determine
rights in state court tnen? we are somehow going to have to
giv« tho department the money ana manpower to get as many
adjudications going in state court as we can right away?
aren't wo? Otherwise we arv. cjoing to leave these things
decided in federal court*

ftl Stone: well? wo at least should proceed more rapidly* I
can't see the state leaving the financial capacity to
adjudicate the entire state in t:en years* You canft just
tak* money from every state ~:*5agency jnd institution and
increase x.axes to do this kind of crash job*

Senator _Tuf!)age: It is *i»s important that we have a system
as to actually begin work on every stream*

AJ Stone: That's riqht*'We need to show we are going about
the job systematically and that we are making progress* I
think it was reasonable for the Department of Natural
Resources to decide to begin on tne Powder River and move on
1from there. *ut wt: need to be aole to show adquate progress*

Senator Turnage: If it gets out the chronology of the plan
and a suit arises all the way across the state the mechanism
is thora to g«.t into state court* So you are not locked
into a rigid chronology set up by the department*

ftepre^enyit jy$ Raini rez: out we alraady have two suits in



v.* -. • •% •

federal court* To that extent? we can't just say we have
the mechanism so these cases should be dismissed until we

get around to adjudicating the Tongue and Big Horn Rivers*

Al Stone: Mo* In order to fit into the Aken case? the

Department would have to bring action in the state district
court and then move for dismissal of the federal action*

Representat ive Ramirez: So every time a federal court
action is instituted? we are not going to be able to stand
on the fact we have a mechanism* We are going to have to
begin doing something with it* ,!e haven't done that yet*

fr} Stone: I donfc know whether we can* If they want to
push us? I don't know if we can Keep up*

These Tongue and 3ig Horn cases involve numerous parties and
represent an effort on the part of the federal government to
conduct a general adjudication? including federal rights*
They are trying to do in federal court what the Department
would be trying to do in state court*

Senator Turpaoe: So we have Aken case all over again.

Represent^ ive Scylly: but the state court nasn't done
anything*

§ynatPr Ty[rn^Qg: Are wo even in the state court?

Bfipr&attQi^JLive S&ully: No*

5y"r)ator Turn a££•
Bob* Let's jab
comjM tteo*

You'd better write that in the book than?

somebody in the ear with this as a

Al Stone: One consideration? Joan? is whether there might

be some financial advantage to not being so jealous as to
always insist that it always must be in the state court.
Just let the federal agencies use federal resources to
determine and adjudicate in federal court*

StfpatQr Turna^: Weil? there is merit in that? but we ought
to preserve our rights* I think Montana will find a much
more friendly forum in state courts than in the circuit
court in San Francisco*

Al Stone: I agro.e* Hut in order tor the federal courts to
do this? they will have to go through the same due process
steps the DNRC would have to go through* ONRC must notify
everyone it can find by certified mail* That costs over
tl*00 per mailing* Just on the Tongua that must have been a
considerable expense* If th* U*S* ©rings th*> suit in
federal court? th«y have to pay that* so there ar*3 some
economic advantages to letting then* give notice and we'll
fight before Judge Batten or Jameson*

Sepator Turnaoe: I am really saying that we shouldn't slsep
on our ri ghts*



&J StPpe: I a^ree* Ana we would have a more sympathetic
forum with respect to state rights in the state courts* And
that is recognized by the federal interests and that is why
they want to go into federal court*

fr.ipfltor Boy Ian: we 11 we had a problem with this in the last
session* If you have a syste.n that is working — may be it
is not the best? out it is working* If some people further
down ttav»..- a problem because they haven't filed or
a Jjudi cat*.*o? what happens to thos-.* who have done something?
rhr* people who h^ve something now don't want to Jive it up
for a now system* Theru may be problems down the river that
need to be sclved* flut why ao you need a new system to wipe
out tho old system?

ftl Stone: Well? first you oidn't hav*-* that level of
security with the old system to be;jin with* That is proven
in streams where litigation has been pursued over ano over
again*

Your question must be: now that we shift from the pre-1973
to t.n-3 post-1973 adjudications? the pre-1973 rights must be
n:or».» in jeopardy than they would have been had we not
enacted the law* I don't think that is true* Their
certainty of th<*ir water rights is likely to occur sooner
than if they hadnft had the f73 act*

T.'»ke an example* Say you hiive a small stream that is
trioutary to a larger one* The people alonj the small
str'jawi h:tve adjudicated their rights and are living
peacefully* It is conceivable that DwRC could decide to
adjudicate tnat stream under the 1973 Water Use Act* If
that is all they do? thera probably won't be much of a
conflict and everyone will receive nearly the same right he
has now* «ut it is likely thay will want to coordinate the
rights up ana down the larger watershed* The ONRC is
required to use the prior decree as a fact in conjunction
with data gathered on the other tributaries and segments of
the larger stream* Priority dates and quantities will then
bii given tc each of the water users*

I don't know why tnat should maKe any particular physical or
legal difference except that it would result in a fina)
decree? which you dcnft now nave* That decree is one that

♦ will b-s conclusive and will exclude the possioility of any
nonstated prior existing rights*

Represeptati ve italic* 1 think we should go over again the
question about what seems to be a general feeling among many
reisers of th»: puolic that a certain amount of water belongs
to them? it has bven adjudicated? tney know how much it is?
and the rest of the world can just go on by* If there must
be •> new system or statewide aj juai cati on they feel that the
stats? must juarant^e them tnat thoy already have is theirs*
So the end guest ion becomes? c/m that be guaranteed or canft
it? You*v- alr^ody ansvterec chat once.? but jt bears
repo-it; ing because it is consistently the problem* Senator
ttoylan and Representative rtoth are both asking tnat
question* I know the answer is no? but can you camouflage
it somehow?



Al &JtOO£; That*s right the answer is no. But I think I can
give you a Pickwickian answer. What you had before the 1973
Water Use Act is what you will oe decreed after the 197 3
Writer Use Act? but it v.Jry well may not bo wivit you think
you had*

I have some interesting cases that you who think you hav^
such definitive? certain rignts snould know about.

riators declared excessive amounts of &$%&&
#ece clearly erroneous* Ihey weir** v-mt y

^art of the explanation for the Ufel-is''
im %lif$ short excerpt from the £x£&Me&>t

CT^jFr^fcy:f: Jggfegjbe^_ 4#1!T-If'a|ra^- I77~f7'9^:

"In water suits in which niemtjcrs of this court nave
been engaged? the trial judges have confronted with
aged witnesses who testifies to what took pl^ce in
•.•arly days* These veneruole men having more or l^ss
knowledge of what they testified about? frequently
looked through magnifying glasses in attemptinc. to
recall forgotten things from by-jone days* The
difficulty encountered in attempting to do equal «.ind
exact justice upon testimony of this character is
always great csnd sometimes insuperable*"

In cases coming up since 193C? tne Montana Supreme Court has
been fairly skeptical with resoect to early inflated
decrees. In one way or another? the court has attempted to
limit the amount of water to which a person is entitled.

There is a

what kind of

series of cases that lend a serious question to
a right a person had prior to the 1973 act*

Power v* Switzeri |fi9S* In this case? the plantiffs came to
a place called Uncle Georgefs Creek and used the entire
creek prior to the time we nao any statutes for postinq
notice? filing? or any such thine;* They just used the creek
for mining and for agricultural purposes. Itfs pretty clear
under other cases in our law thot that would give them an
appropr iati on right to the oritire creek. After all? they
had put the water to a beneficial use.

Later tne plaintifffs needs
inches for domestic purposes.
their mining and the rest of
into wiId hay.
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They had given up som« of
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take- at any time n.ore than was needed at that time? but the
w iter right which vrould seem to have been the entire Creek
was cut down to four inches.)

£O0C^iL-Yj.-tilUJLLQ^x-i2i4•
A person named fcoore diverted an entire stream in 1868 to
irrigate a total of seventy acres* Once again? this is a
prestatutory appropriation* In litigation against a fellow
n~im«-:d Atol in 1689j he was decreed the entire flow of the
creek* The defendants were successors to the entire Moore

ric,ht* So that right to the whole creek is represented in
this litigation where the plaintiff has come in later
desiring to irrigate* Tho plaintiff conceded the
defendant's priority of 18oC bjt challenged the quantity of
w.jter? notwithstanding the fact that a right to the entire
creek had oeeri decreed to the defendant* The Supreme Court
then limited the dofendants exorcise of tho Moore right and
tne right itself to seventy inches for the irrigation of
seventy acros. T\i<s Court said of this: "The necessity for
the usi% and not the size of tht; ditch is the measure of the

extent of the right*" The tenaancy of recent decisions of
the courts in the v-ria states is to disregard entirely the
capacity of the ditch ana regard the actual beneficial use
installed within a reasonable time as a test of the extent
of the right. fru* ultimate question in every case is? how
much will supply tho actual nneos of the prior claimant
under existing conditions? So the decree of the rtoore right
to the entire flow of thri creek was reduced to simply
seventy inches of that creek because tney only needed to
irrigate seventy acres* The court considered seventy inches
would .*>e satisfactory to irrigate seventy acres* The prior
decree was not res judicata because the plaintiffs had not
be%.'h parties to that decree. Thus the decree could be
introduced in evidence? out it dicn*t stand up as a right
they actually had*

£^J^^^^^£iiLWiLLi^U^liL2I and ^milil^U Duff? 12Q9*
An appropriator had used a given amount of water during a
particular t ir:«e or season of the year. The usual view is
that when you get an appropr iat ion. it gives you the right
to takr- the water at any time during the yt?ar when you might
ntjed it* In these two instances? the parties had used the
water for placer mining purposes during particular parts of
the year* The court then limited them? when they changed
to an agricultural use to taking that guantity of water
during the sewa periods and only the same periods that they
had previously used it. This limited them to the prior
purpose of use*

£jJLctm^t*iX_^a_^Qwen t_123i•
This is a strange case* A fellow named Croak diverted and
used all of the water of Antelope* Creek? a tributary of the
Jur.ith River* He had a ditch that would carry 172 incnes
and he irrigated loOA* He occupies that entire acreage and
raided crops there* (Offhand? that would give hi;n a water
right of snu^thin.s ootweo'n 16U :md 172 inches* He hoo 16QA*
#nd «« J72 inch can«sc ity oitch? jr.d ho was probably using all
the water in his ditch* .ih»-it<±ver ho w,-js putting to
beneficial use? he should have n*id a water right to#) But
thhn Croak decided not to settle upon 80 of those acres* So



he only patented and confirmed 80A* to himself* At page* 57
of tho opinion? the court reco<;nizod that Croak had about a
160 inch water right* Croak sold all of his land and his
water right which finally rested in his successor? the
defendant. In litigation with the plaintiff? the court said
that he only got 80 inches of the Croak water right because
he only got 80a*? and he only would nesd 80 inches to
irrigate 80A* That raises trie question of what on earth
happened to the other 80 inches of the Croak water right.
It must have evaporated* The court said? inadequately I
think? "defendant could acquire only sufficient water to
irrigate the land he acquired? and on the record? hi
acquired at most a right to 80 inches of the Croak right*"

i

The. plaintiff had a 100 inch water right for mining
purposes* This is similar to £Qflgr y* frwi t^er* He

( converted this to irrigation in 18K2* In litigation? th*
| court awarded him a 275 inch water right oecause that is all

they thought he needed after he changed to irrigation*

j All the rights to Skalkaho Creek? a tributary to the
i Bitter root River had been decreuo in 1961* The early water

rights were irrigating down on the lower Skalkano* Junior
| rights then existed upstream* A canal company was bringing

water in from the fitter root River to irrigate land and
j supply water to a city way downstream* It had to cross
i Skalkaho to do this* It would be to the water companyfs
j advantage to gain head in order to have more elevation for

better distribution of the water* So they bought the early
rights on the Skalkaho and delivered bitter root water to
those people and sought to take out the early rights higher

j on the river* (Tne general doctrine in Montana is that you
canft change the place of diversion or place of use to tho
detriment of junior appropriators* That probably would nave

\ been a sufficient doctrine to have settled tnis cas? to

protect the junior water right owners if the change worked
• to their detriment? which it certainly did* The canal
j company thought it had bought the exact same number of
| inches of water right the early users had had and the right
; to take that amount out wnenever it wanted? which was nearly

constantly* The court finally said that even tnougn all the
rights had been decreed some 20 years earlier? the trial
court would have to determine the mode of use of water in

i order to learn the effects on the junior users* The
purchasers would then have to conform their withdrawals of

! water to what would have been demanded if the other people
\ hod continued to raise the same crops they had .been raising

when the sale of the water right was nrade. when a water
right is purchased? the habits and water use techniques? and
purposes of the appropriation of the seller are bought.

j Thus these things must be determined to show how much actual
| water is available for use* Tht?t aspect of this case was
J approved and quoted in ib^llfiiLk_yx_k£i£yS5i in 1938.

This is the last case Ifll cover on this suoject* All the
rights involved in this case were decreed in 1913* These
parties had been decreed more water than they currently were



using or needed* So they bec;an to expand their irrigated
acreage* The expanded acreage was still within the land
described hy the original pleadings* The water used was
still within the amounts decreed to them* They were however
using more water than they had in fact been putting to a
beniificial use* In this case they were denied the right to
extend the use of water* The Court said? "It seems

indisputable that a water user who has be*en decreed the
right to use a certain number of inches of water upon lands
for which a beneficial use ha^ been proven cannot
subsequently extend the use of that water to additional land
not under actual or contemplated irrigation at the time the
right: was decreed to thr. injury of subsequent appropr iators*
Of course water must be appropriated if decreed under our
systom for some useful or beneficial purpose* The proof of
the existence of some purpose *ind the use applied to the
sar.te as shown in the original cause? of necessity formed the
basis of the awards finally given in the 1913 decree*" I
think the consequence of that is that the Court is saying
the defendants were decreed some amount of water by a
liberal court* So they nave that water right and that the
decree would not be upset* :*ut they said the local court
was \}Oinrt to have to determine exactly when — to what hours
ana what days — that right might be exercised* The
approrpiator received the right for a particular purpose and
is entitled to apply the right only to that purpose* So the
amount of water in the decree only defines the rate at which
the water may be used but the actual quantity is limited to
the amount neeoea for the purpose? of the appropriation*

These cases are intended to tnrow some question on the
certainty and conclusiveness of the decrees prior to 1973*

jlepreserytat ive Scul ly: You said earlier in the discussion
that you didn't think it would be feasible to begin
adjudication state-wide* Last winter we looked at some
other states and it seemed that many states have done this.
They start on z state wide process and require that all
persons claiming zj right make their claim within a five-year
period. Th-'iH the adjudication process would commence at a
certain time. 0c you think this might work?

Al Siphfi2 I certainly think we should have a state-Wide
process of adjudication? and I think that is what we have
commenced upon* The only thing is that as far as tho state
process is concerned? only the Powder River is affected* I
was only concerned with the feasibility of putting the kind
of money and personal that would be needed to adjudicate I
everything at onco* That s.jems overwhelming? but it is \
conceivable* It would draw money from every other
institution in the state in order to try to do that* Also?
it nas not oeen my observation that any state has tried to
do that* vtyoming authorized tne 3oard of Control to pick
segments of streams or watershed's and commence on those.
That is what is now happening also in Texas under the 1967
Stream Adjudi cat io-> Act. I think most statos that have
attempted tnis sort of water right determination have gone \
by watershed or source of water step Dy step* '

pepresentafrive Scully: Haven't they required by statute



that everyone in the state file a declaration within three
to five years with the courts?

Al Stone: They have done that in some instances? and the
Texas act does that. The act says? M0n or before Septemoer
I. 1969? every person claiming any water right to which this
section applies shall file with the water commissioner? a
statement setting forth the dates and volume of use of
water? other information as may be required by the

J commissioner to show the nature and extent of the claim11 and
j so on. So it required everybody to claim their water right
1 by that time*
i

Repres^ntative 5qul1y: So you would agree that you almost
\ have to adjudicate water on a drainage basis?
|

Al >tPnq» I think so* As a practical matter you do? not a$ (
a legal matter*

Represgntat \ ve ftarn jre%: What did Texas do after all these
; claims were filed by 1969?

I Al Stone; Well? they are now deeply involved in tne process
I of adjudicating* as they go from stream to stream and
j watershed to watershed? the commission not only publishes
j notice but gives notice by certified mail to everyone they
1 can find* So even though there is a statutory, requirement
: that all the people declare their rights the actual
•j adjudication process is wer^ similar to our own* I don§t
j know whether there is an advantage to having all the
{ declarations come in at once* One of the things that is a
| big concern to me is satisfying oue process*^i;e live ih a
\ good country and a free country with democratic
j institutions? but it makes it an expens ive country*^, I was
j wondering as I thought about your^ problems for these
1 meetings whether we could expedite our adjudications by
{ limiting notification to publication? specifying in the
i statute that notice be given by full ads? half page ads? or
\ whatever published a certain number of times. Then have
| people file declarations and consider that they haw been .
< given notice* If they donft care to make any claim, then
j consider that they have no water right* But I ran into some
! problems when I researched this *nd kind of blew my idea out |
| of the water* The United Stat^i Supreme Court has overruled
j state courts that have upheld my idea* One of these cases

was a water rights case another was an eminent domain case
1 in Kansas. (Walker v. Hutchinson? 1?56 United States

Supre/r.o Court Case) (Shroeder v. New York? 1962). The U.S.
; Supreme Court has followed these cases ever since. The
J danger of not giving due process is that you can go through
j this eleborate proceeding to conclusion ano after all tho ]
\ money and years it has taken to get a decree <)nd ^et ,j
S reversal* Then you have to st<irt over again from scratch. |
j So my position is tnat you should take no chance on due

process because the cost of misjudgment is far too o.reat —
the stakes are too big.

figprgfterrtat ive Ramirez: what aoout having two publications?
The first would notify people of the requirement to file.

i For those who file you could demonstrate notice* Then you



can pick up those that are ascertajnaole oeyond that* Later
another notice could be published for all the rest*

A} Stone: I think that would be satisfactory* In fact one
case showeo that where a person has actual notice he canft
complain about lack of due process where the statute wasn't
fol lowed exactl y*

Incidentally? because of ths interrelationship between
groundwater and surface water rights under the 1973 act? I
don't think it is sufficient to just give notice to people
associated with surface water features but should also

notico anyone who might be drawing groundwater* Some wells
are inside houses so the problem of giving adequate notice
sev.rns. to me to be enormous* It is a major problem and a
m<»j or expense.

M^laniils^aasLt jJaiJEii^l^giiflyJ ftisas _ao£-JUaslL--gflec j .

The lrifl9 Constitution hao only one provision with respect to
water. It said that the use of all waters and the

right-of-way over the lands of others for ditches shall be
held to be a public use. except for slight gammatical
corrections? the 197? Constitution copied that.

Pursuant to those provisions the court has liberally
interpreted the use of water as a public use* The court
has never closed the list of what is a beneficial use in the

state. It finally comes to the question of whether a use is
wasteful or has social utility. Rniment domain for persons
who want access to water has likewise oeen supported* That
has be«>n upheld in ElllQflfcw.s,,, y* Taylal and Sprat v* Helena
f^ilJLOQSiaxSSi^^ It has also been upheld by the
U.S. Supreme Court in a Utah case? CIarK v« fla?h-

What waters can be appropriated?

Prior to 197 3 it seems to have been the law in Montana that
tnere had to be a watercourse in order for a person to have
e water right or an appropriation* 1 think this was an
erroneous view that was an adaptation of a rule of tort law
in damages that when there is flood water and vagrant
surface water? that that is not watercourse water. A person
has a right to divert that water and to protect himself from
it* You can't do that in a watercourse* So there is a

distinction? but it ought only to apply in the case of
damages as described* So there is a valid distinction
between thi-> water course and just ordinary surface drainage
water but the distinction ought only to apply in the case of
damage such as described* Montana started out with the
distinction* For instance? damages of Fgrflham v- tyortherp
Piagjf ic Raj Iway QQ^pgoy? which was where the railroad put
an embankment tnat affected tho flow of the Bitter root River

and damaged this follow* s pro^rty and he brought an action
for the Hamacies and the Court held that they had diverted
part of a watercourse and so the railroad had to pay
damages• In LatDun.igQ tt«_kallf^iQ—ttalley—ftai l.way Company?
the railway from Three Forks to 3ozeman? they didnft put in
an embankment and the water came down a swai1 and inundated

a man? Lamunion? and the Court said? Mthatfs just a swail



and doesn't look like much of a water course with grass
( growing in it a lot of the time so it is not a w.;ter course

and so you don't get any damages* The railway hud a right
to divert the water however they wanted to*lf

] Using water course for that purpose is one thing hut saying
th3t a person who can make an economically justifiable use
and put it to beneficial use isnft taking out of a water

I course and doesn't get a water right. I think it is too bad.
j In Popham v* Hclleron the water was seeping out of a canal

and Popham went up the gulch and built a check dam to store
I the water and put it to a beneficial use* Holleron then
( went up the gulch and put a dam in above Popham and cut his

water off* The court gave the right to popham because the
j water was in a watercourse after it seeped out of the canal*

They got into litigation and the Court said that it had to
j bo a watercourse and that after the water seeped out of the
5 canal and began to form rivulets that it was a watercourse*
\ So Popham had an earlier right and he was entitled to prior
j right and Holleron had to let tne water down to Popham*
>

Tnat was followed by Ooney y* B^atty* Hay Coulee in Hlaine
J County? where people upstream on hay Coulee were putting in

little check reservoirs* Beatty? who was downstream and who
• had been using the water from Hay Coulee9 sought to enjoin
| them from doing that. The Court said that up there were was
j not a watercourse and consequently 3eatty could not get a

water right against them and they could not be enjoined.
j The plaintiffs in Doney y* aeatny were all parties to a case
| of F?dera1 land panl^ y* Mprri? which found Hay Coulee to be
! a watercourse? but that was downstream where the plaintiffs

were*

; I think under the subject of the water Use Act? we may have
| eliminated that distinction* I hope we have* The
; definition is:
i *•Water* means all water of the state? surface and

| subsurface? regardless of its character or manner of
« occurance? including gooth'>rmal water*"

| from there on? the code only speaks of water general Iyt
! except for when it refers to groundwater or something like

that* Then it tells how you appropriate water? and I think
i it may have eliminated that distinction between watercourse

water and nonwatercourse wator. I would hope so. So a
person can make beneficial use of water that flows

; intermittently* However? in all uf our adjudications under
j the 1973 Water Use Act? all of our water rights that we are
i worried about are subject to pre-1975 water rights* So the
] issue of whether or not a person was taking from a
; watercourse or not remains with us for litigation under the

pre-f73 water use act* I guess you are all familiar with
the importance of pre-1973 water law under the 1973 Water

I Use Act. 1972 constitutional confirmation of existing water
! rights* We are going to be continuing to deal with in

pre-1973 water rights for however long it takes to
j adjudicate everything in the st*te.
\

Waste? drainage? and return flow waters may be appropriated
by a lower appropriator as held in Kg«\,on v. wijer. a 1930



case. But such lower appropriator doesnft get to compel the
upper person to continue tc w.isto water or continue to use
water. He just has to nope tnat the water continues to come
down to him* Th^t leads to a n^at controversial question?
which I ought to jr t some discussion on* That is? can a
person al t .»r making his use of the water (for which he
appropriated it) recapture th^- wator at the foot of his
property and then »;ut it in a sump and pump it up to the top
of his property again and reuse it? Connected with that?
car. he make his use more efficient and then decide to put
additional lands under irrigation under his original water
right?

Representative Scul1yz I guess he wouldnft be aole to do
eit.her one* You are limited to the original use for which
tne water right was appropriated*

a) Stpne: There is a policy argument for saying that if a
person can make more efficient use of the water he ought to
<<et the? benefit of it* Yet? there is a suspicion that it is
not norely making better use of this water but if he starts
irrigating an additional 30 acres or 160 acres? that there
is some kind of cheating going on.

The early c-isos in Montana were quite liberal with respect
to water use? find they woulu c» 11 ow a person to expand his
appropriation (pre-Statute appropriation) like in lotfllaa Xjl
Qftrr inaer which is in No* I? Montana Reports* They let him
relate back his subsequent development to his original
appropri at ion. In Rqck C^^ek bi^ch and Flume Cgmp^py v.
.Mil 1er?' a 1933 case? water was imported from another
watershed and by the Rock Creek Ditch and Flume Company? and
this person who was a member of that company was utilizing
that imported water for his irrigation and that. increasea
the seepage and the water commenced larger volume flowing
out of a spring which went into Viyman Creek and eventually
into the main drainage* So the fellow who had done that
irrigation with the- imported water put a little sort of a
weir up at the spring where it was commencing to escape from
his property and started to reusa the water* This* fellow
Miller rippeu out the works and said that they didn't haye
any right to that water and ultimately the Montana Supreme
Court ruled that once the water had reached the spring and
was tributary to the whole water system it became a part of
the system of appropriation — first in time? first in right
— in that drainage. The people who had imported the water
had lost their right to use it. They had made their use of
the water and could not recapture it.

Cur code and the cases I quoted to you earlier are couched
in terms of the fundamental being? the beneficial use of the
wat*r?, the purpose for which you have made your
appropriation. When you establish your appropriation and
the water which you are appropriating will accomplish that
purpose — th-=*t is the limit of your appropriation* It is
not a quanti ty of water out a purpose for the exercise of a
franchise to utilize puolic property* The water belongs to
the public. You get a franchise for a particular purpose?
ann after it has served that purpose? other people g.e.t, to
use thEit property,. My answer would agree almost exactly



with what you said*

i Representative Scully: Say you have someone who is in an
j area of a high water table and because of that high water
| table when you irrigate above him you have flood irrigation
! and water seepage that goes down into the two farmers that
! are below and say that one on one side or another decides
i that he is tired of that and he credges in such a way that
. the seepage now copies into a channel that he has created and
• drains into it* As a result of that he dries up Doth his
I and the other land with the excess flood waters* So what he
j has done basically is channel that through a drainage ditch
I and let's say that he dumps into another creek that goes by*
j All he wanted to do was to get the oog out of his property
I and thatfs what ho did* 3ut th^ farmer next to him wanted to
! keep the flood irrigation water. Has he developed through
i his use of that flood water over the years a water right in
J such a manner that he could enjoying the other individual
j from further action in that drain or indeed even fill it in
| if it was possible.?
1
j fll Stone: I donft think that I can give you a affinitive

answer but it seems to me that you are dealing in an area of
real property law and whether the upland owner has over a
sufficiently long period of time acquired prescriptive right
to drain onto the lower owner and it sounds to me as though?
and your hypothetical? that likely that has occured? that he
has over the years wrongfully drained his water onto this

j lower landowner and made a bog of the thing and after five
;! years of using the lower lano this way it seems to me that
j he would acquire a prescriptive right to it* I think it is
; a little less of a water law problem than it is a real

property* tort comoination*

j Senator Boylan: of course you would probably come in on
•! these impact studies* I got a little place there — KO
j acres — out in Four Corners that used to be really boggy
j because people really heavily irrigated above* That has ail
j gone into development now andf of course? that had an impact
j on this piece of property that I nave that there is no water
j table there anymore* It used to have a real high water
! table* It is all these impacts — I think everything way
! come into this part of it — and it is an impact oecause now
S this land requires more irrigation which before it was
• subirrigated and then too? when you establish county roads
j thoy go in and build the roads up — put a cut down in there
; — and of course through wet areas — it starts a cut down
J in there — and of course through wet areas — it starts
» collecting water* Then? of course* the people have been

filing on this and once they created it then they come in
down below and file on this seepage or drainage water for
whatever that it may be* it may cowo back of course tho
environmentalists — a lot of people are talking about
impact and impact studies and maybe this will go into that
part of it and all of these things* The impact of what you
do has problems with souebody else*

I Al Stone: It seems to me in Johnfs illustration that it
» might be possible for the upland irrigator to enjoin
! interference with his drain* There is a reciprocal problem



that the downstream guy may he enjoying the use of the
drainage water*

Representat ive Scul1y: Can you approach that from the —
what happens if you take the argument that what Ifve done is
through my use of that water for years Ifve developed a
beneficial use for that water and have thus appropriated the
wetter* Ifm talking about the farmer who was using the water
which carnfl down* The otner farmer has drained away the
water he was using* He has taken away water that has been
beneficially used. We would not recognize that would we
inasmuch as they haven't appropriated or diverted any water?

Al StP"?; In the future? under the 1973 Water Use Act
apparently you would not acquire a surface water right that
way* (I don't quite think you call that groundwater when
thore is subirrigation)• You have to impound? withhold?
withdraw? or reservoir the wat*r under th>* Water Use Act and
you wouldn't acquire a water right. I'm not so sure that
you wouldn't have acquireo a water right prior to 1973?
however. It is true that our code sections that have to do
witr, appropriation of water speak of diverting and posting
notice and posting a notice at the point of diversion or
whatever. It was natural for our Legislature to think in
torms of diversion partly Decause that was the principle way
in which you could make the use of water at the time of 1885
and .1895 when these code sections were drafted? and partly
because they intended to distinguish the appropriation
systom from the riparian system. They wanted people to know
that you didn't get a water ri »ht Decause water was flowing
past your place. You would have to make o use of it and
they used the language of diversion probably as much for
that distinction as for anything else. It does seem to me
tnat that's the real heart of an appropriation is the
beneficial use rather than tho .neans of conducting the water
to that us*?. I don't think it is a settled question*

The principal code section under which people appropriate
water rights in Montana prior to 1973 was 89-610 to 89-812*
That provides for posting of notice at point of diversion?
and filing and telling whero you were going to divert the
wator and all of that. It was held in riurfay yt pflflly that
that was not an exclusive moans — that that did not

prohibit anybody from getting a water right by simply
put tin;: it to a use* I don't thinK that the code section
controls and I think it is jumping to an unfortunate
conclusion to say that a person who has made a good?
economic use of water — rely on it in developing his farm
or his produce — does not have a water right* I am sorry
that our 1973 Water Use Act requires diversion? withdrawal?
impoundment and so on for an appropriation* I think it
simply should have said an appropriation is the acquisition
of t water right pursuant to this act. It should not have
gone into whether you needed a diversion*



Al £tQIl£- This is answered in Montana cases in both Newton
*jL_J±il££. and in tQQh^m V?. Hollec&a- In £ac£iaiD K* tiall£CJ2J3
where they had the ditch that seeped water into Holleron
Gulch? the Court said that Holleron had a water right but

{ didn't hav* the right to compel the canal company to leak
j water and if they made their ditch more efficient or if they
i decided they didn't need the water anymore? they didn't have
r to run it in the ditch* In Newtpn v* wi Jer. Mrs* .Newton was
i making use of a drain ditch in somewhat of a similar

situation as this and the Court said that she could have a

water right based on drainage from the upper land but she
did not have the right to compel him to waste water or have
use of the water which you have the benefit of. This
downstream person gets the water right but it is a
conditional one upon the upper person needing the water and

j making probably somewhat inefficient use of it.

Representative fteib* Could that be called adverse
; possession?

Al Stone: No that is not adverse because you are not taking
; any right away from the upper owner. It would be adverse if
j you hurt the upper owner's right. 3y adverse use of water?

although it is very rare that anyone has succeeded in
getting a ruling from the Montana Supreme Court, that he has

| successfully done so? we havo had until 1973 tho doctrine
! that you can get an adverse or prescriptive right to water.
J That will ordinarily have to occur in the sort of situation
j where upstream person? who has an inferior priority to a
• downstream person? takes the water when the downstream
! person did need the water and probably protested and the
j upstream guy felt that he had a prior right and was going to
I tak? it and deprived the downstream person of his wator* It
\ can also work in the other direction* Th:* downstream person
I with an inferior right may go to the headgate of the
• upstream person who has a beter right and tell him that he
I has his headgate on and that he? the downstream person? is
I entitled to that water and deprive the upstream person of

tho water when he needs it. It is very difficult to prove a
1 right by adverse possession in hontana because you have to

prove you took the water wnen tho upstream person wanted it
and needed it because he has no right to water when he

} doesn't need it* He is supposed to let other people use it*
This situation does not involve depriving anyone of water*
It is making additional use of water which is what we are

j supposed to do*

qepresgptative ftcully: You touchec a little bit on eminent
domain in that* If I understood what you said? it bothered

| me a little bit in terms of the powar of eminent domain
lying to the individual for tha beneficial use of water. I

« am having trouble constructing that in terms of how that is
j going to operate*

i Al Ston^: I am not talking about eminent domain of water
i rights but of eminent domain for right-of-way access ditch
i right to obtain water* In the case that went to the United
i States Supreme Court? C*3rk Y» Mash, the plaintiff had a
] ditch through a very narrow canyon apparently? and utilized
•t that to irrigate his place* The defendant wanted to bring

i



water to his place a I
source? but there was

defendant sought to
interfering with the pi
statute similar to our

right to enlarge plaintif
ditch that way to carry h
it. That was fought
individual trying to make
not constitutional• The

where water is a public
that the private use of t
water resource is a publi

so* There was enough water in the
only room for one ditch* The
enlarge the plaintiff's ditch?

aintiff's property* Utah had a
s and the defendant condemned the

ffs ditch and make joint use of the
is water to where he wanted to use

on the basis that here is a private
use of eminent domain and that .is
Supreme Court said that in the arid
use? the western states can decide

he water and the development of the
c use.

ftppresentati ve Scul1y: So when we differentiate an eminent
domain law in Montana from the water standpoint to the real
property standpoint? is that you are declaring the water?
<?ven though I as an individual am using it basically for my
private* use? as a public use and allowinq eminent domain to
hold.

Al SlfiO£: The Constitution supports that and it is riot. a
new Socialistic idea because fcl 1inghQVl.se X* Taylor is an
1895 case upholding it in the Montana Supreme Court*

a puolic use for say
individual v:ant to

acess to it.

Yet we wonft allow that in terms of
a recreational facility* If I as an
start a dude ranch? I can't even get

Al >tong: All of the western states tended to adopt the
common law and to follow the law of the eastern states? but

Justice Holies in £oiuaitis(H LafML-.anfl £attl£ Company v*
Curti s said that the adoption of the coinmon law of England
by the western states is far from meaning that the patentees
of a ranch on the San Pedro ought to have the same rights as
owners of an estate on tho Thames*

Representative frqth* You were talking about the reuse of
wat^r* In the first place the economically justifiable user
and you had to dsal someway to get it back on your property.
If you had all the water in that stream and the first right?
which probaoly included most of the water out of the stream?
and you could if it was economical for you to put it back on
your land someway? are you saying that that would be
illegal?

41 Stpne: f&F3^®^^^^
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Reprc /q Roth: Whrit do yotf mean "change of use"?
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You wanted to talk about navigability or do you want to talk
about the wild and scenic rivers act for a moment? The wild

and. scenic rivers act might be worth talking about just
briefly because it has some relation to these inter-basin
transfers? the Federal use of water and so on*

the development of coal here in Montana and
you

s not

annual

flow of so Many cubic feet per second or so many acre feet
per year; it is the low flow which counts? and this year
there will be an especially low flow* But every year the
low flow varies from spring runoff to the winter time* In
order to shore up the low flows? there is only one feasible
method and that is to put in oig storage dams'to regulate
the flew? cjtch the flooa waters and release them during the
loW-flo** period* I think that is c,oing to be a critical
thing for Montana* How can Montana deal with that?

I wriulo lik^ to n*aa you an interesting story* It will only
tjkt- .'. moment*

One of the inost hard-fought? and bitter legal and
political oattles concerned the ££lLaj& River which?
though navigable? lias wholly in the State of
Washington* The State Department of Game had evolved a
comprehensive plan for the protection of anadromoust
principally salmon and steelhead trout? which led to
the legislative adoption of a Columbia River Sanctuary
Act prohibiting .tne construction of dams over 25 fset
in height on tne t^llja^ or other streams tributary to
the Columbia* The City of Tacoma applied for a license
from the Federal Power Commission to build two dams?

300 and 240 feet high? to produce power for its
industries* The Federal Power Commission found a

critical shortage of power existed in western
Washington? issued the license over the objection of
the state that the river should be left its
substantially natural condition for recreational
purposes* On the strength of the first Iowa case?
(that1 s another case).?, thp commi.ss ionf s power to issue
the license was recognized by both state and federal
courts. {itai£ ttf—ktashingtan *± FederaJ ££*££
CflJDflliiLSJjaD• This is a ninth circuit case and a State
of Washington case)* The state court then attempted to
bl.ock the project by holding that the city? a creature
of tne state? had no power to condemn state property? a
fish hatchery that would be inundated by one of the
reservoirs* (£.Lty„toL-l&Q&*^X^l£WaVers 9J, TflCQfflg♦ a
Supreme Court of Weshi-ngton case.) The U*S* Supreme
Court reversed on the ground that this issue had been
involved in and decided Dy litigation involving
issuance of the license and* hence was L&s.
judicata*Point ing out thjt in the prior litigation it
nad been held that st^te laws cannot prevent the
commission from, issuing, a license or bar the licensee
from acting under the license to build a dam on a
navigable. stream under, the dominion of the United
S-.tatus*. The people of th«.\. St/ite* of Washington tnen.

I hov^ in mind the development of coal here in Montana
tho need for the regulation of the Yellowstone River if
are going to have large energy conversion plants* It is
enough to say that the Yellowstone has an average at



now# The Pacific southwest needs more water as soon as it
can and the question is where are they going to get the
wetter*

There have been a number of suggestions* They started out
with a rather modest idea of ho.; much water they might take
say from the Columbia and where they might take it from the
Columbia. As I mentioned yesteroay* the Columbia flows

1 somewhere between lfcO million to 189 million acre feet per
! year. Keep that figure in mind when wc» talk about the
I Colorado flowing somewhere around 13*7 million acres a year*
i Vast difference* The Columbia has historically simply

overflowed all of the dams on the Columoia during the spring
' runoff and dumped millions of acre feet into tne pacific
I Ocean* I doubt tnat there will be any spill this year

except for the purposes of allowing salmon fingerlings to go
downstream* The chief engineer of ftonnervi11e Power tells
me that wnen they finally install all of the generators —
additional generators — for peaking power on the Columbia

\ that only in flood years will there be any spill* Th-j
; Pacific Northwest can use the water in the future — -ill of
j it for power purposes? whereas the Soutnwest would like it
] for food? essentially agr icul turrj. The initial estimate as
j to how much they would like to get from tne Columbia was
J around 2 or 2 1/2 million feet out their estimates have gone
j as high as 13 million acre feet at the Oalles with a lift of

5?000 feet over mountains and transporting it 1?200 miles to
j Hoover Dam at a cost of about ill billion* This would
! double the current Southwest water supply and that's? I
| guess? enough* Herefs a map of the Colorado River aasin
j area where the dams are and that's just a brief rundown on

that history*

Youfre more interested in the Missouri River Basin area than

the Columbia* I don't have anything as specific on the
Missouri* Having taught a summer in Texas? I know that
Texas very desperately wants more water in their high plains
area* In the area around Lubbock and Plainview in the hijh

* plains of Texas? they have been drawing wat^r from the
j Ogalala formation and also the Panhandle of Oklahoma and

that essentially is nonrechar ;eable* The rechargo is so
; small that they're really minin; the water just 1iVce you
I mine oil or coal and other minerals? because tne recharge

rate is negligible. Consequently the water table has been
| dropping in that area over a long period of time to the

point where the pumping depth is so great that land values
! have been dropping over the last decade in that area* so

Texas has looked over to its own east — the Cypress River
S Basin and that area over by Louisiana — to see <»bout
1 transporting some of its own water up to tne hi;?,t\ plains

which involves always regional conflicts and a?so tapping
the Missouri downstream from Fort Randall 0am and bringing

j water along the slope of the plains east of Denver down to
the high plains area^ They've jetsn looking everywhere for

j i water and I don't know what they are going to finally eno up
« with* All of that area is water-short? much more so than we

are here in Montana? especially in the Columbia drainage*

Ihg_kild-and Scenic RiversAct



supply California with the yater that would then be taken*
Secretary Udailfs proposal brought out the conflict*
Arizona wanted a guaranteed supply of water for its farms
ana cities and so they had the central Arizona project*
Southern California wanted continued access to more water

than it was guaranteed under the agreements of the 1920's in
the California v* Arf^^nc? law suit* The upper basin states
wanted guarnateea access to the water which they would need
for future development and were not yet using* They needed
i:uro-.:u of Reclamation dams and the use of the water during
tne dry summer season* The Pacific Northwest was scared?
and it vjanted to protect the Columbia and the Snake Rivers
from thirsty Southwest which was casting covetous eyes on
the affluent Columbia River* The conservationists and

environmentalists wanted to maintain the Colorado River
intact? free from more dams and the Bridge .and Marble Canyon
Dams . were particular targets of the Sierra Club and they
wanted to protect the Grand Canyon National Monument where
both Bridge and Garble Canyon Dams were* They reached a
resolution which gave everybody something* The Colorado
River Basin Project Act of 19b8 gave Arizona approval of
the central Arizona project? California was guaranteed 4*4
trillion acre feet witn priority over the central Arizona
project* California got the protection it needed* It still
doesn't get thu water that itw^nts but it got protection
and priority over the central Arizona project*, the upper
basin got t> reclamation projectsp Curisante? flaming Gorge?
Glen Canyon? Navajo? and ' pno other large Bureau of
Reclamation project? and Utah got an increased allocation of
water to the Dixie project* The pacific Northwest went
along with this because it got a 10-year moratorium on any
Federal planning per transbasin diversions and the
conservationists won also* They got a committment that the
bridge and Warble Canyon pains would not be built but the
power by stream-thermalplants generating power from coal*
So the conservationlists and environmentalists won — they
got the Four Corners plants* Tnat is the real irony of it?
I think*

The basic problem in the area is that the 1922 compact
assumed a virgin flow of 16*8 million feet? as I said* As
it t.urned out? ofter 1922 as the water was measured the

average virgin flow was 13«7 million acre feet instead of
16*8* Over trie last decade it has been only 12*1 million
acre feet* So central Arizona uses 4»5 million acre feet
which is twice what is available on a sustained basis* It

produces specialty agriculture :— winter lettuce?
vegetables? citrus? d3tes? melons? and these all require
haav.y irrigation* The average depth of the water table has
dropped from 70 feet in 1940 to ?00 feet in 1964? and in the
source that I have? it estimated that it would drop to 300
feet by 1975* This is a nonropleni shable resource that
amounts to. about 2 1/2 million acre feet annually of
unreplacable water* It is also yetting more saline? poorer
quality*

Tne central Ari?ona project i.> designed- to save Arizona by
pumping water 450 miles uphill, to the Phoenix-Tucson area%
approx innate1y 1*2 million'acre feet? at a cost of originally
estimated around 1*4 billion, dollars*. That has qone up some



water of the Colorado River and they didn't reach a very
complete compact? which was signed in 1922 by every state
except Arizona* What it did d:> was to divide the Colorado
in bulk between the upper basin states and the lower basin
states* They figured the upper baf>in states would get 7 1/2
million acre feet per yoar and the upper basin states would
deliver to the lower basin states 7 1/2 million acre feet
per year* They assumed a virgin flow at Lee's Ferry of 16*8
million acre feet in the 1922 compact* Arizona later

) ratified the compact* There still existed a controversy? a
j bitter one? between California 3nd Arizona over how much
I water? should counted? be in Arizona's allocation*
' California was using about 5*2 <ii 11 ien acre feet of w*ter*
| Arizona couldn't use its water because the Colorado flows in
j deep canyons through Arizona and they wanted to establish a
I central Arizona project whereby they could pump water from
! down around one of the lower ooms for about 300 milf;s or so
! into the Phoenix — Tucson area? an expensive project* In
| order to obtain the water for that they needed to settle
j what California's priority was as against Arizona* The real

issue was whether Arizona had to count the water in the Gil a

j River as part of its allocation from Colorado and thus
j reduce Arizona's total amount or whether ARizon-j would get
! the Gila River for free an'j only count thtf Colorado

allocation and increase what it would be entitled to by
1 about a million or 1*2 million feet* Essentially?
j California lost that case in 1963? and the Gila ftiver was

free for ARizona and they did not have to count it in their
entitlement* California was gut down to 4*2 million acre
feet per year — about I million acre feet less than
California needed and was currently using* Following that?

\ Secretary Udall came out just a few months after the
j California-Arizona decision? the decree was in 1964? I
| think? with a specific southwest water plan which considered

the region's total supply of 16«4 million acre feet and the
j essential requirements 23*4 million acre feet a considerable
j deficit? and he proposed several things specifically*' The
{ ftri-Jge and Mrjrble Canyon Dams wen* tied into his proposal to
j construct a central Arizona project serving Phoenix and
I Tucson* Of course? increase enorgy and power as needed *nd
j was needed at that time* The Bridge and Marble Canyon Oams
; were tied into in order to sweeten the feasibility (economic
; aspects of the central Arizona project)* The central
I Arizona project is economically unfeasible? it is a loser?
i it s terribly expensive and there is not going to be a great
j deal of revenue from it* But? if you can tie into it some
* hydrolically and physically unrelated? but profitable
i hydroelectric dams? which are economically feasible? then it
| makes the entire project look better economically* Even
j tnough if you tied Grand Coulee Dam into the central Arizona

project it would make the central Arizona project look a lot
better* That is the reason the Bridger and Marble Canyon

l Dams were brought in*

; An aquaduct delivering Northern California water southward
I and actually not just merely to Los Angeles basin out

Northern California water brought down by the large
California aouaduct in the Menaota Canal over into Southern
Arizona into the Colorado River basin area ana a large

j desalinization plant on the California coast in order to



Al Stone*; Yes* I. guess we ought to go into navigability
as a subject ir.att.ur all by itself and then relate it to the
federal Power Commission*

The word "navigability" is chameleon in character* It takes
en a different color depending upon what the setting is
where it is found* It has a different meaning when it is
used for different purposes* It arose out of Federal
Proolems* Admiralty jurisdiction of the United States was
the problem in the G^pesee Chief* an old case* Federal
regulation of commerce was anotner problem* For those
feoeral purposes byinlarge tne Federal Government has
adopted the test of the Panjj.al„ bg] 1* That is an 1870 case
involving the operation of a boat on the Grand River? a
tributary of the Great Lakes and it estaolisned that we
don't follow the British idea that navigable waters are
those whe'r% tne tide ebbs and flows? but it also includes
waters which are susceptiole of navigation? travel? trade
and commerce in th« ordinary nudes of trade and commerce of
the 0:iy* In ,1 little time I could get you the exact quote of
.th-at hut r think that i
doesn't say that the r
in the ordinary modes of
it says that the water
toe Dapial 6a]\ t;-;St*

stated it quite accurately* It
yer wos used for trade and commerce
trade and commerce of the day but
is susceptible of such use* That is

The Qanl^l 6all is 77 U*S*
563? it is an 1870 case:

557 and I am quoting from page

"Those rivers . must be regarded as public navigable
rivers in law which are navigable in fact? and they are
navigable in fact when they are used or are susceptible
of beinc- used in their ordinary condition as highways
for commerce over which trade and travel are or may be
conducted in the customary modes of trade and travel on
water*11

g about Federal purposes* This arose out of
Federal ftovernment had the power to license
impose fees for tne use of waterways and
isdiction in the event that there were injuries
or damages and so on* The British crown owned

r navigable water to high water mark* In
felt that generally navigable waters were those
e tide ebbed and flowed but at any rate? the.
he bed and banks of the navigable waters* After
n the colonies took over that ownership* That
in M^r*»n v._ yjaddqll- 41 U.S* 367? 1842?
ispute over an oyster fishery off the coast of

We a re t a1k in

whether the

boats and to

admiralty jur
or sinkings
the land und<j

Britain they

in which th

crown owned t

tfn* Revolutio

was upheld
involving a d
New Jersey*

The colonics conceded a number of things to the Federal
government on the formation of the Union but they did not
grant to the Federal government any ownership of the lands
una'ernea.th their waters and so th<* colonies had those

waters*

Touera.1

Al-abam-a*.

Then thoro arose; a jurisdictional dispute between the
Government and parties in interest in Mooile Bay*

Alabama was. not .* colony and so who owned the* bed



adopted by initiative the statute reaffirming the
prohabition against dams over 25 feet high and adding
••nor shall eny such person? including a municipal
corporation? obtain or use a federal license for such
purpose* The city then? ironically enough? invoked the
jurisdiction of the courts of the utate whose public
policy it had persistently flouted to a^ain give
assurance to prospective oono purchasers that the city
is empowered by license from the Federal Power
Commission to disregard the Ihw of this Stat..." (Th.itfs
•a quote from the Washington Supreme Court)

Holding this initiated law to d*> superseded and inoperative
when it comes into conflict with the.exercise of "paramount
jurisdiction11 of the United States to determine who shall
build dams on navigable streams and at what height? the
Court dec! area tnat the law did not? in any way? affect the
right or authority of the city to proceed with the project
in accordance with its license* From that it is very cle^r
that as things have stood in the past? the Feoeral Power
Commission could license a power company or consortium of
power companies to build the Allivnspur Oam or any other dam
on the Yellowstone River? and there is absolutely no power
or authority in the State of Montana which can inhibit that
building* There is one thingt only one thing* which would
restrict such a construction of dams on the Yollowstone*
That is the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act? because "once a
stream has been placed under that act for study for
inclusion within the act? it removes that stretch of stream

from the jurisdiction of the Federal Power Commission to
issue any licenses for obstructions in that stream* As I
recollect reading in the newspaper? the Yellowstone River
has been placed under that act for study for inclusion
within Wild and Scenic Kiver System from Yellowstone Park
down through to 30 miles east of killings*

For the time being? the Federal Power Commission coulc; not
license dams on the Yellowstone; utimately there will be a
decision whether to incluoe the Yellowstone or parts of it
within the wild and scenic river system and those parts that
are included would be exempt from impoundments*

4 There is nothing the state of Montana itself can do but try
j to get the river so classifieo it it wants to preserve ports
J of the Yellowstone*

Representati vp Ramirgz: What were you reading from just n
moment ago?

5eoatQr Gait? Going back to the Federal Power Commission?
their authority rests? justs on navigable streams* Is that-
correct?



of Mobile Bay? Tho U*S* Supreme Court in ggllard* lessee?
y* Hagan* 44 U*S* 212? 1845* It involved the ownership of
the bed of Mobile Bay in Alaoama* Alabama did not succeed
to the ownership of that bee through the crown because it
hadn't been a colony* iiut? it was admitted to the United
States so the United States Supreme Court applied equal
footing doctrine that if the colonies are going to get the
beds under navigable waters off of their coasts then new
states that are admitted to the Union ;jre going to succeed
to the same kind of rights that the colonies had so Alabama

| was conceded the bed to Mobile? ftay* Likewise then? it
I follows that all of the coastal states succeeded to the beds
• of their navigable waters*

, In subsequent cases that doctrine is extended inland to
inland navigable waters* It is important for title purpose

' particularly in the public states; when a territory became a
l state there was essentially no change in land ownership as
{ the territory was publicly owned oy tne Federal Government
j and now it became a state and the Federal Government still
! owned the land* People had to go out and patent the lano?
j homestead it and operate under the Desert Land Act and so
{ forth in order to acquire title* The federal Government
J continued to own all the lano but because of Marti.n^y*
; Waddell and Poll arc?* lessee# x«. tiafiail? if therewere
! navigable waters in that newly admitted state upon the
i admission of that state? under the equal footing doctrine?
! the state acquired title to the bed and banks of its
! navigable waters on the date of admission to the union*
j That is consistent with those prior two cases*
i
! There is a string citation in waters apd Hat;er Rights?

Volume 1? at page 207? listing probably 20 cases which
1 follow tnat*

i The states in the old Northwest Territory — Michigan*
Minnesota* Ohio? Missouri? Illinois — quite a few of those
states thought that therefore they got title to their

] navigable waters; and? of course? if the water is
i nonnavigable? the Federal Government continues to own the

*\ land and the land under the water and when it makes a
j conveyance the riparian grantee takes to the center of the
] stream or if he owns both sides? he takes the entire bed of
\ the stream* If it is navigable*? the State is going to own
4 it and quite a few of these states thought that they could
! develop their own tests of navigability* As a consequence
v} of that? you have land titles in some of those states
l determined by individual state tests* There is quite a

disparity among those tests and here you get such things as
; a saw log test or something like that for purposes of
I navigability* Those casus are erroneous — tney are wrong*
J Probably they wonft be redone; things will be loft- stand
\ because ownership is not so important as control anyway*

The proper test was laid out by the U*S« Supreme Court in
Holt State nank* The significant d^tes for this purpose are
around 1926 to 1927* I wonft give you those citations right
now* The U*S* Supreme Court said that it was a Federal

; question not a State question — who gets title to the beds
\ and whether or not it is a navigable stream* Essentially it



went to the Danial Ball as the Federal Test* Was the stream
susceptible of boing used in its ordinary condition as a
highway for commerce for which trade and travel was or might
be conducted in the customary modes of trade and travel on
water? That is navigability for title* That is not a
precise test but it gives some Kind of an idea that it must
t>^ .1 fairly substantial stream usable commercially for
transportation* For coMinerce? essent ial 1y? 0the Danial Ball
tcrst is alright but instead of looking to a date when a
statu was admitted to tho Union for you to determine title?
navigability may later arise and that was established in the
Ne» River case which is Appalachian Power Company v* The
Vnjt< q States* 311 U#S. 3.77f 1940* The United States
commerce power jurisdiction is quite broad and if the stream
can be rendered navigable by improvements and developments*
In 1977 it may become navigable for commerce purposes
whereas it wasnft navigable for title purposes and it might
not have been navigable for commerce purposes until we had
the technique in 1977 to develop and improve the streams so
th**y would be useful for trade and travel upon water and
customary modes of trade and travel upon water*

I want you to be conscious that we are making a switch. We
are going to stop worrying about the relationship of 'the
Federal Government to the states which aetemines who gets
title to the bed and the jurisdiction of the Federal
Government to control trade and travel on navigable waters*
and we are going to think about the relationship of the
state to its own citizenry? which is not a Federal question*
The state*s control of the statefs waters —- the public
waters of Montana or of any other state* Some of the states
automatically thought that if the water is nonnavigable then
the citizen owns the bed — they used the Federal test for
title purposes — and it is not state water and if it is
navigable? then the state owns the bed and the public has
its ri:;ht of access* Some states recognize that since this
is no longer a Federal question then they could develop
their own definition of navigability and proceeded to do so
us in;, in many instances? such * thing as the saw log test
and liter the Court more frankly said that if it was
susceptible to substantial recreational use by the public
because it will float recreational vehicles or is usable,for
fishing? they would call th^ river navigable* It, is
n.wi.«;able for state purposes even though it is not navigable
for commerce? it m&y be not navigable for title — it, is
navigable for the State of Idaho or California or something
like that* I think that you ought to get some examples of
that*

In North Dakota <? stream is nagvi gable when the waters may
be used for the convenience and enjoyment of the public
whether traveling for'' trade purposes or pleasure purposes
(thvj Court orroneousl y vintended this test to apply for title
purposes as well as for public recreation and state commerce
purposes).

The State of Washington for a particular purpose said that
if it will float shingles? it is navigable* (That reminds
me? when the U*S* Supreme Cour;t gets one of those big, cases
1ike. ArJ zona y* Cal ifornj a* i,t can get itself tied* up' fioh 10



years trying one of these cases* They appoint? therefore? a
special master who is essentially the trial judge for the
Supreme Court* Hy takes the evidence and gives a report to
the Supreme Court* In his report to the 0*S« Supreme Court
the master in the Arizopo v* Califorina Case said apparently
a stream is navigable for Federal purposes if it will float
a Supreme Court opinion)*

In New Mexico the United States built thp Conchos Dam on the

South Canadian River and when the U*S. .built the dam they
condemned the dam site and they condemned a flowage easement
to all the submerged land under the reservoir* It is a
condemnation action but you don't actually buy title to the
land* You buy the right to flood it. You have to pay for
that* The title to the land belonged to the Red tUver
Valley Kanch Company* So there came a conflict* The South
Canadian River was not a navigaole stream but here was a
nice? big body of water which people wanted to go and put
boats out on and fish over the privately owned land of the
Red River Valley Ranch Company* The New Mexico Supreme
Court in 1945 held that since the waters are public waters
and they are not in trespass upon this person's lano* and
the public, waters are to be put to a beneficial uso by the
public? that the public had the right to utilize the waters
even though the waters were over private? land* The
dissenting opinion said that on* time a man's home was his
castel? but nowadays? apparently? a fly rod and reel will
server as a writ of entry*

A very similar rationale was used in the Wyoming case of ii&%
v* Arm^fcron« in 1V61« In this case? the plaintiff sought a
declaration of his right to float the nonnavigable upper
area of the North Platte River across the defendant's land.
The stream was nonnavigable for title purposes* Therefore?
the ranch company owned the bed of the stream as well as the
banks and the land on both sides* The Wyoming Court
expressly went on the basis that the state had a right to
have the water flow through that person's land and that if
the water wasn't trespassing? there was a right~of-*ay* If
the stream was of a sufficient siz* to be susceptible of
sufficient substantial public use? the puolic could us«-> it
and would not be in trespass. It didn't oo so far as to say
that you could wade the stream but that as long as you could
float it and make incidental use of the bed of the stream oy
pushing it off of rocks and rapids and things? tne public
could make use of it over the privately owned lano*

In California in a mon? recent case? £sioul£_YJL_!jJack? 19? it
relying largely on the text in enis book? this action was to
compel private land owner to remove wires and fencing and
bridges across the Fall River* A mandatory judgement for
the removal was granted by the r.ri^l court and affirmed by
the Appellate Court of California* the Court agreed that
the stream was not navigable under the Federal test for
title* The bed was privately owned and was not susceptible
to a useful commercial purpose* However? the Court went on
to say?

"It is extremely important that the public (not be
denied use of recreational water by applying the narrow
and outmoded interpretation of navigability nor is the



question of title to tn<> bed of Fall River relevant*
The modern determinations of the California courts? as
well as those of several of the states? as to the test

of navigability can well be restated as follows:11

Now tney are telling you a definition of navigability but
notice that we are not dealing with a Federal question here
at all? we are dealing with an internal California problem*

••Members, of the public hove the right to navigate and
to oxercis* the incidence of navigation in a lawful
manner at any point below high water mark on waters of
this state which are capable of oeing navigated by oar
or motor propelled small craft* The Federal test of
navigability does not preclude a more liberal state
tost establishing a right of public passage whenever a
stream is physically navigable by small craft*"

Lastly? since it is a rather recent case? a 1974 Idaho case?
a close neighbor of ours* £quJL0£j:Q Idaho Fish and Q^me
Association v. Pjgabo Livestock! Ipc* Here some fishermen
who also belonged to the Soutnern Idaho Fish and game
Association were fishing this Silver Creek and they got
kicked off* So the Southern Idaho Fish and Game Association

brought an action for declaratory judgment on behalf of
itself? its members? and the general public for declaration
of the right to utilize the waters of Silver Creek* The
trial court said that the basic question of navigability is
.simoly the suitability of a particular water for public use?
ruling for the plaintiffs? the fish and game association*
In affirming? the Idaho Supreme Court said? and I think this
is tho last quotation I will read at you:

"Appellate urges this Court to adhere to the test of
navigability that is useo in Federal actions where
title to stream beds is at issue* However, the

question of title to the oed of Silver Creek is not at
issue in this proceeding? This is not an action by the
State of Idaho or respondent to qui&t title to the bed
of a navigable stream* It is an action to declare the
rights of the public to use a navigable stream* The
Federal test of navigability? involving? as it does?
property title questions? does not preclude a less
restrictive state test of navigability establishing a
ri'Jht of public passage wherever a stream is physically
navigable oy small craft?"

There is another developing line of authority that I think
may make a little more sense or may be more logical and that
is to simply abandon the word navigability and simply ask
tne question of whether the use of a particular body of
water by the public is a nuisance because the stream flows
through someoody's barnyard and is just a little creek or
whether it is a stream which js susceptible of substantial
and important public recreation il use* Thus deal in whether
things are public waters or essentially private waters for
recreational purposes*

The Federal Power Commissions jurisdiction is essentially
baseq on commerce power of the United States and the Federal
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dredging and filling operations in navigable Waters* In its
definition of navigable waters it has a vague phrase that
navigable waters means waters of the United States* I think
quite properly that the Army engineers interpreted that1 in
its entire context as meaning navigable waters under the
Danial aall test or substantial tributaries that will affect

navigability* So tne Army engineers drew up regulations
limiting their own jurisdiction to waters which would fit
tho Danial ?>all tost or substantial tributaries to it.

Somebody was filling land in Florida and a good
conservation? environmental outfit called National Resources

Defense Council? a very respectable outfit? wanted the Army
engineers to get in there and control and stop this dredging
and filling in Florida* The Army engineers said that it
didnft fit their regulations because it doesn't really
affect any navigability? it doesnft fit the Danial Ball test
c»nd so the 'tetiohal Resources Defense Council took the Army
engineers to Court* In NJsliL v* fal lgw^y? who was the
Secretary of the Army? the court told the engineers that
their regulations were wrong* That definition- of
navigability in the Federal toater pollution Control Act
saying that by navigable waters we mean the waters of*the
United States? is intended to draw upon the full authority
of Congress to regulate commerce* The Corps was ordered to
redraw its regulations so as to reach the full extent of the
Concession*! authority over commerce as it affects water*
So tne Army engineers — and here you have a
conservationist?" onvi rohmental ist group which is ordinarily
fighting the Army engineers? trying to restrict their
authority and keep them out of ylaces -- lost the case* the
NRDC won — .the Army Gets t° 9° anywhere and control
dredges? fills and anything to the smallest tributaries*
Tneir current regulations? unK?ss they have been superseded
since lfve looked? may not go as far as the Court ordered*
Tnoy go up to tributaries carrying 5 cubic feet per second
or more? arid ponds of 5 acres or more* It seems to me that
that is disobedience of the Court order* They should go to
all water* They should go to your drinking fountains out
here* Their regulations also include any stream that is
usee t:o grow crops that are used in interstate commerce*
That could involve the Lost River of Idaho which arises in

Idaho and sinks in Idaho? but it does grow potatoes* Or any
stream which is used recreationally by people travelling
interstate* That is the jurisdiction of the Corps of
Engineers* It *!so was overwhelming to the Corps of
Engineers* They decided that they would have to do it in
stages kind of like we are doing racial integration? all
deliberate speed* They would divide it into three phases*

Phase one will essentially do what they have been
doing? principal navigable strems and tributaries* Phase
two will move into smaller tributaries* Past three they
will try to move into tho full extent that their regulations
<:;o to* Tn»i-y would do it in three-year stages* This case
resulted in the Army engineers' having far greater scope to
tne ir operati ons*

That is probably enough oh navigability? isn*t it?

Senator Galt: Has there been any court case in Montana like



Power Act requires a license for anyone who is going to
build a dam on any of tne navi g-ibl e waters of the United
States and on any waters that will affect the navigable
capacity? which means that they can require a license for
substantial tributaries and so forth* This is a little

r irrelevant but I tnink I have to say it to be complete: the
language of the act says that if the hydroelectric project
will affect commerce* In the Un ipn Electric case which was
decided a little over a decade ago* tne U*S* Supreme Court

; really broadened the previous interpretation of ttv* Federal
power act by saying that if you are building a dam on a

\ nonnavigable stream where it has no effect on navigability
i but that the electric power will be shipped interstate or

will affect the interstate transmission of electricity? then
it affects commerce and comes under the Federa} power act*
That is an irrelevancy for our purposes because we arc1 not

i in the utility business and that doesnft have anything to do
' with navigability at all* That just goes straight to ths

commerce power of the U*S* and not navigability* I would
like to give an illustration? especially for the nonlawyer.s
her^? of the extent of the commerce power of the United
States when Congress chooses to drew on the full measure of
its power* Congress does not normally cnoose to draw on the

| full measure of its commerce power and wisely so* This is
; probably why we elect representatives* Way back in the 30Vs

when Secretary Hickard was Secretary of Agriculture? we
' , commenced to have quotas of things that you could grow and
i in this case it involved wheat* As I recollect the facts of

this case? and som* of you may want to correct me if I make
some errors? Filburn was growing wheat on his own property

; and he was utilizing the wheat for his own consumption for
» his animals and domestically* As I recall* none of it was
1 being shipped out of the state and I think it was being
« consumed all on his own property* Congress hadi for
! purposes of agricultural staoi1ization and for depression.
! purposes in the 30*s? enacted the Agricultural Adjustment
I Act and restricted the quotas that could be grown. So the
I Secretary of Agriculture and his agents went after Filburn
! for exceeding his quota* He said than they had no
j jurisdiction over him as he was not an interstate commerce*
| Ho was just growing and consuming himself* It went to tho
J U*S* Supreme Court which said that the wheat he did grow did
j affect interstate* commerce* If he didnft eat it himself he

would have to buy it from somebody else who was shipping it*
j So when Congress draws on its full authority under the
i commerce clause? there is scarcely any activity which is not

subject to the control of the Federal Government* That
i cigarette that is burning there and the pages that are being
[ turned here all involve commerce in the sense of the full
j Constitutional authority of Congress*
i

| Congress doesnft elect to put the Missouri River in box cars
j and ship it to Washington? D*C-; tney have that Dower under
i the commerce clause but there is quite a difference between
! Congressfs power and what Congress will choose to do*

The Army engineers — I think rhis is quite ironical — in
1972 under the amendments to th«* water Pollution Control
Act? which is really a new act all by itself but is called
an amendment to a prior act? were given jurisdiction over



the one decided in Idaho and Washington?

Al Stones In QjbgQn y* Kelly? an 1895 case? the issue
involved accretions along the banks of the Missouri River* a
navigable stream by whatever definition you wish* Some? I
would say? intruder came and started occupying this
increased land? accretion? th.it the Missouri River had

washed up* Tho original land owner and this person who was
a squatter got into litigation* The case had to use the
Federal definition of navigability for title? -j Ithough in
1B95 that had not really been established* It also said
that the land owner had title to the accretion or increase
of this land and the intruder h~,d no right tho re. Gibson v*
Kelly also said? curiously? that although this land is owned
to low water mark by the adjacent land ownt;r? it is subject
to the rights of the public for passage and navigability ana
so on over ths strip in question.

More significantly? maybe? is the case cf Herron %±
Sutherland? a 1925 case* Sutnerland had gone up the
Missouri to the land of Herron and Sutherland had been

hunting and fishing on Herronfs land and had fished in a
pond which is entirely surrounded by Herronfs land and
fished in a little creek on Herronfs land* In each of the

al lef.j ;it ions of the complaint it alleged that Sutherland had
trespassed on the upland* So trie case is not a neat cast*
The court said that it would seem clear that a man has no

right to fish where he has no right to be. So it is held
uniformly that tn^ public have no right to fish in a
nonnavigable body of water? the bed of which is owned
privately* That is Herron v* Sutherland* 74 Mont* 587? p*
596? 1925* It is not a well-considered case*

What happened in tho case procedurally? I tnink? ' is
important* Herron filed his complaint alleging all these
various trespasses and they weri1 trespasses on the fast land
in every allegation of the complaint* Sutherland demured*
He told the court he would not «ven answer that as plaintiff
hadn't stated a cause of. action? which was rioiculous* The
demure was overruled* The Court said that he had stated a
cause of action* Sutherland refused to answer and so he

suffered judgement by default* Incredibily? Sutherland
appealed* He didnft make any appearance in the Hontana
Supreme Court? but he dio appeal and file a vary sparse
brief* bssentially* it almost looked collusive because
there wasn't any fight* Ther<« was a perfectly good cause
of action stateo and it was unnecessary for the* court, to
decide the issue of title to the bed or right to n«* in water
over privately own'jd beds* Justice Holloway concurring in
the affirmance of the trial court justice said that the
appeal does not m*?rit serious consideration and should bo
disposed of summarily* That was page 602? and I think that
was probably right*

You might consider what rights a person has on a
nonnavigable lake* If you ouy yourself a little summer
cabin on a lake which is nonnavigable for title purposes but.
is certainly navigable for canoeing or fishing motor
purposes* Do you think that when you go to your summer
cabin that you can paddle your canoe around the entire Take



in the evening and enjoy it or do you think that you are
restricted to that little bit of the nonnavigable for title
lake which is directly over your land ownership* and once
you get off that you are trespassing on somebody elsefs
1 and?

Senator Turn^ge: Sutherland says yqu are trespassing*

Al Stone: The common law vis* really developed? not from
water law? but from real property law* The older cases?
especially from the East? adhere to a real property view
that if you own the land then you own everything down under
that land and you own everything else up to the sky and so
ecich person owns a iittle portion of , a
nonnavigab Ie-for-titie lake* Tnis doesn't make common sense
and isnft the woy you would understand* I think• what you
could do on a leko where you have a summer cabin* I am not
talking, aoout Flathead Lake* It would haiye to be some
relatively snail lake tnat doesnft fit the" Danial Ball
definition of trade ano travel under ordinary means of
commerce*

Commencing with the Beach v* Haypor. a Michigan case* 173
Mo* West 4^7? 1919? a 'common' use rule for people on
non^navigable lakes was established stating that you all
have a mutual right to the surface of the lake even though
you all actually own the bed of the lake*

A series of interesting cases urose out of the State of
Washington? starting with ^garnly ^*__Javer? 1956* on Engel
Lake* There a resort owner on this lake* which was
nonnavigable for title purposes? would rent boats and
various equipment to the general puolic to go out and enjoy
th? lake.* Apparently they thrett beer cans around and
relieved themsolves' on other people's property and were
pretty much a nuisance* The Supreme Court of Washington did
two things* They declared that Washington would follow the
common use rule tnat everybody wno was riparian to that lake
had the use of the entire surfa.ee of the lake but that these
riparian rights could be abused. They said tnis resort
owner • and his guests had abused it? and they enjoined him
from leasing boats or having guests use the lake for two
yoars or until ha could come up with a plan for controlling
the conduct of his guests*

Then came £a£l£fl X* Sial£ jn 1966 in Washington* The
Washington Fish and Game Department had acquired access to
the Phantam Lake just outside Seattle* Then it permitted
the public to come and duck hunt and fisn and so on and
landowners complained about abuses there* The Washington
Supereme Court acted similarly in that case* It said that
the public does have the right to the entire surface of the
lake? because it has access .to the lake? but they are making
nuisances of themseVves and tne Fish and Game is enjoined
from opening that ar^a to the public until it comes up with
a plan for proper policing and control of public use so that
they donft make nuisances of themselves*

The strength of the interest of the various landowners in
the ^uti'lXzation of vthe .entire surface of the lake -was



brought out best in EocK_V.il.. StifJCh* <* 1968 Washington case*
It was a suit to enjoin construction of an apartment
building which would extend out ovt-r Bitter Lake in Seattle*

"Pending trial on the merits? defendants proceeded as
rapidly as possible with construction of apartment
number one and the concrete slab to support it* The
slab projects 130 feet and is 77 feet wide* Beneath it

j the lake is filled with dirt and pilings of steel beams
f are used to support it* The trial court granted an
| injunction and ordered the removal of all structures
| and fills* In affirming that judgement and order the

court said? fAll riparian owners along the shore of a
natural nonnavigable lake snore in common the right to

! use the entire surface of the lake for boating?
i swimming? fishing? and other similar riparian rights so

long as there is no unreasonable interference of these
i rights by other respective owners*•"
i ' i

\ So this fellow had to remove his slab and fill which
| projected 130 feet into the lak" and was 77 feet wide and
i supported by steel girders* It seems to me that the natural

view of ownership of a nonnavi gable lake for title purposes
is the people would expect to have the use of the entire
surface of the lake* I would expect? if a case came before
the Montana Supreme Court today? that the Montana Supreme
court would follow the State of Washington and the State of

j North Oakota and Wyoming? Idaho? Oregon? and California?
f Arizonat and New Mexico as well as the cases from the old
j Northwests Michigan? Minnesota? Ohio? Missouri* I think
j that the law is becoming pretty clear in the area — far
j clearer than when Herron v* Sutherland when it was scarcely

considered but nevertheless decide back in 1924 or 25*

i

Representative fiotft: What did you say about the abandoning
of the word "navigable*9?

Al_£JtU0£: I said that some courts are simply saying that we
aren't going to use the word "navigable"* We are going to
consider whether the water is susceptible to substantial
public use. I Jonft know that it makes any difference
whether you use the word "naviyaMe" in a state since as
thoy did in People v*. ^la<;k in California? which I quoted
from? and the Picabo Livestock case*

Al Stones It seems to involve so much confusion and that is
because of these different meanings* Ifm now using
navioability in tho title sense? a Federal commerce sense?
and a state control of its water sense* I donft mean thv*

same thing each time* So that is a good reason for trying
to get away from it? I think* There is a reason for staying
with it and that is that people are used to using it* It is
haro to break a habit*

Aj&^nOijam^Di o£. a •a&tfiC-xiabt:

The Montana Code used to read "the appropriation must be for
some useful or beneficial purpose and whon the appropriator
or his successor in interest abandons and ceases to use the

water for such purpose? the right ceases? but questions of



abandonment shall be questions of fact and shall be
determined as other questions of fact*"

So you can abandon your water right? but it is pretty hard
for somebody to prove that you did it because a person who
alleges abandonment has to prove that you did it because a
person who alleges abandonment has to prove that you
abandoned and that you jua££iul£tfi to abandon your water right*
Thatfs been nearly impossible to prove in Montana* I think
that perhaps powar v* S^it^er is an abandonment case*
Thatfs the one I told you about the appropriation of all the
water is Uncle George's creek and then later on why some
people came in and put in a brick factory and started using
15 inches of water and tn^ court finally said that the
original appropriator that his water right was* The court
didn't say that it had been abandoned? but I cannot
rationalize the case in any other way so it may be an
abandonment case in Montana*

Tnere is a case called Hfrad y* Hgle where a person had a
water,right and he left the state and never came back? dieo?
dicn't leave any heirs or successors? and the court said
tnat the water right had been abandoned* That seems alright
until you get technical about it* and that is that the court
fns always said that you have to prove an affirmative intent
to abandon: this guy was oead and couldn't have had any
intent*

Abandonment is raised in so many lawsuits in Montana because
it is an easy issue to raise* You claim that the fellow had
abandoned his right? therefore? there is more water there
and I've got a good appropriation? but in case after case
that is thrown out and it is virtually impossible to prove
cases, of abandonment* It has proved so in Montana* That
statute was repealed by the 1973 Water Use Act so that we no
longer will abandon under that statute* We have replaced
it* 89-894 says? "If an appropriator ceases to use all or
part of his appropriation right with the intention of wholly
or partially abandoning the right or if ho ceases using his
appropriation right according to its terms and conditions
with the intention of not complying with those terms and
conditions? the appropriation right shall? to that extentf
be deemed considered abandoned and shall immediately
expire it

(That is essentially the same as the section we had before
1973)

"(2) If an appropriator ceases to use all or part of
the appropriation ricjht or ceases using his
appropriation right according to its terms and
conditions for a periou of ten (10) successive years
and there was water available for his usef there shall
be a prima facie presumption that the appropriator has
abandoned his right in whole or for the part not used*"

That doesn't say that if you Ou.i't use it for ten years that
it is automatically abandoned* It says that if you don't
use it for ten years and the water was available? that it
creates a.prima facie presumption that you have abandoned



your water right* That makes it a little easier to prove
abandonment if there have been ten successive years of
nonuse when the water was available* I don't really think
that makes a very big difference in our water law*

Paragraph 3:

"This section does not apply to existing rights until
they have been determined in accordance with this act*"

What existing rights have been determined in accordance with
this act? Not one in tne whole state of Montana*

We are now adjudicating the Powder Kiver and I don't know
when that adjudication will become final but when it does
become final? then it will be possible for some people to
abandon their water rights on the Powder River* They can't
do it now under this statute because the rights haven't yet
been determined* They can't abandon them under 89-302
because that has been repealed* Kicjht now there is no
statute in Montana affecting (as a practical matter) any
existing water right in the entire state*

That concerns me a little oit* I wasn't sure tnat the ^
Legislature intended to not have any law of abandonment in I
Montana and so I thought that probably we would revert to |!
the common law abandonment*

In Corpus Juris Secundum? a legal encyclopedia? the common
law of abandonment is defined as follows:

"Abandonment of property or a right is the* voluntary
relinqueshraent thereof by its owner or holder with the
intention of terminating his ownership? possession? and
control and without vesting ownership in any other
person*"

I don't know but I think that that probably is the law of A
abandonment in Montana now that we know we don't have any j
statute controlling it*

Arugably? the Legislature intended to not have any law of
abandonment and maybe that argument will prevail if anything
ever comes up* I suspect it is the common law of
abandonment but I don't know* What do you think? Gene?

Senator Turnag^: I would agree* Don't we have a basic
statute recognizing the common law?

41 Stone: Yes? I think we have it in our Constitution*

: To take the otner view that there i

leave a hiatus that just would not be
Senator Turflagg: To take the otner view that there is no
law would be to I<

rational*

Al Stone: What would you do in Head against Hale where the
guy goes off to California and dies and leaves nobody?

Senator Turnflge: Somebody must own that land even if the
county took if for taxes* Wouldn't they acquire all of the



.water rights that wefht with it?

£j SlQpe: But you are supposed to acquire your water right
in privity with thn prior cwnt»'r*

Senator Jprnage: Well? if the county took it for taxes?
thf.y took everything he had*

Al Stone: Call it appurtenant and acquire a water right?
too? It's possible*

Senator Turnaoe: Somebody owned that land even though he
went off and died somewhere*

AJ Stone: They might have avoided the abandonment thing in
that case itself* There is a statute governing abandonment
but it only applies to rights that have been determined
under the 1973 Water Use Act and there aren't any rights
determined yet under the 1973 Water Use Act* we are just
starting, on the Powder River how* There is no right to
which this statute can apply*

Qprdgn McQmber: On that committee that reshaped tHat law
and as it was first preparer? tho water rights were
considered abandoned if they hadn't been used for ten years*
The burden of proof was then upon the former owner* Some
memoers Wouldn't go for ihat# The burden of proof was
removed from the former owner* I should point out that at
tHat time the pepartment of Natural Resources had intended
to adjudicate all of these rights long before now* So that
has some bearing on the problem*

Al Stone: Is there any more to be said about it then? What
would you like to talk aboiit next* On the list you had
before? you have sale or lease of waters? regional
authority— arid I'm not sure what we ought to talk about
that — preference systems* The 1967 Legislature? I
believe? establisned a water use priorities committee of the
House? chairmaned by George Darrow* Its charge was to look
into what priorities of preferences there should be* Should
domestic use have a priority over agriculture? agriculture
over mining and mining over manufacturing? That sort of
thing* It brought out conflicts among various regions of
the state because in some of the western parts of the state
recreation is a more important use than recreation is in
some of the eastern parts of the state* so the members of
the committee found themselves in conflict with one another*

They considered it to be a very difficult problem and a
politically sensitive one ana perhaps an unprofitable one to
try to establish a statwide system of preferences*

Some other states have systems of preferences* Texas has a
list of eight of them? arid I can't recollect what other
states do hav* preferences* Curiously the preferences tiave
riot been implemented in those states* It carries with it a
connotation that if you are us'ihg water for a lower purpose?
an inferior purpose? and I Want to use water and I have a
higher priority purpose? that I have the preference to the
Water* , Our legislature has declared that my use is more in
the public interest than your use so I can take your Water



right* That could either be by simply issuing permits?
conditional upon no one subsequently wishing to use the
water for higher purposef in which case your right
terminates* This would be a condition in your permit and
you would get no compensation? I would think? under that
sort of a conditional water right* Or it could be one that
the^-preferred right has the right of condemnation of the
inferior right* In the states that have preferences? they
haven't been exercised in that way* The changes of use of
water by compulsion have almost all been city of such and
such versus Smith? etc*? where the municipality needs the
water supply and has not condemned under the preference
system set up in the water code but has condemned under the
code of civil procedure in the ordinary condemnation
provisions of the statutes* So they aren't even using the
preference priority which they have in their statute*

I think that if you want to get into the desirability of
establishing a preference system and the procedure by which
it works? you're going to hav*:» to give a good deal of time
to it* I think I would start out with tho question of why
do you need it* If you can't answer that question of why do
you need it*

Senator furnage: Wouldn't any preference system have to be
post adjudication under the 1973 act unless you want the
condemnation?

ft! St;one: You can go by condemnation* I don't see how you
could do it by confiscation except with respect to
subsequently issued permits — conditional permits*

For example? someone wants to construct a highway and he is
going to need to take water put of a creek for th* next —
well? if he is going to do it on someplace like that Lookout
Pass? he is going to need water for 50 years to construct a .
highway* You coulo at least issue him a water right wnich
was temporary and that his water right would expire when
construction ceased* Cr? we can give you a year and a half
water right and you can apply for an extension if needed*
This is a terminable water right and I think that it is
permissible for the legislature to authorize the department
to issue — it already has authorized the department to
issue temporary water rights — but you could also issue a
conditional one based on preferences in the use of water*
We think that this is a more valuable use than that and so

if somebody else comes along with a higher use? then yours
terminates* You could do that* It would make a lot of
people mad*

Representative Roth: Your saying that if the preference can /
change? the priority can change*

Al StQne: Yes*

Senator Turnag^: What do you think about whether we need it
or not? •

Al Stone: I can't see any good use in it* I can see a lot
of trouble*



Rgpr€Sentativ*i Ramirez: Al ? I really agree, with you having
run into quite a bit of trouble myself on that* I think
that the only reason we might nave needed it here before is
because of the reservations on the Yellowstone*

£} ££fiQ£: We have a preference in that we have downgraded
changes to industrial use and industrial appropriation of
water in the Yellowstone tfasin*

Representative Ramirez: Tnere are really two kinds of
preferences* One where you say you are going to prefer some
rights over others* Then there is one where you say that if
there ..is shortage you are going to cut off certain rights
sooner than you cut off others* It seems to me that you
still need some preferences for that latter situation where
if you have a severe drought you are vloing to have to m3ke
choices*

Al SlfiQ^: Unitl we have to? I wouldn't abandon the
appropriation system — first in time? first in right* We
m3y come to a situation where there is a need for water for
a hospital for operation of kidney transplant machines or
something, and that we will give then water even though it
cuts out an early irrigation use or something* Until we get
to the point where we really sea a strong public interest in
this out of time priority? I don't know why we can't
continue to operate* in first in.time* first in right*

Mind you? we also, have the mechanism of change of use of
water so that the hospital can yo out and buy a water right
if it is valuable enough — buy an early water right the .way
a city goes out and condemns an early water right for
municipal water supply* We are not frozen that we can't put
the water to better public uses* If it is a better public
use it will be more valuable to the purchaser than it is to
the seller and it will be transferred voluntarily*

Senator agyl^ps why couldn't the industrial people go in
and buy all the first in time? first in right?

Al il£n£: They can under our system except for the
moratorium we have right now*.

E<?presentirtiye Scully2 That isn't going to hold true like
in a current situation in California where they have? as I
read it anyway? taken an early right and basically
disregarded it for a later right just in agriculture. For
example? the fruit trees* As I understand it they have
actually taken someone who has a lettuce crop and they are
closing their ability to use their prior appropriated water
and directed that water to be used in the fruit tree area of
agriculture because the public interest is in maintaining
the orchard as opposed to an annual crop that can be easily
planted*

Al Stone: I think you are correct* I think that is what is
happening in the drought in California* I also think it
should happen that the crop that takes years to develop
should be saved and somehow disaster relief should be given
to those who won't get their.water* I don't know whether it



is being done on a voluntary basis by just repaying them*

Sep^tnr Gait: I think maybe you've made one little
misstatement? Professor* I don't think these water rights
are available for sale without the Oepartment of Resource's
permission*

Al SJ^UUi:
the sale*

diversion?

permitted
department*1

That's true but the code directs them to approve
MAn appropriator may not change the place of
purpose of use or place of storage except as

under this section and approved by the

I think probably the next code section is the transfer*

"The right to use water under a permit or certificate
of water right shall pass with the conveyance of the
land or transfer by operation of law unless
specifically exempted therefrom* All transfers of
interest in appropriation riqht shall be without loss
of priority* The person receiving the appropriation
interest shall file with the department notice of the
transfer on a form prescrioed by the department* An
appropriator may not sever all or any. part of an
appropriation right from the land to whicn it is
appurtenant or sell the appropriation right for other
purposes or to other lands or make the appropriation
right appurtenant to other lands without obtaining
prior approval from the department* The department
shall approve the proposed change if it determines that
the proposed change will not adversely affect the
rights of other persons* If the department determines
that the change might adversely affect the right of
other persons? notice of the proposed change shall be
given in accordance witn 861 and a person can object
and they may have a hearing on it*"

Senator Turqage: That requires the department to justify
its position*

Al itana: ^H ^

SenfltQf Gait: May I read one more paragraph?

"An appropriator of more than fifteen (15) cubic feet
per second may not change the purpose of use of an
appropriation right from an agricultural use to an
industrial use*"

That would almost prohioit industry from buying an
agricultural right?, wouldn't it? • » •

Al Stone: I think so* For the time being*

ftepresentatiVft Ramirez: When I hear you read that statute?
I notice something that makes me wonoer whether it really is



quite the same as the prior law because it doesn't say that
it can't adversely affect the fight of anyone else who owns
a water right. It says it canft adversely affect the rights
of any other person* That is considerably broader because
then you are talking about any adverse affect on any person*
For example? let's say that someone likes to use a stream
for fishing* They don't own a *ater right* That could
certainly aaversely affect them so it is quite a bit broader
than someone adversely affected because they own a water
right down stream*

Al Stong: 3ut that is consistent with our prior statute
which said that:

••The person entitled to the use of water may change the
place of diversion if others are hot thereby injured*1*

So I don't think it is any orbader* That was repealed in
1971*

Representative RamJxei: I would say that that was before
the day of the lawsuit by specitl interest groups*

Al Stone: Yes? but that statutu would be just as usable for
that purpose? I think*

Rgpr?SfrPtat iVe Scully: Let's have you talk about leasing of
water*

ftl Stone: I think that I will utilize my prepared material
because it will save ybu time?

I guess this issue of chanae of use ties in with sale?
lease? and that sort of thing* Perhaps I will start out
with what I had previously prepared on change of use and
then go into that which is appropriate to you*

89-603? (that's that statute that I read that is pre-1973)
permitted changes in the point of diversion? place and
purpose of use? so long as it caused no injury to others*
Many cases have been concerned with such changes and they
have given the statute straight-forward construction*

Probably the last case to be decided unoer that statute?
which was repealed in 1973? was Thompson ¥i»_Haryey 164
Mont* 133? 1974? decided under pre-1973 law. Thompson owned
early decreed rights to 125 inches from Deep Creek near
Townsendt with which he irrigated 80 acres* He sought in
this action to change the change of diversion of 75 inches 4
1/2 miles upstream on Oeep Creek to irrigate 80 more acres*
Oefenaants had inferior rights and were upstream* They
obtained their water by means of an exchange* They
purchased water from the state's Missouri-Broadwater canal

which supplied Thompson* Then they took the Oeep Creek
water for themselves* If Thompson's diversion were moved
upstream? he could no longer be supplied from the
Missouri-Broadwater Canal and so the defendant's inferior
water rights would have to give way to supply his senior
right to Oeep Creek* The court found that such a change
would be unfair to the junior appropriators and denied



Thompson the right to change*

Frequently the change in place of use results from a city
purchasing water rights to transport the water out of the
watershed for municipal purposes* Except for the possible
eminent domain element? the fact that it is a city makes no
legal difference* The biggest problem in the deprivation of
other user's rights is the deprivation of other user's
rights to return flow* Generally? such a purchaser can
only remove the amount of water which his predecessor
consumed? as in this flrennen v* Jones? Skalkaho Creek? case

here* If there was previously a 50 percent return flow then
only 50 percent of the purchase right can be taken*

In Spokane Ditch ancj Wat;er Company v* Beauty* 190?? the City
j of Helena was permitted to take its purchased water which
\ had been used out of the watershed for placer mining but not
{ permitted to take its purchased agricultural water right out
I of the watershed*

| treats Yt BQ&emfln? £as£e£_y* HaxAi and 2 v* City of
} Helena? are to the same effect* Bfenn^n v« .jopqs* which was
< previously discussed? is more restrictive* The purchaser
] would have to conform his taking of water to the pattern
\ established by his grantors' uses and purposes*



The 1973 Water Use Act? 89-892? continues the policy of the
repeal* section? 89-803? only adding that ny change must have
the approval of the Oepartment of Natural Resources and
Conservation* It is believed that the case law developed
under the prior code section remains applicable to the new
suction and I should have added that subparagraph which.says
that there is a restriction with respect to sale for
inoustrial purpose* This deals with developed water* We
will talk about that now* , j

luftfise Qf t?flW<?rary transfer of water—Lights• It is clear
that one may appropriate water for the purpose of delivering
it to others as in the case of the ditch companies?
irrigation end conservation districts? and other service
organizations and associations* R*C*M* 89-823 - 826:and
89^367? Bailey v* Tint^in :er cind Shorlock v* Greaves*

If one has an ordinary appropriation? ordinary agricultural
or industrial appropriation? which is excessive to its
current needs? he must have tne water in the stream 'for
other appropriators or return it to the stream for them*
Just take as much as you need* R*C*M* 09-005? Gallager y*
fKMMlts• Tucker *j»_.Hss&iil3 kighE and as^lway to«t HnanaaQ
X*v_iQQ£&* I

In Sh&rlock y* Greaves the court found that since it was
inconsistent for an agricultural appropriator to sell or
lease water? which this one was doing by permitting the
residents of Radersbprg to purchase water from it? the
appropriator had to become a public utility? possibly under
the jurisdiction of the public Service Commission and
required to continue servicing the residents of Radersburg*

For an explanation of the effect and interpretation of
R*C*M* 89-823 - 826? consistent with the foregoing? see Rpck
Creek Difcch .and^FlufflS^gmpa^y^y* mpgr.t 93 Mont. 243? pp.
263-264? 1933* That deals with lease or temporary transfer*
The <;ist of it is that you can be a public service
corporation or association or even a public service
individual and appropriate water for the purpose of
distributing and sell in;.? but if you are appropriating it
for the purpose of irrigating this acreage here? then that
is the purpose of your appropriation and if you don't need
it for this-f you have to leave it in the stream for other
people*

With respect to the sale of a water right? we just got
through discussing that* You could sell a water right under,
our prior code principally by case law but also supported by
statute* You could simply sell your water ri.ght*
Ordinarily? a water right goes with the land considered to
be appurtenant and if you sell your real property which is
irrigated then the water right will automatically go with
tne deed without you saying so* You can withhold it —
reserve it from the deted -— and sell the land without the
water in which case if you aren't applying for some other
purpose? I guess you become a? "walking water right"? I hope
it.^s c.:*ll;ed an easement i^n; gross. It means that it is



personal to you*

Rep* Scully: How do we ever reconcile that with the basic
philosophy that it is a beneficial use and a public
commodi ty?

Al Stones I suppose it results in a threat to subsequent
development on the stream that this person who has this
water right in gross? which means that he has no place to
use it and the water is available for use by others* If.
others come in and develop their water? this person may buy
some land where he can now once again make use of the
water* It seems to me that it is a rare situation that we

are talking about* We do ha^e some cases in court tnat you
can have a water right in gross* I can see some practical
purposes in permitting it* I might plan to buy some land
downstream on Lolo Creek and have a water right upstream on
tolo Creek and decide that sinca I have an early water right
upstream? to sell the land but reserve the water rignt? and
then acquire this land downstream which has an inferior
water right and apply my superior water right to it? trying
to make allowance for what effect that might have on other
water users*

Rep* Scully: What if you just take it from the position?
though? that you've used it for beneficial use all these
years and you are just offered a ton of money to sell it*
Could you sel1 it?

fl Stone: That is consistent with making the highest and
best use of our water? because the reason you were offered a
ton of money to sell it is because someone else can make
greater and more economic use of the water*

Rep* Scully: it appears to me to be in direct conflict with
the philosophy that the water is a priviledged use of a
public commodity rather than a private piece of ownership*

Al $tone: You are in agreement with Justice Calloway in
Allen v. Petrich* in 1969 Montana Reports? who said that he
thought that a person ought not be able to sell a water
right. It is public property and that if there is a sale
that: should be considered an abandonment and the new water

user should take out a new appropriation* He did not so
hold* He said that is not the law r>ut the Legislature ought
to enact that*

I don't know whether you ought to enact it or not* It may
be another one of those questions that is not worth 'tha
bother*

UpknQwn guest: Th*: City of Townsend had that problem* For
years they had a water right they had purchased to serve the
city of Townsena* The State came along and said that Oeep
Creek is not fit for human consunrrpt ion* They went to wells
and they end up having this water right and no use for it*
So they put it up for sale* There is a fight over it now
that I am involved in* I? for one? don't think they should
lose that valuable right without consultation*



ftenatQr Boylan: You have the subdivisions now? too* I've
bought water that's gone into where land has gone into
subdivision and so they have retained the water rights? the
people that owned the land? and so.they separated that from
the land* Then I took it out of the creek and bought it and
made use of it on the land that I presently have* I think
Lessley rulvid down there that if you took these water rights
ana so divided them aown that it would be of no useful
purpose* It wouldn't flow* So he said you couldn't
subdivide, it down into tnat small a quantity* Therefore? it
went back to the ditch company tor sale to somebody else*

Al Stpnos It would seem to me that if there are no special
provisions made? that since an agricultural water right is
appurtenant to the land that if the land is simply
subdivided and chopped into a hundred pieces? that each
person would be entitled as an appurtenant to his 1/100 to 1
% of the water* Judge Lessley says no?

#

Senator Boylan: It becomes chat when you go into that
division? it ho longer flows because of diversion? etc*

Al Stone: There are solutions to that* We have an old
Montana case where a guy was entitled to 1/3 interest in a
reservoir? a ditch and a water right* The trouble was that
his point of diversion was several miles down the ditch
beyond where his 2/3 owner would divert water* The Montana
Supreme Court decreed that this 1/3 owner was entitled to
10C& of tne water two days a week* None of it the rest of
the time* You could with these hundred owners in a
subdivision say that these ten people are entitled to water
every tenth day and thus get enough head to irrigate or some
such physical solution* Legally? it seems to me that that
may be the law in Gallatin County? but it doesn't sound to
me like it is a real good property law* What would you say
Jack?

£sp» Hamiffiiis I think there may oe a different law in
Gallatin County*

•S^nfltflX,, Poyl an* Of course, this water was within a ditch
company with stock issued? which may be not appurtenant to
the land*

Rep? Scully: It seems to me that if you run back through
the basic philosophies of water law that the water is an
agricultural right that is appurtenant to the land and it is
put to the highest and most beneficial use in terms of what
thfj public eye and needs are# All of a sudden you break
those two and say that it is easy for you to sell your water
r *%**%• \t is no longer appurtenant to the land or that
beneficial use* Historically we have treated and limited
people's water rights to a specific beneficial use at a
particular time and in a particular location and then turn
around and say go ahead and sell it* This doesn't seem to
square with me*

AJ—.itfiQ£S The sale cannot adversely affect other
appropriators on the stream? o,ther water users? and
consequently? and: what the purchaser gets is that which was



consumptively used in most instances* He may have a use
which is more economically beneficial — more socially
justifiable — than tne prior use*

Rfrp- Scully: But there is no determination of that*

frl Stone: Well? there is determination in the market place*

S^pator Boylan: 3ut you tako the city that's got stored
water and now they want to bet into the decreed water* The
want to buy one that is right next to Bozeman and subdivide
it* They will take it out clear to the mouth of the canyon
now* It is fluid* Therefore? if they change the point of
diversion? then we wouldn't hav** the use of that fluid or
volume right.

ftep* Ramirez: I really think? though? that you come back to
the reason that in the survey that was run by the Oepartment
of Natural Resources? the only question to which there was a
unanimous answer was whether thero ought to be cj preference
system* A hundred percent of tru; people who answered tnat
questionnaire said there ougnt to be* I know there were
divergent interests* It wasn't stacked in that sense*
There were industrial people? enviromentalists? and everyone
else* You get to the question? I think? of whether you want
economics to be the sole determining factor of who can own a
water right or to what use tnat water is going to do put*
Maybe there should be some other guidelines or preferences
or something that should enter into it*

Stone: Would you want to direct the Department of
Natural Resources as you nave with respect to inoustrial
water rights? You know? we have this system of reservation
of water rights* Maybe that is an adequate answer to the
economic determinism fault* A city? a state agency? can ask
for a reservation of water for future uses or for instream

in uses* Of course? it won't take priority over prior
rights*

qc>p* Ramirg*: By the same token? one of the problems that I
have with the reservation? right now? is that once a^ain we
didn't give the Boaro of Natural Resources any direction?
any guidelines or anything else* The only standard is that
their decision in public interest* Once again? you have a
group of people actually making decision as to how this
water should be used in the future without any standards or
anything else*

Al $tope: in that Section? 69-390? that deals with
reservations? there might be a preference with respect to
what water should be reserved for and the department should
be more inclined to reserve it for municipal use* Somebody
is going to have to decide what gets preference*

BL&&M Scul \ y: It's amazing to me that in the public hearing
that we had last winter? the agricultural people said that
there ought to bu a preference system and they always place
agriculture as second or third and number one was municipal
use* I've wondered this* If we were to do that? implement
a priority system as suggested by Senator Lowe last time?



does that have any kind of effect in an interstate
situation* Does it give any authorization for say a city
like Minneapolis* In the federal circles and looking at
Montana water laws and preference system? Montana recognizes
and gives a priority to municipal use above an agriculture
use* If we were to engage in an interstate compact? is it
possible that that can cause problems*

Al stone: Mot so much in a compact procedure* Interstate
compacts universally have to be ratified unanimously by all
the states involved* Assuming you have competent compact
negotiators? and ordinarily these have to be ratified by the
state legislature? i don't think you are in particular
hazard through the compact process* The problem with the
compact process is that the states hate to compromise their
vital, interests and it is awfully difficult for them to
agree on a compact that does inything and. there is usually
veto, power put in tnat. anything that directly affects an
affected state i,s subject to tnat state's veto* Aside from
tnat,. you could get into interstate litigation* There have
been interstate cases* In responding to that same question
with respect to an interstate case? yes* The U*S* Supreme
Court has not excluded any factors into considering the
allocation of water between Colorado and Kansas on the
Arkansas kiver between Colorado?' Wyoming and Nebraska on the
Piatt ;and in Arizona v* California? the U*S* Supreme Court
has considered everything and they certainly take into
consideration as one of many? many factors the state's ownj
evaluation, of* the, importance of. particular uses of the
w^ter* the, Supreme Court has generally tended to protect
developed .investments and users of water; it has not been so
consistently but in, general it has*

Kansas v* Colaraflg- The supreme Court saio that depriving
Colorado of the development use of the Arkansas Kiver would
be unfortunate because Colorado could make better use of the
water than some of the existing uses in Kansas* They were
ready to contemplate a reduction in activity in Kansas for
the benefit of Colorado* That- is. a little untypical of. the
U* S* Supreme Court but as a consequence? Kansas was able to
actually expand its irrigation and because the use of
Colorado delayed the flow and Kansas got a better flow of
the Arkansas. River*

ftelatiaQShi P betwe^o_surface and jround*jat.gr

Al—Stems- Why. don't you have the Department of Natural
Resources over there explain the physical interrelationship
between groundwater and surface water?

IrflwrgOCfi—Sixain Most western states aren't familiar with
the water laws that deal wi;tn both surface water and
groundwater. In most cases they are recognizing one
affecting the other. From a strictly — just taking the
physical .situation — normal! y^ your groundwater level comes
down and mei.'ts your water level so that the flow in the
river is due? depending upon the season? of course* both
from the gourndwater inflow and, the surface water runoff*
Streams we call influent? there is Groundwater going into
VHs^ sti;earru Streams we calj effluenti there is water going



out of the stream into the groundwater situation* It is
just an opposite situation* Your goundwater level will be
taking water from the stream* An area near Missoula up near
the Hoerner-Waldorf plant? water comes into the stream from
the goundwater at that location and then down below Missoula
water comes out of the stream into the goundwater* So there
are two situations on the same stream within ten or fifteen
miles of each other*

The problem comes when the relationship comes into effect
when we have appropriators over here with wells in the
goundwater aquafer? sometimes tnis aquafer may be called
unconfined* In that case there is no confining barrier* In
a case where it is confined? you may have your gravels and
soils with bedrock and clay* There may be a confined layer
underneath and water-bearing strata* There are two
situations you run into there* One is an artisian
situation* It is either artisian flowing or not flowing*
There may be enough pressure water so that at some point the
water would rise to the natural level* They would call that
an artisian well* It is an unconfined situation in this

other situation* There is an appropriation of water at this
point* The withdrawal from that well causing a draw down
effect? which could be predicted with various engineering
formulas and hypotheses? depending upon the gravel
characteristics and the size of the storage area and the
efficiency of the well* All affect this draw down here*
When you start drawing this well down? eventually instead of
this river now being receiving the groundwater? it will be
losing groundwater in this particular situation* This well?
even though it is for goundwater appropriation? affects
surface water rights*

Another little problem we have run into in the department*
in fact we are involved in a case right now — a challenge
case* We will say that this is an artisian situation but it
is not artisian flowing* There are several domestic wells
in this aquafer* Then somebody plunks down an irrigation
well* In that case the water had been at this point
(illustrated on ooard) wnen the well was put in and the
situation you see northwestern Montana and northeastern
Montana is that thoy will put a tap here that runs out over
a small hill and put it into j tank* That way they don't
have to put in a windmill or anything like that. The draw
down caused by the irrigation well causes a drop in pressure
in the other wells* The way thz law is now is that you arc-
not entitled to a particular level* pressure? or manner.of
occurrence as long as you can reasonably exercise your
right*

Docs this man now have to move his pump? he had just a
regular old suction pump* Tne only way he can get
sufficient water now is with a submergable pump? He had a
pump in there before but now he can't draw as deeply with
the suction pump* You are limited to 20 foot withdrawals
because anything bigger than that turns the water to vapor
before you get it up*

i •

Those are the situations we have run into relating
groundwater hydrology with water law*



S^n^tor poylan: Then does the right in time have anything
to do wi th that?

^awr^ce Sirokv: It is still first in time? first in right?
and groundwater and surface water are related when you get
to this situation* So the man on the river is first in
•rightt etc* The problem we get into is proving that there
•really is a connection .and that's where it gets into the
engineers? the hyarologists? and the geologist opinions and
interpretations in a cgurt.

ft\ Stones In addition to his having thv. first right in
time*. as he just said a moment ago? priority of
appropriation does not include thr? right to prevent changes
by I.iter appropr i.^tors in tho condition of water occurrence?
such as the increase or decrease of stream flow? or the
lowering of a water table? artisian? pressure of water
level? if the prior appropriator could reasonably exercise
his water right under cnangeo condition. So there isn't an
absolute prohibition that tnii ^uy can't destroy this
person's means of taking the water* You can't destroy his
water right but is is a question of degree* How much
'inter ferrsnce.-this person can cause ot this person* This is
the iaw but tne law hasn't set forth the parameters of how
you determine what is. reasonable under the circumstances*

Lawreqce SjfQky: I hope this Cnalmer* case does set the
parameters? because it is really difficult for us to
administer the law* There are about four or five wells that

have been affected* Whether they have been adversely
affected' or not is a question of fact*

|ft5p* Scul1y: What happens wnen you have a confined aquafer
thats not replenished in any way?

Lgytren^ Siroky: Eventually?, various states have taken
different policies on that and in this state I don't think
there is a policy yet* In a case where you have a confined
or unconfined aquafer?the recharge to these aquafers may be
from precipitation and snow melt* In Pondera County in the
Teton area the aquafer there, tnat I described is recharged
by the snow nelt and? the rainfall in the immediate area*
The recharge may be from an?, affluent river like the Clark
For.k that I described* When you get to the situation where
there is more wat?r oeing taken out of the aquafer than the
average annual recharge? then eventually the artisian
pressure is going to reduce on* an artisian situation? or the
groundwater level will decrease*

In Colorado they, have taken the policy that they, will allow
mining of the aquafer on a hundred year basis so that they
wi.1,1. issue. permi ts until onougn water is allocated on that
<>quafcer that it will be dry. #(n a hundred years* They have
takon that policy, on one parti.eulrjr aquafer that I know of*:
The, state of Nebraska, has a similar- poliicy*

AT ,,S>tOQg,: In New Mexico the Legislature has* authorized* the
State* Engineer to set such limits* It is not a state-wide
thinc?£ and I know that in* one particular aquafer theyr
dec i^d; that it would have either, a fonty or. fifty* yeap; Vi/f-W:



until it becomes economically dry* That is a sufficient
length of time for people.to recover their investment* In
the meantime it will get more and more expensive for them to
use it until eventually they are through*

l^wrence Si roky: it appears in our statute? I think? that
as long as the five criteria if it is applicable? apply and
are satisfied? we would have to give the permit regardless
of whether the aquafer was confined or not*
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I think you would have to control groundwater

^efl^or Turqage: How do you establish a
groundwater area?

control led

Al Stone: Through this process in the codes — hearing and
a declaration that it is a groundwater area*

Sector Turnage: To what deqree to certainty can you
determine the parameters and the aquafers?

Lawrence Sirpky: It takes a lot ot study* The U*
Geological Survey has done most? if not all? such studies
the state and not very many of them have been done,
takes a long time and many yecirs of record to find out
these characteristics are* I firmly believe that if we
going to administer groundwater rights? we need to know
about the aquafer characteristics*
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I think that the department is certainly constrained once it



is a controlled area it seems that there is already enough
trouble there* ;

SfirujfeoC &oylan: Youfre issuing permits lots of times
without havinn made these studies now aren't you?

Ip^fvn^e Siroky: That is right* The law requires it for an
appropriation over 15 cfs that there be clear and convincing
evidence that water is available and that existing water
rights will not be adversely affected* Only in those cases
would we ntied a study* In the other cases? if there is no
evidence shown by either sidev of an adverse effect and it is
shown that there is water available for appropriation? the*
hearing officer takes the evidence that is presented* That
is sometimes the sorry part of it* There should be more
ev idonee presented*

Al Stone: Outside of a controlled groundwater area there is
no constraint upon a person drilling and commencing to
appropriate groundwater* It is just that after he completes
his well within sixty days he is supposed to file a notice
of completioh and his date of priority dates from the filing
of notice of completion if it is a small well with a
capacity of less than a hundred gallons per minute*

Senator Boylan: How may controlled groundwater areas do we
have now? •

Lawrence Siroky: There is only one controlled area and that
is in the south? extreme east part of the state* In that
situation ah oil company came in and they were pumping water
into the oil wells*

Al StpQe: Something that this committee ought to look into
is some of the lack of coordination between the old sections
in the groundwater code? that would be Title 39? Chapter 29*
How those sections coordinate with the 1973 Water Use Act
which is Chapter ti of Title 89*0ne of the things that I have
in mind is that the gounowater code as in 2916 provides for
an administrative finding of priorities* That is really
your adjudicaton statute witn respect to the groundwater
code and it provides a procedure whereby the department can
ascertain the priority date and the quantity of groundwater
that a person is entitled to havw* In effect it ignores the
fact that there is an interrelationship between groundwater
and surface water? as we fiaye just been told? and simply
says that we are going to find the priorities of
groundwater. If you will recollect? the 1973 water act also
provides a general adjudication of water rights? including
groundwater rights? surface and groundwater rights?and so
with respect to groundwater? ther* are two separate means of
getting an adjudication of your water right* One is through
section 2916 of Title 89? that is the groundwater code and
will determine exclusively groundwater riohts; the other is
the general adjuoication under the water Use Act* They
conflict* The Water Use Act Will include groundwater rights
and the groundwater code will hot. The groundwater code,
2916? subparagraph (3)f provides for including surface water
people as parties but I think it is meaningless* It says:



i'oVtfV

"Hereafter in a hearing for the ascertainment and
finding of priorities involving rights to the use of
groundwaters? all appropriators of groundwater or
surface water in a particular controlled area or
suoarea shall be included as parties and notified in
the manner provided in 291*•••

Tho next code section is 2917* It describes the scope of
the administrative hearing* There it deals exclusively with
finding the priority of rights and the quantity of
groundwater to which each appropriator who is a party and
is entitled* Your surface water appropriators? to the
extent that they are included as parties? are really
included as party spectators and not participants* They are
not going to determine their rights under the groundwater
code* It seems to me that that section ought to be repealed
or replaced with a section stating that the determination of
groundwater rights will be conducted under 69-870-879 of the
1973 Water Use Act*

Another area' of possible conflict? I think? is in
administration of groundwater* In 2932 we have provided for
goundwater supervisors and the department may appoint one or
more groundwater supervisors for each designated control
area and may appoint one or more supervisors at large* They
are under the direction of the Department of Natural
Resources* Yet? in the 1973 water Use Act? we declare that
the district courts shall administer the adjudications and
the distribution of water under the adjudications of the
Water Use Act* So? where you have a determination under the
groundwater code? you have got the supervisors under the
department and where you have a determination eitner
previously under the prior to 1973 law or under the 1973
Water Use Act you ha\/e the district court in charge of the
supervision* It is easier probably to amend the old
groundwater code and put them all under the district court*
You don't need two different sets of supervisors* In fact?
they could conflict*

L£UJL&U£S SiroKy: What about the appointment of supervisors
and the determination of rights for a controlled groundwater
area before a general determination is done?

Al.Stpge: If it is a controlled groundwater area? as we now
stand? you would have groundwater supervisors under the
Department of Natural Resources* Since there has been no
adjudication? either pre or subsequent to 1973* I believe
that Chapter 10 of Title 69 continues to apply just as it
did before? whenever there was so-called adjudicated str^'ft
or there had been a significant adjudication in a stream
area* under 89-815? an appropriator could ask the district
judge to appoint a water commissioner to distribute the
water and none of that has been repealed* There has been
son** editorial changes in 89-1001 but it is essentially the
same* So you still have water commissioners distributing
water out of the Gallatin or the various streams* It seems
to me that with the effort of tne 1973 Water Use Act to
integrate surface water and groundwater? which I think it
does very well until it is lousea up in Chapter 29? you
could have your water commissioners controlling your



goundwater area as well as the surface water area*

ftepj, Scul lv: Senator Turnaye would like some of the
highlights of tne Act*

Al stone: Lot's start out with the major features of the
act* ' I guess to me there are only two* The first major
feature to appear in the act is the ono which you are so
very much concerned with, and that is that it provides for
finul determination of existing water rights as of the date
of the adjudication* Tnat is what is happening on the
Powder River* It provides for looking into all manner of
data which will assist the oepartment in trying to get tne
information necessary, to report to the district judge? and
it provides for due process? service by publication to
people that you canft find out about? service by certified
mail for people wnen you can ascertain their names and
whereabouts? ang it provides for tne department to file a
report with the district judge and what that reportt called
a petition? should say* Then the district judge issues a
preliminary decree and people who donft like anything in
that have an opportunity for a hearing and that is where
there is really going to be the overwhelming? massive?
multiparty? multi-issue lawsuit* Ultimately? that results
in the final decree naming everybody who has a water right
in the area — surface or groundwater — although you can
appeal the decree? either upon appeal and the decision
there? or the decree itself is final* There are no other

rights in tne source* That is final decree* The code is
quite emphatic* "The finaj decree and each existing right
determination is final and conclusive as to all existing
ric;hts in tne source or area under consideration* After the
final decree there shall be'no existing rights to water in
the area or source under consideration except as stated in
the decree*" Either you are in the decree or you've got no
right* You can get a future right — you can ask for a
permit to appropriate watei; -- but nobody has any past
riqht*

Al StopQ:

iggs How about penetrating the decree on change
of circumstance in the future? In other words the decree is
final* Then years down the road things have changed* What
happens then? Somebody cooies in and wants to make an
appropriation* ' *

i^r-^^^ '•. ^^>£j^-: th31 js
that in an uncontrolled groundwater area for wells with a
capacity of less than 100 gallons per minute you can go
ahoad and drill the well without anybodyfs permission but
then you must file a notice of completion within sixty days
and your water right dates ffpm that* Aside from that minor
exception? there is only one ^ay of acquiring a water right
in the future and that is by application for a permit. That
•s true witn respect to the iJitterroot River and it will
tru<3 itfter the final adjudication of the Powder Kiver*

that

be
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Rep*Ramirez: Everything on the Powder River affects people
downstream on the Yellowstone because the Powder River runs
into the Yellowstone* So if you adjudicate the Powder
River? what happens when you are adjudicating the mainstream
of the Yellowstone? How can you dovetail all these things
together os that the whole state knows exactly where it
stands?

Al Stone: Hopefully some of these things are going to be so
geographically distant from one another that you are not
going to have a regulate a tributary of the Big Hole River
in order to affect rights on the Musselshell* 1 think for
the most part that is true but you are correct logically
that any big watershed is an interrelated thing and you
could reach a situation where you might have an earlier
right downstream on the Yellowstone which is entitled to
water before somebody on the Powder River* I guess I think
that the Legislature should enact something in the nature of
Whitcomb y* Murphy* You take these various decrees and to
the extent hydraulically necessary? people have their rights
according to priority regardless of whether they are in the
same adjudication or not* That is? that person you ar^
referring to downstream on the Yellowstone would nave a
right to enjoin an inferior appropriator on the Powder if it
was necessary for that to occur for him to get this water*
I don't know the extent to which this is mostly theoretical
and academic* It certainly is a legal possibility*

Rep* Ramirez: What worries me is that I think the
department of Natural Resources has indicated that they were
actually going to go in smaller areas then say the whole
Powder* Are they going to actually dovetail them all
together?

Lawrence Siroky: The attempt is to have one decree for the
entire Powder River Basin* so that these packages
hearing? distribution? etc* — that this package will be
large enough to work with*

Al StUXlfi: There is going to be a big problem in
administration as you are recognizing* A person with
perhaps a high priority on a tributary is not getting
sufficient water? he may need to enjoin the most inferior
right which affects him* It may not be on that tributary*
It may be on some other tributary — but the most inferior
tributary that affects him* We are goinq to have
centralized records arid it seems to me that it is not going
to be so difficult after the atljudicat ions are completed to
find out who has the most inferior right which affects this
parti cuIar person*

E&fcji £&flLiX£z: In other woras* tho person who has an
adjudicated right? let§s say in the powder River? and he has
got a 1963 right and hefs got a fairly inferior right? a lot
of people have them; but he thinks that as soon as the 1962
rights on the Powder River are satisfied that he comes next*
He might not come next if his right affects a 1893 right on
some other tributary* His adjudication is not really going
to protect him completely*



M Stone: It will protect him against any further attack on*
his priority or his quantity of water* That is a lot of
protection and a lot of certainty* He never was sure that
he was qoimj to get water in a particular year because that
depends upon the clouds and the rainfall* Now you have
added one wore uncertainty for him which is a legal theory
that it is possible that there is water in the Powder but
someone else has a better right to it on the mainstream of
the Yellowstone* There is certainly going to be a delicate
problem for the Legislature to consider and that is whether
youcayn_jj3tegrate decrees where the parties were not parties
irT~the same piece of litigation? the problem of the McKnight
cas«* I would think under the police power of the state and
the difficulty of water administration? that you probably
could get by with legislation integrating the decree where
the department goes through publication and takes all its
data and so forth? and you have a conclusive determination
of priority and quantity* You could integrate them*

ftep* Ramirez: Theoretically? to end up with the best system
possible? you would want a decree on each major drainage*

Al Stone: I think so* Some of the in you might need more
than one decree* It would be nicer if you have one decree
per major tributary* If you permit one decree per drainage
and as a drainage the whole Yellowstone Basin? that would be
nice? but that is far too cumbersome and complicated*

Rep* Ramirez: Where do you draw the line?

Al Stones I think you draw the line right where the
Legislature drew it? and that is the department may select
and specify areas or sources where the need for
determination of existing rights is most urgent and first
begin proceedings under this act to determine the existing
rights in those areas or sources* I don't think the
Legislature shoulo try to make that decision* I think it is
a good place to place it — in the "outfit that is gping to
have to do the adjudication* Tne Oepartment has to say that
they are going to do the Powder and get our experience
there* They may find it awful and when they do the next one
thty will split it up or take mory*

Thero is th^ adjudication process and the complications*
Then tho act provides for the permit system for
appropriating wat'jr rights* That starts with 89-880* A
person files an application for permit and the department
publishes notice of the application and people can object
that if you allow this appropriation it is going to damage
me or cause some injury* If it seems substantial the
department can hold a hearing and ultimately take action and
approve or disapprove,or modify the application and issue a
permit in such form as won't harm other people* It has to
take into consideration six specific things* In 89r885*
none of which refer to the public interest but only whether
they are going to (inappropriate water* others wonft be
adversely affected? means of diversion are adequate? it is a
beneficial use, it will not interfere unreasonably with
other;s« or with the reserved rights? and it isn't for 15 cfs
or more. If it is for 15 cfs or more? you must prove by

o.



clear and convincing evidence that the rights of a prior
appropriator will not be adversely affected* That is a
little bit redundant? because if the rights of other
appropriators are to be adversely affected? it is already
stated*

Senator Turnage: Under criterion two you don't have to have
any evidence that they are adversely affected except
subjective fear* But it you want to grab a little more
water you have to have clear and convincing proof*

Al Stone: I donft think that subparagraph (6) improves it
at all but don't really care one way or the other very
strongly*

lattr<aHfe Siroky: There is an amendment to (I J there, this
last legislature clarifies that there has to be appropriated
waters at the time that the water is requested to the extent
that the application has been applied for* That's one of
them* It does limit when a permit can be issued if the ^
water ins't available there at all times*

A] Stone: it seems like if there is water there at times
that is available for appropriation? if a person could make \/
use of it? that a permit should be issued for using that vi
water at times when it is available* I was unaware of that
1977 change*

Those are the two principal features of the act to me? Gene*
There are a lot of other aspects to the act* It starts off
with definitions and the powers and duties of the department
and board and I will get into that determination and
appropriations*

Senator Gait: Will you stop when we get to reservations?

,ftl frt°n«T* Well? we are just about there* 89-890 provides
for the reservation of the water*

Senator Boylan: We get to talking about adjudication and
all and now we come along? and this was a big hangup in the
last session? what is a reservation of water? Is it
adjudication? Do you reserve a beneficial use?

Al Stone: The 1973 Water Use Act treats a reservation as an

appropriation* Its definition of appropriate means to
divert* impound or withdraw? incluoing stock water? quantity
of water or in the case of a public agency to reserve water
in accordance with section <39-o90* It is an appropriation'
of sorts? but it doesn't require? as you point out? the
immediate application of water to the beneficial use* The
reservation itself may be a beneficial use? as is claimed by.
Fish and Game for example? or it may be a reservation for
future use and as you've seen in publications in the paper?
I think? the Oepartment of Natural Resources says that the
City of Billings? the City fo Columbus and so forth? hove
applied for reservation of so many cubic feet per second or
aero feet per year or both and that is not for present use*
On the other hand a city ought not to be limited to a water
right to what it is presently using* A city ought to be



able to obtain a water right for something in excess of what
it is using right now so as to provide for future growth
unless you can demonstrate that a city has no hope for
future growth* That certainly is one of the purposes for
reservation and the department is going to have to decide
how far ahead can a city look* The statute doesn't tell the
department and the city will ask for an enormous amount of
water? . say that it is going to apply it to beneficial use
sometime within the next hundreo years to two hundred yuars?
or something like that* Th»? department is going to have to
look at those and look at the various competing requests for
reservations and develop some sort of rule of thumb*

S'ifWfrQf ttpylan: Wouldn't priorities come in here?

AI $tone: Well? they do come within the system of£<L___.2JiQO£. we i i? tntjy uo uuii^ wiunin T.n« byaveiu ui

priorities* The reservation has a priority date as of the
time th« department grants the reservation* dnlike an
ordinary appropriation where you relate back to when you

S^natpr P-Qylans But say somebody comes along now and makes
a reservation and maybe they get the ditch dug and finally
get the water out and somebody is still sitting here saying
that they are going to nesd the water for future use and
have made a reservation but they haven't put it to use, and
the ditch company has*

Al Stone: If the reservation precedes the ditch company? it
has a higher priority? then the ditch company took its right
subject to the reservation of water by the City of Billings*

SonatOC Sfiylao* But if they both made the reservation the
same day but one put it to use oefore the other one?

Al.StQQg: Putting the water to the use doesn't appear to me
to be incorporated within the reservation idea of the code*
Your priority date is the date you were granted the
reservation and not the date you put it to beneficial use*
Also they can review reservations* Every ten years they
have to*

There aren't a group of criteria to guide the department in
how much* I think the department is going to have to get
soma kind of rule of thumb? maybe by regulation that a
municipality can look 35 years ahead. I'm not going to tell
the department what they are going to do? I am just using
hypothetical lyt thdit you can plan so far ahead and you have
to have a high degree of proof of the likelihood that you
are going to need a given amount of water by the end of that
period* The department should? if they don't come up with
very persuasive proof? either deny the reservation or cut
the reservation down to what it appears to the department to
be a reasonable amount* The department does have the
authority for that* They certainly can't just grant all of



* the reservations that are being requested because the
Yellowstone River doesn't have tnat much water*

Senator goylan: What about downstream* Are they going to
take out a reservation? If they haven't made use of it then
how much is that going to affect downstream interstate
appropri ators*?

AJ §tone: If we get into interstate litigation* the fact
that it hasn't been put to use will be one of the factors
tnat will be considered* Such a case is in the original
jurisdiction of U*S* Supreme Court* It wouldn't start out
in district court in Billings or anything like that. It
starts in the U*S* Supreme Court* The United States has to
give consent to be joined because the United States would be
affected in this suit and there have been cases when the U*
S* has refused to join in the suit so the parties have been
kicked out*

Colorado? New Mexico? and Texas all rely,upon the Rio Grande
River which arises in the San Luis Valley in Colorado and
flows down through Sanata Fe and Albuquerque and Elephant
Butte Reservoir and then at the border between Texas and New
Mexico for a long ways* They did enter into a three-state
compact which they allocated tho water of the Rio Grande*
The Colorado appropriators being upstream at least had a
physical advantage* They just went ahead and took the
water that they wanted and far exceeded what had been
allocated to them in the interstate compact* New Mexico was
also in violation at times* Texas brought an action against
them in the U*S* Supreme Court and Colorado and Mew Mexico
pleaded that since there were Pueblo Indian rights involved
and the United States represented the Indians? that there
was a non-joiner of a necessary party? the United States?
and that you couldn't settle the action* So they asked for
dismissal and the United States refused to enter the case so
the U*S* Supreme Court kicked them out* In effect? if the
United States doesn't cooperate* why texas can't get — what
do we do? have war? or do we settle these things in court?
Since thent New Mexico has cooperated and New Mexico and
Texas brought another suit which was filed? I believe? in
1967 and the U*S* did consent to join that suit* The
parties entered into a stipulation to suspend action in the
case* That was probably in 1972* I could be quite a ways
off on those dates* I wrote the Attorney General of Texas
this spring to find out wh.a has happened in the case
because there is no further record and he says that tney
entered into an amicable e*groement with Colorado that
Colorado would adhere to the interstate compact and also use
lass then they are entitled to until they have paid back the
overdrafts which they have agreed to that they will bring
them back into the U*S* Superem* Court*

We could have interstate litigation on the Missouri by any
i of the downstream states on the Missouri saying that Montana

is now commencing to use — I don't see how they would
complain about water we're not using when it is simply

i reserved for future use in Montana* They'd have no reason
to sue us* They are getting their water* The law of
gravity is supplanting the law of w3ter* Then we commence



irrigation districts who have reserved'the
nicipalities whose use is not awfully
ly so it might not be too troublesome* So
r'downstream for the various purposes of
s* Yes? we could be hauled into the U*S*
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Then we have priorities and you don't get a priority through
tho condition of water occurrence* So they can lower your
w.itr;r table if you can still get water reasonably* You can
exchan^'3 uater* You can turn water into a channel and take
it out further down* we have already discussed changes in
appropriation rights and transfers in appropriations riuhts
and abandonment in appropriation rights and supervision of
water distribution* That is kinu of an important section?
89-a95*

"The district court

commi ssi oners *,f

shall supervi s< all water

That really incorporates by reference our old Title 89?
Chapter 10. I think we can continue on just the way we've
been doinc; that* Subdivision 2 of 396 provides? and I think
the intent of this is to replace 89-315? a means for
individual appropriators to drag one another into court
without making a ureat big adjudication of it* You can just
have two people suing each other or 5 people suing each
other* It doesn't have to be a great big
adjudication* You do nave to
Natural Resources wants to make a
their option to take over? send
go through all that? out I thinK I„ ._ ^
purpose although it can be used for that- It is designed to
enable people to have their smaiI lawsuits and not get into
a great big case*

Powder River

notify the Oepartment of
big deal of it ? it is
out the certified mail and
it is designed not for that

Senatgr _Galj^s So tne Department
authority to adjudicate a stream?

Al Stone: Yes*

is the only one with the

-Sanatax Gait: i
unconsti tuti onal «

know an attorney who feels that is

Al £JLflQ£: He's cjot
against in Wyoming? New
and Nebraska*

m awfully lot of precedent to fight
Mexico. Arizonaf California? Texas?

i£Ciiiia_iiali: Thore are two people arguing ona small stream
in Wheatland County* One of the land owners lives in Texas
and ho hired an attorney to get this matter resolved and get
the stream adjudicated. Well? Jim Moore was the attorney
and he evidently called the Department of Natural Resources

a»,



and they said no way* they dianft want anything to do with
it*

Al Stpne: You are using adjudication in two different ways*
The department way of adjudicating a stream means? in
effect? a qui ejt_ title actiont which is finally going to
settle everybody1s rights on the stream* That's what the
Department means by adjudication* What we are talking about
is simply a judgement which is an adjudication of water
rights between two* three***

Senator Gait: They wanteo to get the whole stream in*

Al Stong: If they get everybody in? and if everybody will
admit in their pleadings that these are all of the rights
which they claim? they will in effect accomplish the
purpose of an adjudication so far as that stream is
concerned* It won't settle their rights because it will
only be prjma faci^ evidence when tho department comes in 2 5
years from now to adjudicate tnat along with the other
little tributaries*

Senator Gait: If you canft yet them to all come in an
adjudicate? just the two? the department won't say to go
ahead and adjudicate* Youfve got two fellows and tney go to
court and get their little problem solved* but? if there
are ten water righters they might be going into court every
year*

Al Ston^: Thatfs the way wefve always done it in this
state*

Senior Gait: why not adjudicate the stream?

Senator Turnagg: We havenft got the time or the money*

Al St;one: Thatfs it right there*

Rffp* ftcully: If the farmers and ranchers want to pay a
nominal fee to put it in there***

Senator kali: Maybe all of the;n don't want to have the
adjudication*

Al Stone: Just a nominal fee like a thousand dollars! I

think that 89-896 is an essential provision in the code
because it does permit this piecemeal adjudication where you
are not getting that final carved-in-stone adjudication
which the department conducts in its major adjudications
under 89-070 to 879.

It is broad enough so that the district court from which
relief is sought may grant such injunctive or other relief
which is necessary and appropriate to preserve property
rights or the status quo and so on* The code prohibits
waste*

Waste is a subject for discussion in itself because it is
related to what is a beneficial use* There is a fine
economic line to be drawn between whether the withdrawal of



water is wasteful* As an example? in some areas it may be
that it is now wasteful not to put in sprinkler irrigation*
Yet? that certainly would ha^e been a beneficial use in the
past; that is? ditch irrigation would have been a beneficial
use in the past; that is? ditch irrigation would have been a
beneficial use* It still is? but there may come a time that
the need for efficiency in water use will result in what is
now a beneficial use becoming a wasteful use*

RqP* Roth: What about this legal assistance here on 89-899?
UOm 2*

Al Stone: Mo* 2? "If an appropriator who is a citizen of
Montana becomes involved in a controversy to which any
agency of the Federal Government or another state is a
party? the Oepartment may in its discretion intervene as a
party or provide necessary legal assistance to the citizen
of Montana*V

a<?p* Roth: That takes care of tht> Department but it doesn't
take care of us as individuals*

Al Stpne: I can only think of :;ne case in which Montana had
private. 1iti gation that was interstate and that was on Piney
and Sage Creek* The case is toyntng- v*_ RflQkin* The
original suit was brought into Federal courts and that case
was Morr*s v« Bean and it went all the way to the U*S*
Supreme Court? in which the Wyoming appropriator was
considered to have the prior appropriation? prior in time to
the Montana appropriator*

At any rate? the Federal court did adjudicate according to
priorities? just plain dates of appropriation? wi tn respect
to this Montana and Wyoming appropriation* Then the
downstream appropriator movea up onto the smaller tributary
to commence to take water and tne Montana court held that

the two streams were not tributary? one to the other? and
therefore? the priorities established in the Federal decree
didnft apply because the streams as a matter of fact were
not tributary* Tnat was just private litigation and the
parties had thoir own counsel and it was interstate
1it igat ion*

The section you refer to 89-899(1)***

pep* ftoth: It seems to me that they have nothing to worry
about and we have to carry the burden of protecting our own
water right* It seems like it's unfair* It doesn't matter
how much litigation they go into they will get it taken
care of* But we will have to stand the burden of ours*

Al^tOQt?: It certainly is not an unusual thing for the
individual who is trying to protect his right to pay for
that protection*

£g£«..,ftQtla: Yes? but on the other hand? so much more
protection* They can go to any lengths? according to this;
any kind of legal assistance they need then can acquire* An
ordinary person could*t afford tnat kind of legal assistance
so they have an unfair advantage. Maybe that Ts normal but
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it isn't right*

ftl Stone: That is one of the problems that our legal system
has been facing* Frequently justice can't be done because
of the disparity in economic resources of the adversary*

Rep* Roth: if that is true? then the department will have
advantage*

Al Stone: The department doesn't have any particular
advantage here* Whenever the department is in litigation it
has attorneys? yes* This one only says that when a SdXJiZ&n
of Montana becomes involved against another state or agency?
it must be a federal agency or agency of another state*

Senator jurn^geC: I think that the problem is that
subparagraph (2) wasn't concerning you* I don't know how
many parties the defendant will be in the adjudication* The
role of the state will be interesting* Are we going to take
an adversay position against jl1 of the defendants? I was
just trying to envision how this trial is going to work*

We have 50 people and they are j1 1 parties* The state of
Montana is the plaintiff* They are going to sue all of
these people and the complaint will say that all of the
people reportdely have a water right* Come over and
establish your right or we will declare that you haven't got
any*

I'm talking about the duty of the department to adjudicate
or to favor the adjudication of all of these rights* Is the
department going to take an adversary role against all of
them?

Al Stone: I think the judge is going to demand that the
department brief and support its recommendations* To some
extent the department will probably disagree with some of
them and will probably agree with some of them*

Rop* Ramirez: Ifve always thought that the department would
come in and say what they think each party has* At that
point the burden is going to shift to the individual to show
that he has more than what the department has allocated*
How much of an adversary position that's going to put the
department in? I don't know* I would think that the
department would try to defend wh3t its data has shown*

Lawrence friroky: According to the Water Act you have a
preliminary hearing*

Al Stone: The act describes this as a hearing on objections
that such a hearing is going to amount to a full scale?
complicated trial? I think*

SsnatQr Tumaae: Uo you anticipate that this is >oing to be
a jury trial?

AJ £t£Q£: I look upon this as an equitable proceeding and
there is no constitutional right to a jury in an equity



proceeding* It is going to result in a decree* You
describe it as a decree rather than a judgement* I think it
would complicate it that much more if it were to be a jury
trial*

flap* Roth: Can tney demand a jury trial?

Al Stone: I don't think so* wnat do you think? Jack?

Rep* Ramirez: I don't think it is a case where there is a
jury trial* This has to be in the nature of an equitable
action* It can't be anything but that* I do agree also
that it wouldn't hurt to say something here. It just
wouldn't work to have a jury*

Al_StoQe: It might be an amendment you want to recommend*

lawrqpce Siroky: Normally our procedure in the Powder is to
go out an collect the point of niversion? the place of use?
etc* The next thing to do is go talk to the claimant* You
are not going to find the date of first use by looking; you
finci out by talkinj to them* We've got dates and aerial
photos helping place that date* A lot of times the facts of
the case pretty inuch agree with what we find* If there are
some errors? they are human errors* The real dispute comes
into your legal questions? questions of due diligence? dates
of first use? dates of priority with the posting of notice
and so on* The Department of Natural Resources is going to
argue what due diligence is* Our recommendation will be
point of diversion? place of use and so on? and then we will
take maybe a policy which would be set eventually by the
judi.e*

Senatgr Tprg^ge: Maybe we ought to consider in our
amendments any of the procedural hangups that we can avoid
such as equity and the role of the department*

Maybt: the department• s position ought to be that they will
bi? required to bring forth the factual background*

Al_£l4Q£»: Gene? I wonoer whether we should copy the U*S*
Supreme Court in an interstate adjudication where Nebraska
sues Wyoming* It goes to the U. S. Supreme Court? the U* S*
Supreme Court appoints a special master* In this case it
would be the Department of Natural Resources? apparently*
That's what we have here* The Department files to' have a
determination and yet an oroer to notify everybody and then
the judge says to go ahead* The department can make its
report the same way a special master does to the Supreme
Court? a complete report with recommendations9 actually a
drafted decree. Then the U*S* Supreme Court asks for briefs
and oral argument* Then they say you haven't covered some
of these things well enough ano so we will rebrief this area
and have more oral argument on this area* Those are
multi-faceted suits* The Department could? I think? step
out of |t . after renoeri.ig its complete report?
reco;nmendotionst .*nd proposed decree to the court• get out
and let the? court provide the people with their day in court
ano it can have as many days in court as it wants*
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Senator ffurnage: The taking of testmony and the factual
•evidence would oe taken at 'the master's hearing* Then the
report would be submitted and tne court would hear the legal
argument*

Al 5tope: I think that some consideration should be given
to having the department take the facts and make the report
and have the arguments before the district court*

Senator Turnaoe: That snould oe di scussed anyway* John
doesn't like tnat idea* I think I know why*
Administratively lawyers don't feel as confident*

Senator Boylan: i don't think the property owner either
feels that ah agency of government is strong enough in his
property right-.

Senator Tumape: I think it shoula be ai scussed and maybe
the only practical way you can get adjudications* First of
all? the department will come out with it's recommendations
or it will have recorommendations probably before the hearing
or it will have what it thinks ought to be recommended*
there might be a tendency for them to defind their
preconceived notions;

Rep* Sc^l y; Not only that? but it seems to me that the
department is going to be in a different position in terms
of state policy* The executive branch of the government is
definitely going to have an interest in every adjudication?
be it the Department of Health? Natural Resources? Water
Quality* Fish and Game? etc* it seems to me that once you
are doing that you are allowing the executive branch of the
governmsnt to make a ruling in something that they have an
inherent interest in*

i£0£3£: There was ah amendment introduced about
years ago and the'department had some proposal about

administrative adjudications* Does anybody remember that?
It didn't pass*

Gordon McQmber: That particular situation was brought up in
som-2 disputes in Pondera Coulee* They didn't want to go
through a full-blown adjudication* They just wanted
somebody to come out there and determine the facts and they
would accept them when we found them* They would abide by
that until a final determination is done* It doesn't look
like the department has any authority to administratively
determine water rights? so there was a bill introduced to do
that*

AI—Jiflflg: Of course the department could intervene in one
of these small suits simply as a party without it being a
ful l-oldftn' Passive adjudication* You might get the services
of the department in that way*

Senator Turnip: Tnat's what is contemplated in here now?
isn't it?

Ai -,Stone: Yes? it says so*



f>ftnfttor Jurnage: Of course I can understand the /
department's reluctance* We ought to consider the /
procedural aspects of this thinj* '

pep* Scully: Any other comments or questions?

Rep* Ramirez: This is off the subject of adjudication*
This is back on reservations agjin* On 89-890(6)? the board
has the right to extend? revoke? or modify the reservations
under certain circumstances* I would just like to know what
your understanding of what the power of ths Board of Natural
Resources would be to someday in the future after they have
granted a reservation to modify that*

Al Stone: I don't have any better way of knowing what they
are going to use as their criterion than you do* They
obviously have the power to extend? revoke or modify* I
guess they have to look to see whether their city is growing
the way they anticipated and claimed that it would or the
aquatic life seems to be suffering under the reservation as
it exists or thriving* 1 don't know what they are going to
look at in a particular case*

Rep* Ramirez: Do you agree that these couldn't be modified
just because one use might look better at that time than
another use but should only be modified if — and for
example? let's take the Fish and Game* The Fish and Game
has a big reservation* The purpose of their reservation was
to protect the fish and wildlife? and they're still
protecting the fish and wildlife but now it looks like it
would be more economically beneficial to the state to use
that water for irrigation* Could you change it under this
language to irrigation? Or as long as the Fish and wildlife
is meeting its original objective you woulan't be able to
change it?

-Stone- I think there is broad discretion. ,:ven though
that last sentence is qualified only by saying that where
the objectives of the reservation are not being met* You
have to look to subparagraph^) to see the objectives and
the justification for the reservation — the purpose? the
need* the amount of water necessary — that the reservation
is in the public interest* If the public interest changes?
the objectives of the reservation being met* I kind of
think that it is fairly wide open.

Rep? .. Scully If there are no further questions? then
Professor Stone? thank you very much* I think this was very
worthwhile*



*t:•--'-.♦ l* SUBCOMMITTEE UN tfATtR RIGHTS

Minutes of uctober 22? 1977 Meeting

Tne Subcommittee on Watt*r Kignts met this day in Room lib of
tne State Capitol? Helena* The meeting was called to order
by the chairman at 9:10 a.m. All memoers of the? committee
were present except Senator Turnage? who was excused*

Representative Scully introduced Judge W* W* Loss ley? to
present a judgefs view of water law*

Juoge Lessley: I preside in the district composed of
Gallatin County* This is practically 1/3 irrigated as it
has been almost since the mining days in Virginia City? so
if you have anything to do with tne judiciary in Gallatin
County you oo a lot of water proolems* we are aware of the
fact that the general statement in Gallatin is that you may
steal a man's wife and there won't i>e too much concern about

it? but if you steal his water you're in real trouble*
Nc*ve had the usual rivers down there and adjudication
overlaps even into the Fifth Judicial District* I thought I
would mention two or three things* I oon't want to sound
like lfm lecturing? because I want to talk with you about
what 1 think can be done ana xell it to you as it is as I
see it from the judicial standpoint* I want to indicate
what I think a judge woulo have to do to meet the demands of
the statute as it now reads*

As you know? until 1973 there wore three ways you could
acquire water —- Ifm talking about surface water* The first
way was by user* You just made your diversion? you dug your
ditch or whatever was necessary ana then you applieo it to a
beneficial use and your right related back (on the ooctrine
of relation back which was a judicial doctrine) to the time
you made your diversion* In otner words? if you maoe your
diversion July 1? 1873? and you didn't finish your ditch
until 1376? but you were fighting the Indians and doing your
best to get the ditch going ano put tne water to
application? you relate Dack to the time you started the
ditch* Obviously? the ust-r rights in every county in tne
state are not of recora* In other words» there isn't

anything in writing? and a lot of the old-timers are now
dead* In the Gallatin? for example? in the old days we had
a fellow who lived out at Salesville? now Gateway. He haa
the memory of all old people; he could remember things that
never really occurred* He was a beautiful person for a
lawyer to get hold of who was trying to prove a user right*
But he's gone and there are very few left in that area* So
that is one type of right*

The other is the statutory right where you make your
diversion? post it where you mak? tne diversion? dig your
ditch? apply the water and use the doctrine of relation
back* You can do it that way or usually what they did was
they filed that notice which they posted at the point of
diversion with the County Clerk and Recorder so wnon you got
through you had what we call an appropriated right*
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Now youfve got two appropriated rights — one by user where *' « 'v/
there isnft any record particularly? just the fact? that it
is known that HX" used the water for a period of time — so
many miners inches that he applied to a beneficial use* The
oth^r? you have a recoro: good? bad* indifferent or
confused* :ut the old tfdter Council? the Montana water
Resources doard made a survey of a great number of those
rights? particularly of the counties where there has been a
grist deal of water litigation and use* lfve tried to koep
those up to datet and I have practically all of those in my
own library. I checked the other day with the Department of
Natural Resources and 1 find that they have most of those
and they are pretty accurate* They arenft up to date* In
other words? MX" gets a water right either wtiy that we
talked aoout — by user or oy statutory methods and he
continues for? say 30 years? and then he sells his ranch* (I
am talking about before 1973? before the permit system*)
Whvn he conveys his ranch if ne doesn*t say anything about
the water? the water by judicial decision and statutory
provision goes with the place* rut sometime he would split
the place and tne original sales right might be split two or
three ways* When the aoard studied the problem? they sent
field men out and they would make surveys of the water* If
you look at one of those surveys of Gallatin or Park or any
of tne other counties — Yellowstone was one of the first?
by the way — yau will find t^o volumes? one with the maps
and one with the history and tne listing of the rights*
Those can be brought up to aate in most instances so that
pt*ople c:.n use the:?,* For example? I am going through now in
my own district to bring my water decree set-up up to date
on the? Gallatin so that wh£n I ,\ire a new commissioner I can
be a.t>le to give him a book by which he can allocate tne
water* On top of that you have your groundwater code? which
still was subject to the surface right*

All the way through this? 1973* the legislature and the
Constitution and the whole nusiness have said that all of
these existing rights have precedent* In other wordst they
are: they are inviolate; they are property rights; they
cannot be taken away? constitutionally or otherwise* I
thin* what the legislature said was? "we need * system of
records in the stvite of Montana and it should be central izea
so everybody knowsY and from henceforth whenever you have a
water right you will yet it through a permit system and we
will try to investigate the situation and try to decide
whether you get it — and we111 give you a provisional
permit — etc*" But meanwhile these people that are sitting
around with these rights that tney acquired by user or by
statutory right should Oe protected.

During ail this period of time up to the present? up to
1973? there were disputes about water and every time you
have mora than two or thre* people on a stream who have
acquired their right eitner by user or by appropriation?
tney scart to fight 3bout the water? anti all of that grew
out of-the mining law* miners found out it was a lot easier
to br in, tm* water to the mine than to bring the mine to the
witir* So ciiey started using wjter out of these streams.
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They even hao cheir miners' courts and they talked anout
miners inches* They would oet in a fight so they would go
to court and the fellows who wc-ro complaining woula bring a
lawsuit and name oil the people on the stream* They would
call in a judge &nd tie would aojuoicate the stream and tnat
would be in a decree filed in tne courthouse and tne follow

then would have a decreed right*

So now we have three rights before 1973 — the user rights?
the appropriated rights? adjudicated rights* The trouble
with a lot of those rights is that.people claim more than
tht-y really need* They claim water they think tney might
need in the future*

Witn those three kinds of rights and those claims? the
courts have been adjudicating the water? supervising the
water through water commissioners? all up until 197 3* The
legislature said? "To recognize and confirm all existing
rights to the use of any waters for any useful jnd
beneficial purposes*•••" You don*t have to oe a lawyer to
recognize that the key words th^re are "to recognize and
confirm all existing rights*" So there are a number of
people sitting out there with ranches and farms of various
sizes and cattle spreaos who have these rights — user?
statutory? or adjudicated — who are saying "wn.^n are you
going to get something in writing or decree-wise or
paper-wise so we can put it oiong with our other valuable
papers in a safety deposit box?"

That is what the legislature is talking aoout when they say
"recognize and confirm all existing rights*" They set out a
procedure? and this is my idea of the procedure* First of
all? implied in that thing is ttuit it is not going to do
much good if it takes us 20 years to oo what the statute
says we should do with the existing rights* The new water
law set out a procedure* Thi law says to determine these
existing rights? to gather data? select and determine the
areas or sources where the need to determine ar^i and have

the preliminary decree*

In many counties there are a 1o-: of people who have user
rights? there are a lot with appropriated rights? but most
of tne streams that are appropriated are decreed — it is a
matter of court record* It seems that data for determining
rights is a key section* The act says 90 to tne court
decrees — this is what tho legislature says — get the
declaration of existing rights? tnot's appropriated rights?
get the rights under the groundwater code? get the notices
of appropriation and records of declarations? get tne
records of new statements? make some findings of resource
survey? havz inspection surveys reconnaisance investigation*
But it doesnft have in there any place when they do that for
medical aid and coronary stations for rancners who are now
confronted v/ith a fine young fallow who 'ht«s a "mission" and
he says? "You have 180 inches on Mission Creek and I just
looked over your plac^ and I aon't think you nead to use
more than 100*" And the old boy ha* been seeing th-j city
move in anu all tne other things? ano he says* "On? bod?
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Judge Lessley told me I had a basic right here*" I think a
lot of that can be eliminated if the ONR get a directive
from the legislature that they are to look at the old water
surveys — and they are beautiful — they're really
beautiful* They've got the streams in blue and the land in
red — it looks like an anatomy chart* But it's there and
it's something they've been living with for a long time*
Don't speno all the time oeating the oushes on the
preliminary decree** The court oas to hear so that it takes
years and years*

When I calked in Missoula? Ted Ooney said? "we can do this
in just a few months*" I said? "It will take a little bit
longer*" inow he looks at me and stokes his pipe and says?
"It will take 200 years*" If it does there will be a lot of
ranchers and people out there marching* And I'll lead part
of the bana to the legislature if that's the way it's going
to bt- done* because tnat's not what the idea is* The idea
is to make that survey*

I look at it this way? as a judge* I have just finished
Sheep Creek over in the White Sulphur area^ which is a good
size stream* I just finished decreeing that and there were
user rights? appropriateo rights? we decreed it* I just
finished decreeing the Loophole area over there* I'm very
shortly going to be going up to the Havre country to decree
a stream* This is under the old law? the action was started
before 197J* That gives you an idea even without all this
how lon.j som^* of these things toke*

I think the preliminary decree should be handled in this
way: I think there should be a survey team out of DNR under
the supervision of the Judiciary (And I'm going on the basis
that the person who is the water judge is a fellow who knows
something about water* There probably is a person in this
room who remembers Jeremiah J* Lynch — he used to come over
occasionally — he was called over for a water case in the
Gallatin and ne was an Irishman and he said? "I don't know

wny the hell they called me for this? all I know about water
is that you get it out of a damn fountain or faucet*" I'm
going on th*.» assuntption thatfs one of the requirements? that
they havo some experience eitrier ds a lawyer or as a judge
in water*) I think the preliminary decree should come as
fast as possible* ano I think it can come pretty fast if the
court takes it tnis way: first of all* he looks at his
watershed area, however you want to determine where you are
looking? and the first one he ooes like Caesar conquered
Gaul? in three parts* The first part he hears the decreed
water and he ought-to be aole to whiz through that pretty
fast* There are going to be some objections* They are
goin j to say that's too uiuch? we've got to squeeze some
water out of that* That's up to his judicial discretion and
tht* proof* Anybody who wants to squeeze water out of that
stream is going to have the buroen of proof* The burden of
proof is not always easy*

Then the next group he's going to take- is the next easiest
(that's the way I do my work* There are a lot of things I



hate to do that I do last)* Thi second tning he is going to
do is tako the appropriated wat-r rights which art: a matter
of record. Now? a lot of work nas ba^n don*- ther »• I Jon't
know why thw devil I didn't bring those water resource
surveys that tney do* but the lawyers sitting around here
know what they look like* Tney are different colors? Jnd
they've got some maps and all of the decrees and they are
fairly accurate* The second group is the appropriated
rights that are a matter of record* The third are thost:
users* So meanwhile all this time while we have been doing
those other two steps? the people wno say they have us«r
rights will have to be trying to develop proof of tnem* All
that has to be done one year oefore the judge c<*n really jet
going? that's the theory* it should take about one year
actually — it may take more tnan that time? but if it's
handled that way it should go fairly fast*

If he has finished his preliminary decree on those three
phases of the rights then he is ready for tne final decree*
This is? as I see it$ the moppin.; up operation* People have
begun to locate their lawyers? etc*? and are testing this
preliminary decree which has now been issued by the court*
It is available to all the parties* It says* "After the OKK
files a petition with the court? names of all persons filing
declarations and others •••••• *aybe I'm optimistic? I gu^ss
I am? but I would think in the average area where people are
involved with water and know what it means? tnat they will
begin to get all their records together* M0N8 from data nas
existing rights and any other data the court fe-ls
necessary? shall maKe a preliminary decree* lhe preliminary
decree shall have information? findings ana conclusions as
required by 89-877* It shall establish the existing rights
and priorities of the persons named in the petition for the
source or area under consideration? shall state the findings
of fact along with any conclusions of law upon which the
existing rights and priorities of each person named in the
decree are based* Conclusion:, of law in a water case ore

basically findings of fact for each person who is founu to
have an existing right* The final oecree shall stat* the
name? the post-office address? etc* Then there should oe a
sort of cooling off period* And then a copy of the decree
shall be sent to ONR and each person named in the petition*
You are entitled to a hearing before the district court*
After you have done that? then you nave your final decree
which is? as I say* a mopping up area? and you have these
rights for objection? and if trwy are not satisfied with the
final decree they can go on up to the Supreme Court*

It seeir.s to me that tnis «neets the Senate Joint kesolution
that is directed to do everything possible administratively
to expedite the adjudication of water rights? particularly
agriculture rights including the acceptance of claims for
groundwater rights and water rights and small livestock*
The big problem* of course is time* 1 think in tnis
instance it's got to be met by some directives? maybe some
shortcuts even spelled out in the statutes so th.i OHd woula
do what they should do« hy feeling of the new oi rector of
DNR is that he is interested in having this thing ciono ana



having it done promptly* It seems that it is not amiss that
the legislature should insist tnat that field work should
not he exhaustive* This is not necessary for the decreed
rights? ana I don't know that it is so necessary for the
appropriated rights wnich are of record. The user riyhtst
perhaps*

Ri.:ht away they s^y to you? these rights are excessive* a
jreat deal of the water tnat is there is going to be
squeezed out in that preliminary decree if there is
excessive water* Everyone says the west Gallatin is over
appropriated; everyone has more water than they have* wnat
they are talking about is the high water? and high water is
not subject to decreet 1 don't think? because no one has
ever taken up tne one case that I did decree high water on
the Gallatin* You don't have to try to figure out every
minutiae of the water to get the survey and get the
adjudication on the way for the preliminaries of the
existing surface rights* If you do that? then you are going
to do what has already been true? spend money on the surveyv
anj. obviously you can't do any preliminary adjudication
under the mandates of the legislature until they come with
their papers* So you either have to give part of tnis
governance to the judges that they take over this thing? or
you have to insist that the uNR shorten their procedure
because you'll have, some water juoges sitting out here
waiting with nothing to do*

1 think that, once the reports are in and the notices have
gone out? I could decree the Gallatin? for example? in a
year* I think it could be acne — this is the preliminary
decree*

In*? new water per^i ts from the OnR are oeautiful* They lciofc
like e. law school oiplo'ma? but that is what these people
want? and that is what the legislature said they were going
to have*

Juoge Lessl*?y handed out outlines of his presentation to the
commi t te«e *

Representative Scully asr;ed aoout other sources of
information for the preliminary decree? such as Soil
Conservation Service maps? records? water rights — would
tney suffice or oe of no use or allow some prima facie
findings for the preliminary decree*

Judge Lessley said soil conservation maps are used by
lawyers in every water adjudication* They are demonstrative
exhibits to show where the area is and where the streams
flow? etc* You can use court decrees? the declarations? the
rights under the groundwater code? recoros of statement?
records of declaration of the user* There will be
comparatively few of those of the old vintage but there will
be some new ones in the last five to ten years of the user
based on actual use* results of inspections and surveys and
r conoai ssanc-j investigations. The data is broad* but
somehow there ought to be a mandate that says narrow your



investigation and put some time limits on it* "az soon as
possible11 doesn't mean a thing* You are goinj to eno up
with some fat water rights? but there is very .little water
wasted any more* If you can? by legislative language? say
to the ONR? "These are the things that must be presented in
the preliminary decree? and others that are asked for oy tho
judge" then I think you will have speeded this up and cut
down on a lot of expense and a lot of concern by the people*
There may be some local problems, but the general problems
are those three rights — the user rights? appropriated
rights? and decreed rights and then the groundwater riohts*

You have two rights that are there in black and white* The
appropriated right which was filed in trio county courthouse
may not have met the requirements of the filing at that
particular time in legislative history? and the affidavits
may be faulty? but that's up tc somebody else to raise the
question and that's for tne judge to decide and ne can
decide it at that preliminary decree*

Representative Ramirez asKeu wnetner as far as quantities
are concerned? you will basically take the adjudicated
rights and the statutory rignts at face v-jlue* You are not
going to try to quantify those initially? Judge Lessle/
said that this is right* He suggested that because in the
process of the preliminary decree there will be quite a oit
of squeezing out anyway* He said he finds that quite a bit
in ordinary adjudication of streams — they get to counting
their marbles and say they really don't have but 150 inches
— they always thougnt they had 180 and they stole 100 more
in irrigation season which made it 280* Everybody steals
water and there's no harm in it — that's what it's for —

beneficial use* The judye will make the final determination
on the basis of testimony*

Representative Ramirez asked Judge Lessley if he thought wo
need special water judges* Judge Lessley said he thought we
need some additional judges* to get it done we will
probably need some* If you are going to have some water
judges it should be under sonw? kind of control so that you
don't create a whole ounch of judges* If you decide you are
going to have four or five water judges for th<* entire
state? then you should somehow or other control the docket
of the judges in the sense that you should be sure that
these field deals don't go to sleep? and you don't oo
anything about the surveys in the field? and all the judges
retire*

Judge Lessley felt strongly that somehow or other the word
should go out from the legislature that ONR is not going to
adjudicate water in the field and that they are first going
to use the resources available* He felt there would have to

be some special help for the water adjudication to get it I
done and done properly* You can't really say to a judge who/
is not taking care of his jurisdiction? in addition to this
you are going to oo tnat* It may be one of the things he
puts off* In some instances some of the judges may very
well be able to do their own* ftut you will have to be
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careful how you create these judges. be careful to
determi ne tne neeo*

Representative Ramirez asked what the mechanics would be for
a new judge — should that be created immediately or should
thore be j lag of time so that there could be some
preliminary work done* Judge Lessley felt that the
legislature should provide that within a certain time
period? preliminary work should be completed and the judge
then start work* He also felt the judge should have his own
secretary and a field man of some kind and an office to work
from*

Jud^e Lessley went on to say that the only way we can save
Montana water for Montana use is to show that you are using
it and you have a record of using it? and you do that on the
preliminary decree* The legislature has to say to the ONR
what indices to use in the surveys* Or perhaps the
legislature can say that the courts will set up a system in
cooperation with ONR that will indicate the sources they
need to use and put somebody in charge of that aream

Judge Lessley said if he were going to make a survey for a
judye for preliminary decree? he would first publish a
notice in the paper telling people to get all their records
together; then he would go to his water resources survey and
get a oird's-eye view of all the decreed streams and
appropriated rights and user rights? and then he would go to
the various clerks of court offices and see if that pretty
well stacks up* Then he would check the miscellaneous* He
would look at the soil survey maps to see where the streams
are? but he wouldn't go out and tell someone he was using
more water than he needs? or he doesn't have as much water

as he claims*

Senator Gait said that may be good enough for the
preliminary decree? but when you go to the final decree —

Judge Lessley said that is where the judge comes in* The
judge has made the preliminary decree? there have been some
objections filad and he has taken care of that* by that
time he knows there are some questionable areas* He sends
out the notices and if the oojectors come in? fine; if they
don't? the preliminary becomes final* The final decree
should oe a judicial operation almost entirely*

Representative Scully asked now they will mechanically
operate the system* If we all agree somewhere along the
line that this is going to be the process? how do we blend
in the cost involved so that you have the proper approach to
it in terms of the individual who isn't going to have any
problems and the individual wno is? and the fact that the
state has an interest* would you charge someone a flat fee
for every right* would the state pay the whole bill except
for individual's right to counsel?

Judge Lessley said he h;3d not thought about it a great deal f
but he thought the legislature has to take the ONR off the
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spot by telling them what the/ should do and shouldn't do?
and they can then say is a directive of the legislature* He
didn't see why a person who gets a preliminary decree
shouldn't be assessed a reasonable fee for determination of
his existing rights* From therii on it is going to oe a
state obligation* We have a lot to gain statewide -- if we
once get a preliminary record that would oe worth a lot of
money to the state*

Representative Scully wondered it it would not b<? necessary
for tne water judges to go to work at the same time as the
adjudication cnanqes are made due to the fact that you are
going to have to organize each of tha judicial systems of
those five judges to be the same* Judge Lessley thought so?
particularly if you limit the way the field work is being
done and give the judge some chores* However? if you say
hands off? then don't appoint any judges for the next 10
years*

Represantative Scully asked how much time is needed for tne
individual water user to submit his documents and if it is

necessary for the legislature to put that in statute so it
will be uniform statewide? or should the water judges in
their watersheds do it according to a schedule they set up?
Judge Lessley felt it would be better for the judges to do
it according to their schedule* He also strongl'y felt the
water judges should not be elected*

Representative Scully felt that all the judges in the state
are not knowledgeable in water and the best way to ge the
job done is to have five judges who are knowledgeable in
water law and that they work out their own agendas and have
only the water questions to worry about and not other court
dockets and calendars* He said ne would rather see five or

six judges come in and get the job done than take tne chance
on the judges we now have*

Judge Lessley thinks the qualifications for water judges
should be spelled out in the statutes* He also felt that
the water judge should not oo any water work in the
community in which he lives* Even if the legislature wants
to leave this up to the judicial nominating commission? they
should spell out to the nominating commission that these
judges shall possess certain qualifications* He also felt
there should be something in the statute that puts time
limits on the judge* Representative Ramirez asked what kind
of time limit could be put on this* Judge Lessley replied
that there must be a year's notice to begin with* but once
the year's notice has expired and everything is before the
court? the court should without delay proceed to hear the
matter and shall meet daily (or whatever you want)* Maybe
a certain date by which the decree should be issued would be
better? particularly in the case of counties that have more
water decrees and very few water users*

Representative Day asked about diffused water* Judge
Lessley said most of the case law goes on the theory that
diffused water? until it finds a stream of some kind? is
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still diffused water and is sort of a vagrant and wild thing
and belongs to those that can capture it* It's a common
enemy still in Montana* You can't usually get any water
right for diffused water*

Representative Scully thanked Judge Lessley for his
presentation? and the Judge said ne would be glad to talk
with the committee and do anything he can to assist in tnis
study*

Mr. Person distributed to committee members books containing
documents from the Western States Water Resources Council*
Representative ScMlly informed the committee that he had
been called from Washington by the National Conference of
State Legislatures? who in turn had been directed by the
President to have in Denver immediately a conference and
some comments concerning the legislative position to the
President* This is scheduled for the next Friday and he had
agreed to go* One of the things he had asked the committee
to do was to take a look at was the Policy commission's
Report to the President? which recommends that the federal
government come in and take a little better charge of
states' water and usurp their control and authority* The
President has changed his attitude about that due to a great
Jnal of heat* He has also found out that the western

states? as a group? are going to use their pressuref such as
it is? to try this attitude about what this Water Resources
Council Policy study brought forth* He asked to have the
committee's comments so that be could represent the
committee at that conference in Denver at the meeting*

Senator Ga]t: Any position that you take for Montana I
would think would be one that all western states would take

that the Feds keep their nose out of state waters* This is
entirely a state position and they should be treated just as
any other citizen of the country? that they are just an
individual to prove their rights? their reservations? their
use of water just like any other user of water* The thrust
that the state can better manage their own water resources
than any federal oureaucracy* I think Wyoming is doing this
— the Big Horn Kiver — they have named them as another
water user* They take the position that they have to prove
their position just like any otner water user*

Senator Bergrens I really can't find out what the federal
government wants to do with our water and I feel the same
way Jack does — that the state of Montana is better
equipped to handle the situation and for you to stress that
they lay off*

Senator tfuyHns I think you c*tn impress upon them too that
we are trying to put our water to beneficial use as quick as
possible and that we are in the process of doing that* I
think it will be put to a good beneficial use if they let us
proceed in the ways we want to proceed* I think we will get
it done in do time* This is what I suppose they are
concerned aoout — slurry pipelines and excess water and a
lot of these things. I think it is up to us to decide if we
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have enough water to go to slurry pipelines*

ReprgsQirfcatii va Pay; I agree with what tho others nave said*
One thing I think that snould be stressed is that we
consider the reservation doctrine of water law? that we are

reserving water for the future development of Montana and
expect the federal government to recognize that» we also
expect the federal government to have the opportunity to
reserve water to develop federal lands and the states should
be the ones to make the final decision on it* We all

realize that the federal lands should have the same

opportunity to be developed as any other lands in the state?
but at the same time I don't think the federal government
should make the decision over water in Montana* Any water
decision should be left up to the state*

Representative Rflth; I certainly go along with tne rest of
the committee* We do want state jurisdiction over federal?
and I think this will tke care of our Indians and forest
problems* The federal now has jurisdiction over Indians and
forest? and I think this should be delineated somehow? we

should know who has jurisdiction* Certainly we want to have
the state over the federal* I think the Washington
bureaucracy doesn't understand the need of water in this
state like our own people do*

Representative Ramirez; I don't have much to add except
that the closer you are to the headwaters? the less
advantage you have from the same interests as some of the
other western states* We are in a position where actually if
we can get the other western states to go along with us in
saying that the federal government ought to keep its hands
out of this? that's to our advantage? because we have some
conflicts with some of the other western states* Anytime
the federal government comes in to a situation like this?
Montana is going to suffer* There is no question about it*
The only way we are going to protect our water is just
because of our position physically and geographically? and
once you have the federal government coming in and doing
anything to expand either on a regional basis or national
basis the way the water is going to be allocated? then we
are going to suffer* You are going to have to walk a thin
line to get the other states to take that position because
we are a little bit antagonistic to them too*

Representative Scully said his position is the same as the
committee's* One of the things he would stress is to say
that the adjudication process in Montana and the recording
of use of the water going on now is in the process of being
speeded up to such a degree that we will be able to have
prima facie proof in court of all the needs and uses of
Montana water in a shorter time* This is one of the keys to
our ability to maintain the position we have*

Representative Roth asked if the Western States Water
Council has to follow what they have to come up with*

Representative Scully said he understood the purpose of the
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meeting in Denver is to get the position of the legislatures
in those states* There is a great deal of difficulty now
with the governors' organizations* The governors'
organizations are taking the position nationwide that they
are going to be the policy-making authority of the states*
They want to have the ability to delineate the use and
direction of all federal funds and to be able to set forth
to the feoeral government the position that the states are
going to take* What the President is doing at this point is
recognizing that there is a conflict in the legislatures in
the states and the governors in the states and the two
policies may be completely opposite* He is taking one more
trip to find whether that is true and? if so? where is it
true* He didn't think our governor has given a policy that
is contrary to the position that we have advocated*

Mr* Person handed out copies of news articles from the
Billings Gazette and the Glacier Reporter concerning Indian
water rights in Montana* {attached)

Representative Scully felt that he should have authority
from the committee to attend the NCSL meeting in Denver*
Accordingly? Senator Boyland moved that Representative
Scully attend the meeting in Denver* The motion carried
unanimously*

frpygrnor's Ad Hoc.CQffisitte^

Representative Scully informed the committee that the
Governor's Ad Hoc Committee is going to meet on October 27*
and this committee has been invited to meet with them or

send a representative from this committee* The meeting will
be held in the Governor1s Conference Room at 10500 a9m*
Senator Boylan moved that Senator Gait attend the meeting*
The motion carried unanimously*

It was decided that Representative Roth and Representative
Scully represent the committee at the Soil Conservation
Oistrict Convention in Havre on November 7? 8? and 9*

The Committee recessed for lunch and reconvened at ltl5 p*m«

Testimony From Interested Parties and DiscysRipn

Gordon McGowan* foriper Senator; Mr He Gowan read a statement
addressed to the committee (attached)* Mr* McGowan felt
that whoever has the responsibility for determining and
decreeing water rights should be required to report back to
the legislature on a continual basis* If this is reviewed
every year? the legislature will have a chance to correct
oversights the following year instead of leaving it lying
dormant on the statutes for years* This will provide a
continuity between sessions*

Rep* Roth asked Mr* McGowan about recoramendation 4*9 — to
provide the Oepartment with unlimited funds to get this job
done in the next ten years* She said she did not care for
that recommendation* She felt it should be f-1 imi ted." Mr*
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McGowan said he was not recommencing this? out it is
something the legislature could do; however? it would oe
very unpopular* He said he was trying to point out that the
committee might get carried away? and he did not want them
to approach it in this fashion*

Conrad Fre^r'ck^* At^torney-at-Law; I think you should adopt
an approach for major drainage basin adjudication* If you
are going to adjudicate water you have to consider all the
interrelations of various water sources and water uses in an
entire watershed* I don't think you can just arbitrarily
pluck one piece out and aojudicate that without taking into
account effects on the rest of the water in the oasi.n and
the rest of the water users in the oasin* I agree that you
should have special water judges devoting their full time to
thi s and not try to superimpose this on any particular
district judge that is sitting now with the responsibilities
he has for his district* I tnink the approach of having the
judge do the preliminary decree and the final decree is a
good one* A problem which I foresee as being one of major
proportions is the quantification of water rights* (There
was discussion regarding flow rates and the problem of
converting miners inches to cubic inches per second or acre
feet in quantifying water rights*) There are two
interrelated problems* One is how much of the flow at any
given time do you get? and the other problem is how much
total do you get? (Statement attached)

£L±-£s-Lm ££Od£Qiu £« Ls ii£0ilO2n and—Spo?*, liatecc^ell
pfjl)ers* Sidney: The Montana Water Use Act appears to be
working fine? as long as everyone does their paperwork*
There .is some problem with the delay in issuing permits for
irrigation wells and this is probably necessary to avoid
costly mistakes* The possibility of metering small wells
frightens everyone and isnft necessary and would be almost
impossible to maintain* Some ranch wells may not be used
for several years at a time* if the metering was limited
above 100 gallons per minute or used in a controlled
district only? it would be more acceptable and where it is
needed* * The adjudication process will have to be done in
the field as in many cases it just isn't understood*
(Statement attached*) As far as the adjudication process? I
canft agree with Judge Lessley* I think that has to oe done
the way the Oepartment is doing it* The people in the
eastern end of the state are screaming for water for coal
mines and gold mines and coal slurry and pipelines and
everything else? and unless we quantify that water? how are
we going to know what's left?

Representative Day asked Mr* Gendron if hs was talking about
controlled groundwater areas in regard to metering wells*
Mr* Gendron said he was*

Mr* ft?n W^tgrmani..AttQrnc^Tat-LaiijL,Hei^n^:

I have a prepared statement but I am not going to reao it*
Ifm speaking here because I have been interested in thu
subject matter for a period of time* I think that w~» hove
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some real serious problems in the state relative to water
adjudication* I think that notwithstanding a good first
step that Montana Water Law as it presently exists is not
working to give us what we need in this state? which is? at
the very least? some sort of inventory of what we have? and
secondly? I donft think it is giving us or offering for
agricultural and other interests a device whereby we can get
certainty as to what water rights are on individual
properties* I think the one industry that is probably most
affected by this problem is agriculture* Matching the
Yellowstone hearings from some distance it was evident that
there was a great confrontation during those hearings
between industry and various departments* Regretfully
agriculture and livestock and the farmers and ranchers had
a? shall we say? very small opportunity to address what
their particular concerns were? although their concerns were
obviously in conflict with where the demands were being made
by the various entites vying for that water flow* All the
testimony that went on for about eight weeks was devoted to
addressing issues and problems with respect to agriculture*

I also am very concerned? and I think this committee is the
proper place to start raising the concern? and I was happy
to hear this morning that your chairman was polling you as
to what position you would take with respect to this federal
water policy thatfs been circulated in the Federal Register*
I have read through that on several occasions and I find
that one of the most frightening documents that I think can
be found* Quite simply because it does? in fact? suggest
that the federal government is going to interject itself
into state water law decisions and make those preliminary
decisions as to appropriation* I would hope that this
committee would send Mr* Scully down with as shrill a voice
as he can possibly raise in opposition to that? and in
opposition to that concept? simply because that concept will
mean that the federal government will be entity to which
each and every individual hoping to use water in the state
will apply in the future* I don#t think that is a healthy
situation for the state of.Montana* I donft think thatfs a
healthy situation for the small water user* That's, where
the impact is probably be going to be felt the most* For a
large user? be they in agriculture or in industry? they
probably can afford it* But the fellow thatfs running 120
acres or so and trying to farm it? or running a few head of
cattle and trying to wonder how exactly he is going to go
aoout finding water for those activities is going to be hard
put to go to the federal government? probably in Denver? to
get some sort of a right* That federal policy I think
should be resisted? and as long as we are on the subject of
fighting the federal government? which it seems to me is the
time to dp? I think that ;iit is time that somewhere along the
line we start taking a closer look at exactly what the
federal government is1 relying on with respect to their
reserved water right policy*

1 don't know how many of you are aware of the size of the
litigation that is ongoing in the federal courts right now
with respect to claimed rights by the federal government?
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both in its trust capacity for the Inoian tribes — the
Northern Cheyenne and the Crow — but also its own claimed
rights in the areas adjacent to the Tongue River and Rosebud
Creek in the eastern part of the state* Right now there are
some 1?500 defendants in those two pieces of litigation* I
looked at the files our office had because I am representing
some clients with respect to that litigation before I came
here* I have a file drawer full of documents that have

arisen from the two lawsuits that have been filed — one by
the federal government and one by the Northern Cheyenne
tribe — thatfs a full file drawer that is completely full*
We are still arguing motions to aismiss in that case? which
means that all that documentation and all that litigation
that is represented by thos* papers in some almost three
years now of litigation so far? have gotten us only to the
point of still unresolved the question of whether or not tha
matter should be dismissed and sent back* Thatfs expensive*
I don't care who it is? and for the small water user that

sort of litigation is almost impossible save when those
individuals get together with others? their neirjhoors? and
try and fund something* That"s just on two creeks? two
small water flows in the state* The federal government right
now is contemplating filing another suit to adjudicate the
Missouri River* The extent of that adjudication is unknown?
but to the best of my knowledge? they have approximately
20?000 individuals who they will name as defendants in that
suit* The complaint? apparently? is already drawn? and they
are now trying to search titles to at least get a
preliminary list of names that they can utilize to commence
the suit*

Those suits will involve the concept of a claimed right of
the federal, government to nave a reserved right to water*
Mow that right arises from a case called the Winters Case
which was decided relative to the water that was availaole

for the Fort Belknap tribe* Itfs a fine case probably for
the justification on which it came down in 1911 relative to
Indian tribes* Its application to the federal government?
however? I believe and I submit to you is most questionable*

The doctrine itself arises from the theory that wnen the
Indian tribe reservations were created they didnft know the
need to specifically reserve water for themselves? so
therefore an implied reservation was created for those
tribes? because they were ignorant of the white manfs ways?
so to speak? and the laws and the need to specifically
declare a reservation* That kind of a concept? I submit?
has no application to the federal government which obviously
must have been aware? or should have been aware? and in fact

on occasion was aware and did file a reservation for an
application for water use* aut the federal government is
taking that theory applicable to the Indian tribes <>nd
extending it fully to all of its own lands* And I submit
that the time has come now to challenge that and challenge
that concept hard* There's been a series of almost
evolutionary changes that brought us to where we are today
and gives the federal government so.ue sort of a vestige of a
right to claim that reservation* The cases that do it jre
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now such that tne United States Supreme Court has recognized
clearly a federal right to rely upon a reservation? but they
haven*ft defined the full extent of it* I think there is
still timo and opportunity to get in and define or help
aefine exactly the reach of that concept* If we donft now?
tne feueral government will do it by themselves* I think
thtit means for Montana that we are a state thatfs peculiarly
exposed to the overall ramifacations of the doctrine* There
is one creek and one stream of any size in .this state that I
am aware of that does not arise on some type of a federal
reservation. Th^ rest of them? for the most part* have
tneir headwaters in or flow through reservations of the
federal government against which this reservation doctrine
could be asserted* I think it^s time now ,to start saying
whoa and no to the further extension of that doctrine*

There*s a lot of talk as weli>? and there's been a lot of
mention of a number of other items and I could go on — I
listeo out a series of problems that .1 saw* I think that
you should look very closely? and I donft want tto sound 1ike
an advocate for a particular industry about *the slurry
pipeline problem* But I think tit's time we start (taking a
practical look at what the federal government a;s proposing
witn repsect to these* The ;nos.t recent comment as to the
predictions of slurry pipelines in the state of Montana show
that the Bonneville Power Administration expects three of
their own basically going west out of this state; they will
be 50 inches .in width and they will probably be carrying
about 14?000 acre feet per year* Three lines of that size*
Now? it's one thirKi to remember that our water law says that
a beneficial use of water is not for a sil.urry l.i»ne* But
itfs another thing to remember exactly what .we9re talking
about if the slurry line comes about? and that >is that that
underscores and authorizes some type of rn.terbasrn transfer
of water? and if the lines can oe there to haul water and
coal out? then the lines can be there simply to haul the
water out? and that*s wnere it comes down and thatfs where
itfs going to hurt* Itfs not just about the coal — but
itgs about the water and we Might as well underscore exactly
what we*ra talking about here* If we get into an interbasin
transfer of water squabble? then it*s going to be the number
of votes that exist in other relative to the number of votes

that exists we have in Montana to preserve that water.*
There are 42 Congressmen in California-; we have two* I
think that it is very obvious and very evident that we look
at the needs for water in the southwest especially as 'to
where exactly that water is going to go* Tt,fs not ;the
slurry issue itself; Ptfs the interbasin transfer issue th.t
I think we've got to really address as being the most
significant problem the state of Montana is confronted with
with respect to its water rights*

One other thing — we might as well indentify this on one
end and letfs talk about the other end* The Fort Peck Dam
proolem is one which I think again we should force the state
to confront as to who owns the water within that dam.and
impounded by that dam* Right now the 'federal government has
captured that water ano releases that water primarily .for
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one purpose — for downstream barge flotation* That's fine?
but that is an out-of-state us* ano if the federal

government's claim to all that water is correct? that means
that that impounded water is diverted for out-of-state use
with a higher priority than any local use within Hontana*
That means that none of that water can be utilized for any
purpose within Montana because it will have a higher and
first use committed already to downstream appropriators?
notably the barge lines? but as well the ajoining states
that are on the Missouri and Mississippi* I think the time
has come now to figure out exactly who owns that water
impounded by Fort Peck — figure it out and figure it out
fast*

There are I think a number of other problems you can go
into* You could probably write a long Dook? but those are
some of the areas of some of the problems I see* Let's come
back to the real question of exactly what we can do* I
think the time has come now for us to do two things in this
state to clarify and correct the situation that exists: (1)
we've got to remodel the first step we've taken with respuct
to the water Use Act — to speed up the process a little
bit* We can't affort 100 years of adjudication of the
water? and we can't afford $50 million either* We might as
well recognize that now* We don't nave the luxury of
waiting 100 years; we don't have the money of spending £50
million* We've got to change the law? make it run a little
bit better? make it run a little bit smoother* And? (2) I
think we have to assert strongly that we have a priority to
the water within the state and resist on as many fronts as
we can the claims of the federal government to that water or
else we are going to be in a precarious situation where our
future is gone? because our future in this state? so far as
I can see? evolves exclusively around the availability of
water* {Statement attached)

Senator Gait asked Mr* Waterman for his thoughts on the use
of water judges? did he think that would speed it up? fir*
Waterman said he thought it would* He said that could give
the shift that has to be made that woula help* Giving it
over to water judges would oe an essential way to go* rJut
he said he would underscore what they talked about in the
last session? and that is they should be special water
judges with jurisdiction only over water issues and not put
that sort of burden on top of district judges*
Representative Roth asked if he thought these judges should
be available immediately and have the material that the
Department of Natural Resources has already accumulated*
Mr* Waterman replied that we should not waste the effort
that the Department of Natural Resources has already put
into the accumulation of these documents* Any law that is
passed relative to creating special water judges of the like
should have a provision in it that allows the material that
is already developed to be transferred over into a different
adjudication* If we are going to make the change? now is
the time to do it before we have a final decree on any
stream*
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ian^jJ^to-PelfinpT .Montana Railroad Association? Helenas

(Statement attacheo)* My remarks will be very brief* The
first thing I would like to touch on? and several people
already navt? is about the coal slurry* Section 89-667
states that to use Montana for slurry pipelines to export
coal, from Montana is not a beneficial use of Montana w3ter*
That' law should not be change* fou have already talked
anout state control rather than federal control? so I won*t
;,o into that in coo much detail* HR 1609? the coal slurry
oill by Senator Eckhardt of Texas is now in the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs? and I doubt that we have
enough votes to keep this bill from passing* we hope the
fight can be won with the help of farm organizations? the
Montana news media ana much of organized labor* Another
thing I would like to touch on is Section 89-820 which is
the right to construct dams and raise water — conducting
water over lands and railroad rights of way* 30 days is not
much time to complete separate engineer-investigations by
the Vailroau; it should oe at loast 90 days for surveys and
investigations by the railroads* You might consider
changing this*

JSILjl (Jag r.J.es Bowman? &ar:Kulty£*3 Engineering Qega£*fflgotx
(Statement attached)

I would like to say that the problem in Montana goes a lot
deeper than many people realize* These fat water rights
that Judge Lessley talks about and the over-appropriation is
part of our problem because the neighboring states will not
accept the records of Montana because of the
over-appropriation and these fat rights* The whole thing we
have to oo is aojudicate our wauer on that which is being
used so that we know what is available so we can plan the
use in Montana* Other states have gone on this basis ~ the
actual measured use*

The second problem of Montana is the failure to develop what
is called public trust* The atcorneys here wonft like my
using the words public trust? but if you look in the report
of the National Water Commission that is the way they state
it* Public trust is where a state goes ahead? they develop
tnt- control so they can manage something and when they do
this? the federal government stays out*
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A f«.?w other problems not coverea in the prepared statement
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'» I « **• are the disposal of water due to suodivisions; measuring
devices and controls; duties of the ONk in the adjudication
proceedings* The statute leaves it wide open? so you should
specify clearly what their duties are* Indian water is a
big problem; there can oe no exception to water in Montana*
Everyone in Montana should oe under the same control* Tha
misrepresentation of water use and water rights upon tne
sale of land; this is a big proolem* Another big problem is
flowing wells* The law says that all wells will be capped?
but right now I can take you over tne state and show you
many wells that are flowing? and the DMR has written
letters? but there is no enforcement*

Jim Walsh? Attorney? Montana Rower Company and ±Qe—a&otsia^

I am here in a dual capacity. I am an attorney representing
the Montana Power Company? <:nd this last week I was
appointed by the hontana Bar Association to organize a
committee of attorneys to work with this committee to assist
you in whatever way the Bar could* I have very little to
say? only because I learned this week that you were
soliciting views from members of the public* I hesitate to
talk off the cuff* I would rather prepare sortie written
testimony and perhaps discuss my thoughts concerning the
Water Use Act at a later time*

Neat Mealing

The next meeting of the committee was set tentatively for
Saturday? November 26*

Hater^LdJcg-Short Course-Update

Bob Person handed out a agenda from Lee Lamb for tne course*
He is working out a specific proposal for lis? ano probaDl y
the second week in January wool a be the best time* I will
get more details from him on the financial situation to oe
sure it is feasible for us to go ahead with it. He had
received quite a few calls from people around the state who
are interested in it? and from federal agency people in
Wyoming* Looks like there would be enough interest
generated from other outside people to provide the economic
support which the thing needs to be feasible*

Mr* Person informed the committee that he will have a

progress report on the committed finances at the end of the
month and it will be mailed to the committee*

Mr* Person also handed out a revised overall plan of what
the committee is doing* Particularly of interest is the six
public hearings in January through March and the state
agency hearing in April*

It was decided that the November meeting would be for tne
purpose of deciding what the committee is goinq to present
at the public hearings — alternatives? options?
conclusions? etc* Representative Scully suggested the
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committee schedule a nohost dinner meeting for the night of •**" \. '♦'*'
November 25? the night before tne regular meeting*

Mr* Person offered to prepare a document that could be a
portion of the final report that would incorporate a lot of
the information that we have heard and the considerations of

the committee? and identify some of the options? which would
be useful in a number of different ways for individual
members attending other meetings? the news media? etc*
Representative Scully felt that is a good idea and asked Hr*
Person to do that*

There being no further business? the committee adjourned at
3:20 p*m*
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*W-^«- -—•* SUBCOMMITTEE U.^ wATSR RIGHTS V^O^
hinutus of October 22? 1977 Meeting

Tne Subcommittee on Water Kignts met Tihis day in Room lib of
tne State Capitol? Helena* The meeting was called to order
by the chairman at 9:10 d.m« All memoers of the committee
were present except Senator Turnage? who was excused*

Representative Scully introduced Judge w* w* Lessley? to
present a judge's view of water law*

Juoge Lessley: I preside in the district composed of
Gallatin County* This is practically 2/3 irrigateo as it
has been almost since the mining days in Virginia City? so
if you have anything to do with tne judiciary in Gallatin
County you oo a lot of water proolems* ><e are aware of the
fact that the general statement in Gallatin is that you may
steal a man's wife and there won't oe too much concern about

it? but if you steal his water you're in real trouble*
We've had the usual rivers down there and adjudication
overlaps even into the fifth Judicial District* 1 thought I
would mention two or three things* I oonVt want to sound
like I'm lecturing? because I want to t3lK with you about
what 1 think can be done ana tell it to you as it is es I
set- it from the judicial standpoint. I want to indicate*
what I think a judge woulo have to do to meet the demands of.
the statute as it now rsaas^

As you knowf uncil 1973 th~re wer* three ways you could
acquire water —• I'm talking -about surface water* The first
way was by user* You just made- your diver sion* you aug your
ditch or whatever was necessary ana then you appliea it to a
beneficial use and your right related back (en the doctrine
of relation back which was a judicial doctrine) to the time
you made your diversion* In otner words? if you r-iaae your
diversion July lf 1373? and you didn't finish your ditcn
until 1376? but you were figntirr.; the Indians ana doing your
best to get the ditch going ana put the water to
application? you relate Dack to-the time you started the
ditch* Obviously? the user rights in every county in tne
statt- are not of reccro* in other words» tnere isn't

anything in writing? and a lot of the old-timers are now
dead* In the Gallatin? for example? in the old aays we had
a fellow who lived out at Salesville? now Gateway* He nao
the memory of all old people; h*? could remember things that
never really occurred* He was a oeautiful person for a
lawyer to get hold of who was trying to prove-: a user right*
But he's gone and there are very few left in that area* So
that is one type of right*

The other is the statutory right where you make your
diversion? post it where you maso tne diversion? dig your
ditch? apply the water and use the doctrine of relation
back. You can do it that way or usually what they did was
they filed that notice which they posted at tn^ point of
diversion with th'2 County Clerk and Recorder so wncn you got
through you had wnat we call on appropriated right*



Ndw you've got two appropriated rights — one by user where
there isn't any record particularly? just the fact? that it
is known that "X" used tne water for a period of time — so
many miners inches that ne applied to a beneficial use* The
oth^rt you hava. a recoro: good? badf indifferent or
confused. :ut the old W^ter Council? the Montana Water
Resources 3o^rd made a survey of a great number of those
ri-jhts? particularly of the counties where there has been a
ijreat deal or water litigation and use* I've tried to ko*»p
those up to dat^? ano I have practically all of those in my
o*n library* I cnecked the other aay witn the Oepartment of
Natural Kesources and I find that they have most of those
ano they are pretty accurate* Tney aren't up to date* In
other words? f,X" gets a water right either way that we
talked aoout — by user or oy statutory methods and he
continues for? say 30 years? and then he s^lls his ranch^ (1
am talking about before 197 i? before the permit system*)
When he conveys his ranch if ne doesn't say anytning about
the water? the water by judicial decision and statutory
provision goes with the place* tut sometime he would split
the place and tne original sales right might be split two or
three ways* When tne aoara studied the problem? they sent
field men out and they woula make surveys of the water* If
you look at one of those surveys of Gallatin or Park or any
of tne other counties — Yellowstone was one of the first?

by the way — you will find t<JO volumes? one with the maps
and one with the history and tne listing of the rights.
Those can be brought up to aate in most instances so that
people c£.n use thou,* For example? I am going through now in
my own district to bring my water decree set-up up to date
on thj Gallatin so that when I nire.a new commissioner I can
be able to give him a book by which he can allocate tne
water* On top of that you have your groundwater code? which
still was subject to the surface rignt*

All the way througn this* 1973? the legislature and the
Constitution and the whole nusiness have said that all of
these existing rights have precedent* In other words? they
are: they are inviolate; they are property rights; they
cannot be taken away? constitutionally or otherwise* I
think what the legislature said wasf Mwe need •* system of
records in the state of Montana and it should be central izea
so everybody knows* and from henceforth whenever you have a
water right you will get it through a permit system and we
will try to investigate the situation ana try to decide
whether ycu get it — and we'll give you a provisional
porta it — etc*11 5ut meanwhile tnese people that are sitting
around with thes*) rights that tn«y acquired by user or by
statutory right should De protected*

During all this period of time up to the present? up to
1^73? there were disputes about water and every time you
have mora than two or thre* people on a stream who have
acquired their right eitner by user or by appropriation?
tnoy scart to fight .about the water? and all of that grew
out of tl>» mining law* miners found out it was a lot easier
to brin-i tm> water to the mine than to oring the mine to the
w.itir* So cney started using witer out of these streams*
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They even haa their miners1 courts and they talked aoout
miners inches* They would oet in a fight so they woul J <;o
to 'court and the fellows who w^r*: complaining wouli bring a
lawsuit and name ^11 the people on the stream* They would
call in a judge &nd he would ajjucicate the stream ana tnat
would be in a decree filec in tne courthouse and tne fellow

then would have a decreed right*

So now we have three rights before 1973 — the user rights?
the appropriated rights? adjudicated rights* The trouble
with a lot of those rights is that people claim wore than
thoy really need* They claim water they think tney might
need in the future*

That is what the legislature is talking aoout when they say
"recognize and confirm all existing rights*" They set out a
procedure? and this is my idea of the procedure* First of
all? implied in that thing is that it is not going to do
much good if it takes us 20 years to do what the statute
says we should do with the existing rights* The new water
law set out a procedure* Thi law says to determine these
existing rights? to gather aata» select and aetennine the
areas or sources where the need to determine ar£? and h^ve
the preliminary decree*

In many counties there are a lo-; of people who have user
rights? there are a lot with appropriated rignts? but mo*t
of tne streams that are appropriated are decreed — it is a
matter of court record* It seems that data for determining
rignts is a key section* The act says go to tne court
decrees — this is what tho legislature says — get the
declaration of existing rights? tnatfs appropriatec ri..ihts?
get the rights under the groundwater code? get the notices
of appropriation and records of declarations? get tn^
records of new statements? make some findings ot resource
survey? hav£ inspection surveys reconnaisance investigation*
But it doesnft have in there any place when they do tnat for
medical aia and coronary stations for rancners who are new
confronted with a fine young rullow who h^s a "mission11 and
he says? "You have 180 inches on Mission Creek and I just
locK«*d over your plac* and I oonft think you ne:»d to use
more than U0*,f And the old boy has been seeing th-j city
mov* in ano all the other things* ana ne says* "Oh* uori?
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JUdge Lessley tola me I% had a basic right here.*1 I think a
lot of that can be eliminated if the ONR get a directive
from the legislature that they are to look at the old water
surveys — ana they are beautiful — theyfre really
beautiful* They've got the streams in blue and the land in
red — it looks like an anatomy chart* But it's there ana
itfs somethi nrj they've been living with for a long time*
Don't spena all the time oeating the bushes on tne
preliminary decree. The court uas to hear so that it takes
yt*ars and yoc*rs*

When I talked in rtissoula? Ted Doney said* "toe can do this
in just a few months*" I saidf lfIt will take a little bit
longer*M tNow he looks at me ond stokes his pipe and says?
MIt will take 200 years*11 If it does there will oe a lot of
ranchers and people out there marching* And I'll lead part
of the bono to the legislature if thatfs the way itfs going
to be done* because tnat's not what the idea is* The idea

is to make that survey*

I look at it this way? as a judge* I have just finished
Sheep Creek over in the white Sulphur area^ which is a good
s iz<? stream* I just finished decreeing that and there were
user rights? appropriateo rights? we decreed it* -I just
finished decreeing the Loophole area over there* I'm very
snortly goin^ to be going up to the Havre country to decree
a stream* This is under the old law? the action was started

before 197 3* That gives you an idea even without all this
how lonj some* of these things take*

I think the preliminary decree should be handled in this
way: I think there shoula be a survey team out of ONR under
the supervision of the Judiciary (And Ifm going on the basis
that the person who is the water judge is a fellow who knows
something about water* There probably is a person in this
room who remembers Jeremiah J* Lynch — he used to come over
occasionally — he was called over for a water case in the
Gallatin and he was an Irishman and he said? WI don't know

why the hell they called me for this? all I know about water
is that you yet it out of a damn fountain or faucet*" Ifm
going on th'ri assumption "that's one of the requirements! that
they have some experience eitner as a lawyer or as a judge
in water*) I think the preliminary decree shoula come as
fast as possible* ano I think it can come pretty fast if the
court takes it tnis way: first of all? he looks at his
watershed area9 however ycu want to determine where you are
looking? and the first one he ooes like Caesar conquered
Gaul? in thn:-o parts* The first part he nears the decreed
water «jnd he ou^ht to be aol e to whiz through that pretty
fast* There are going to tie some objections* They are
go in./ to say that's toe much? wefve got to squeeze some
water out of that* Tnatfs up to his judicial discretion and
tht> proof* Anybody who wants to squeeze writer out of that
stream is going to have the ouroen of proof. The burden of
proof- is not a1ways easy•

Thf*n the next group he»s gc in-:: co take- is the next easiest
(that's t.rv-; wdy I co my worK- there are a lot of tninus I



hata to do that I do last}* Th* second tning he is goinj to
do is take th»* appropriateo wat-r rij'hts which an.« a matter
of record* Now? a lot of work has e^n Gonr ther.»« I jon't

know why thw oevil I uid,**t oring those watur resource
surveys that tney do? but tne lawyers sitting ufound flora
know what they look like* They are different colors? JnU
they've got some maps and all of the decrees and tney am
fairly accurate* The second group is tne appropriate
rights that are a matter of record* The third are thosw
users* So meanwhile all this time while we have been doing
those other two steps? the people wno say they haves us^-r
rights will have to be trying t? develop proof of tnem* All
that has to be done one year before tne judge c<*n really jf-t
going? thatfs the theory* it shoula take about one yebr
actually — it may take more man tnat time? but if it's
handled that way it shoula go fairly fast*

If he has finished his preliminary decree on those threa
phases of the rights then he is ready for tne final decree*
This is? as I see it? the moppin.; up operation* People have
begun to locate their lawyers? etc*? and are testing this
preliminary decree which has now been issued by the court*
It is available to all the parties? It says* "After the OftK
files a petition with the court? names of all persons filing
declarations ano others ••••° ."••aybe Ifra optimistic? I «u*-ss
I am? but I woula think in the average araa where people are
.involved with water and know what it means? tnat they will
begin to get all their records together* "UrtR from data nos
existing rights and any other data the court fs-*ls
necessary? shall matee a preliminary decree. The preliminary
decree shall have information? findings ana conclusions as
required by 89-677* It shall establish the existing rignts
and priorities of tne persons najted in the petition for the
source or area under consideration? snail state the findings
of fact along with any conclusions of law upon which the
existing rights and priorities of oacn person named in the
decree are based* Conclusions of law in a water cose are

basically findings of fact for uach person who is founu to
have an existing rights Tha final oecree shall scat* the
name? the post-office aodress? etc. Then there should oe a
sort of cooling off period* And thfcri a copy of the decree
shall be sent to ONR and each person named in the petition.
You are entitled to a hearing before the district court-
After you have done that? then you have your final decree
which is? as I say? a mopping up an?af and you have these
rights for objection? and if th*;y are not satisfied with 'the
final decree they can go on up to the Supreme Court*

It seexs to me that tnis «»ieets the Senate Joint Kcsoiuticn

that is directed to do everything possible administratively
to expedite the aajud icat ion of water ri.,nts? particularly
agriculture rights inducing the acceptance of claims for
groundwater rights and water rights and small livestock*
The big proolem? of course is time* 1 think in tnis
instance itfs got to be met by some directives? maybs some
shortcuts even spelled out in tns statutes so thu un.-< woula
do what they should do* hy feeling of the new oirector of
DNR is that he is interested i^ having this thing acn-j ona



having it done promptly. It seems that it is not amiss that
th* legislature should insist tnat that field work should
not he Rxhoustjve. This is not necessary for the decreed
rignts? ano I donft know that it is so necessary for the
appropriates rights wnich are of record* The user rights?
perhaps*

Ri.jht away they say to you? these rights are excessive* a
ireat deal of the water tnat is there is going to be
sgueezeu out in that preliminary decree if there is
excessive w?ter* Everyone says the west Gallatin is over
appropriated; everyone has more water than they have* wnat
thi:y ore talking about is the nigh water? and high water is
not subject to decree* I donft think? because no one has
ever taken up tne one case that I did decree high water on
the Gallatin* You oon't nave to try to figure out every
minutiae of the water to yet the survey and get the
adjudication on tne way for the preliminaries of the
existing surface rights* If you do that? then you are going
to do what has already oeen true? spend money on the surveyv
ano obviously you can't do any preliminary adjudication
uncer the mandates of the legislature until they come with
their papers^ So you eitner have to give part of tnis
governance to the juoges that tr»cy take over this thing? or
you have to insist that the UN* shorten their procedure
because you'll have. so»ne water juoges sitting out here
waiting with nothing to do*

1 think that, once the reports are in and the notices have
gone out? I could decree the Gallatin? for example? in a
y^or* I tnink it could be uone — this is the preliminary
docre^*

Tii« n^w water parents from the Owk are oeautiful* They lr>ok
lik'3 e law school oiploma? but that is what these people
want? and that is what the legislature said they were going
to nave*

Juoge Lessley handed out outlines of his presentation to the
commi 11 j«e*

Representative Scully asned aoout other sources of
information for the preliminary decree? such as Soil
Conservation Service maps? records? water rights — woulu
tney suffice or oe of no use or allow some prima facie
findings for the preliminary uecree*

Judge Lessley said soil conservation maps are used by
lawyers in every water adjudication* They are demonstrative
exhibits to show where the area is and where the streams

flow? etc* You can use court decrees? the declarations? the

ri-jnts under the groundwater code? recorcs of statement?
records or aeclaration of the user* There will be

comparatively few of those of tne old vintage but there will
be soaie n<?w ones in tne last fiva to ten years of the user
based on actual use. results or inspections and surveys and
r-connai ss^ncn? investigations* The data is broad? but
soiikTiOw ihor». oij-jht to be a mandate that says narrow your



investigation and put some time limics on it* "as soon as
possible1* ooesn't mean a thing* You are goini to «--na up
with some fat water rignts? but there is very 1title wat^r
wasted any more* If you can? by legislative language? say
to the OnR? "These are the things that must be presented in
the preliminary decree? ano others that are askeo for o/ tho
judge" then I think you will have speedc-a this uo ano cut
down on a lot of expense and a lot of concern by the peapl®*
There may be some local problems? but. the general prooKms
are those three rights — the user rights? appropriated
rights? and decreed rights and then the groundwater rights.

You have two rights that are tnere in black and white* The
appropriated right which was filvo in the county courthouse
may not have met the requirements of the filing at that
particular time in legislative history? and the affidavits
may be faulty? but that's up tc somebody else to raise the
question and that's for tne judje to deciae and ne can
decide it at that preliminary decree*

Representative Ramirez asKeu whether as far as 'quantities
are concerned? you will basically taKO the adjudicated
rights and the statutory rignts at face volue. You ar* net
going to try to quantify thosu initially? Judge Lessley
said that this is rights He suggested that because in r,he
process of the preliminary decree there will be quite a uit
of squeezing out anyway* He said he finds that quite a bit
in ordinary adjudication of streams — tney yet to counting
their marbles and say they really con't have but ISO inches
— they always thought they nad 160 and rhey stole 100 mere
in irrigation season which maae it 280* Everybody steals
water ana there's no harm in it — that's what it's for --

beneficial use* The judce will make the final determination
on the basis of testimony*

Representative Ramirez asked Jud^e Lessley if he thought wi»
need special water judges* Judge Lessley said he thought we
need some additional judges* to get it done we will
probably need some* If you are going to have some water
judges it should be unaer somo- kino of control so that you
don't create a whole ounch of juoges* If you decide ycu are
going to have four or five water judges for the entire
state? then you should somehow or other control the doc/.et
of the judges in the sense that you should be sure that
these field deals don't go to sleep? and you don't oo
anything about the surveys in the field? and all the juoges
reti re*

Judge Lessley folt strongly that somehow or other tho word
should go out from the legislature that DMR is not go in:; to
adjudicate water in the fiela and that they are first joing
to use the resources availaole* tie felt there woulo havo to

be some special help for the water adjudication no get it
done and done properly* You can't really say to a judge who
is not taking care of his jurisdiction? in addition to tnis
you are going to ao tnat* It ir.ay be one of the things he
puts off* In some instances some of the judges may very
well be able to do their own* 3ut you will have to ;>e
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careful how you create tnese judges* be careful to
determi ne tne neeo*

Representative Ramirez asked what the mechanics would be for
a new judge — should that be created immediately or should
there be u lag of time so that there could be some
preliminary work done* Judge Lessley felt that the
legislature should provide that within a certain time
period? preliminary work should be completed and the judge
then start work* He also felt tne judge should have his own
secretary <*nd a field man of soine kind and an office to work
fx om*

Jud^e Lessley went on to say that the only way we can save
Montana water for Montana use is to show that you are using
it and you have a record of using it? and you do that on the
preliminary decree* The legislature nas to say to the ONR
what indices to use in the surveys* Or perhaps the
legislature can say that the courts will set up a system in
cooperation with ONR that will indicate the sources they
n*j«L'£ to use and put somebody in charge of that area*

Judge Lessley said if he were going to make a survey for a
jud;;e for preliminary decree? he would first publish a
notice in the ya^er telling people to get all their records
together; then he would go to his water resources survey and
get a oird's-eye view of all the decreed streams and
appropriated rights and user rights? and then he would go to
the various clerks of court offices and see if that pretty
well stacks up* Then he would check the miscellaneous* He
would look at the soil survey maps to see where the streams
are? but he wouldn't go out and tell someone he was using
more water than he neeos? or he doesn't have as much water
as he claims*

Senator Gait said that may be good enough for the
preliminary decree? but when you go to the final decree —

Jud-je Lessley said that is where the judge comes in* The
judge has ,T*ade the preliminary decree? there have been some
objections filsd and he has taken care of that* By that
timo he knows there are some questionable areas* He sends
out the notices and if the oojectors come in? fine; if they
don't? the preliminary becomes final* The final decree
should oe a judici.jl operation almost entirely*

Representative Scully asked now they will mechanically
operate the system* If we all agree somewhere along the
line tnat this is going to be the process? how do we blend
in the cost involved so that you have the proper approach to
it in terms of the individual woo isn't going to have any
problems and the indivioual wno is? ana the fact that the
state has an interest* Would you charge someone a flat fee
for every right? would the state pay the whole bill except
for inoividual's right to counsel?

Judoe Lessley saio he ivjd not thought about it a great deal ,
tut he thouvht th>2 legislature hds to take the DUR off the



spot by telling them what the/ shoula do and shouldn't oo?
and they can then say is a directive of tho 1eg i<;? ature. He
didn't see why a person wno -jets a preliminary decree
shouldn't be assessed a reasonable fee for determination of
his existing rights* From there on it is going to oe a
state obligation* We nave a lot to gain statewide — if we
once get a preliminary record tnat would oe worth a lot of
money to the state*

Representative Scully wonoered if it would not b<? necessary
for tne water judges to go to work at the same time as the
adjudication cnanqes are made due to the fact that you are
going to have to organize eacn of the* judicial systems of
those five judges to be the same* Judge Lessley tnouyht so?
particularly if you limit the way the field work is being
done and give the judge some chores* However? if you say
hands off? then don't appoint any judges for the next 10
years*

Representative Scully asked how much time is neetieo for the
individual water user to submit his documents and if it is

necessary for the legislature to put that in statute so it
will be uniform statewide? or should the water judges in
their watersheds do it accoraing to a schedule they set up?
Judge Lessley felt it would be better for the judges to do
it according to their schedule* He also strongly felt the
water judges should not be elected*

Representative Scully felt that all the judges in the state
are not knowledgeable in water and the best way to ge the
job done is to have five judges who are knowledgeable in
water law and that they work out their own agendas and have
only the water questions to worry about and not other court
dockets and calendars* He said ne would rather see five or

six judges come in and get the job done than take tne chance
on the judges we now have*

Judge Lessley thinks the qualifications .for water judges
should be spelled out in the statutes* He also felt that
the water judge should not oo any water work in the
community in which he lives* Even if the legislature wants
to leave this up to the judicial nominating commission* they
should spell out to the nominating commission that these
judges shall possess certain qualifications* He also felt
there should be something in the statute that puts time
limits on the judge* Representative Ramirez asked what kind
of time limit could be put on tnis* Judge Lessl&y replied
that there must be a year's notice to begin with? but once
the year's notice has expired and everything is before the
court? the court shoula without delay proceed to hear the
matter and shall meet daily (or whatever you want)* ttaybe
a certain date by wnich tne decree shculc be issued would be
better? particularly in the case of counties that have more
water decrees and very few water users*

Representative Oay asked about diffused water* Judge
Lessley said most of the case law goes on the theory that
diffused water? until it finds a stream of some kino? is



still diffused water and is sort of a vagrant and wild thing
and belongs to those that can capture it* It's a common
enemy still in Montana* You can't usually get any water
right for diffused water*

Representative Scully thanked Judge Lessley for his
presentation? and the Judge said ne would be glad to talk
with the committee and do anything he can to assist in tnis
study*

Mr* Person distributed to committee members books containing
documents from the western States Water Resources Council*

Rripresentati ve Scully informed the committee that he had
been called from Washington by the National Conference of
State Legislatures? who in turn had been directed by tne
President to have in Denver immediately a conference and
some- comments concerning the legislative position to the
President* This is scheduled for the next Friday and he had
agreed to go* One of the things he had asked the committee
to do was to take a look at was the Policy commission's
Report to the President? which recommends that the federal

government come in and take a little better charge of
states' water and usurp their control and authority* The
President has changed his attitude about that due to a great
di>3l of heat* He has also found out that the western

states? as a group? are going to use their pressure? such as
it is? to try this attitude about what this Water Resources
Council Policy study brought forth* He asked to have the
committee's comments so that be could represent the
committee at that conference in Denver at the meeting*

^y?nator Gait: Any position that you take for Montana I
would think would be one that all western states would take
that the Feds keep their nose out of state waters* This is
entirely a state position and they should be treated just as
any other citizen of the country? that they are just an
individual to prove their rights? their reservationst their
use of water just like any other user of water* The thrust
that the state can better manage their own water resources
than any federal oureaucracy- I think Wyoming is doing this
— the fiig Horn Kiver — they have named them as another
water user* They take tne position that they have to prove
their position just like any otner water user*

Senator Qer-.jren: I really can't find out what the federal
government wants to do with our water and I feel the same
way Jack does — that the state of Montana is better
equipped to handle the situation and for you to stress that
they lay off.

Senator Ijoylan: I think you cm impress upon them too that
we are trying to put our water to beneficial use as quick as
possible and that we are in tne process of doing that* I
tnink it will be put to a good beneficial use if they let us
proceed in the ways we want to proceed* I think we will get
it done in do time. This is what I suppose they are
concemec. ^oout — slurry pipelines ano excess water and '*
lot of those things. I think it is up to us to decide if we
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have enough water to go to slurry pipelines*

ggpres^ntative Day: I agree with what tho others nave said*
One thing I think that snould be stressed is that we
consider the reservation doctrine of water law? tbat we are
reserving water for the future development of Montana and
expect the federal government to recognize that* he also
expect the federal government to have the opportunity to
reserve water to develop federal lands and the states should
be the ones to make the final decision on it* We all

realize that the federal lands should have the same
opportunity to be developed as any other lands in the state?
but at the same time I don't think the federal government
should make the decision over water in Montana* Any water
decision should be left up to the state*

Representative Roth: I certainly go along with tne rest of
the committee* We do want state jurisdiction over federal?
and I think this will tke care of our Indians and forest

problems* Tne federal now has jurisdiction over Indians and
forest? and I think this should be delineated somehow? we

should know who has jurisdiction. Certainly we want to have
the state over the federal* I think the Washington
bureaucracy doesn't understand the need of water in this
state like our own people do*

Representative Ramirez: I don't have much to add except
that the closer you are to the headwaters? the less
advantage you have from the same interests as some of the
other western states* We are in a position where actually if
we can get the other western states to go along with us in
saying that the federal government ougnt to keep its hands
out of this? that's to our advantage? because we have some
conflicts with some of the other western states* Anytime
the federal government comes in to a situation like this?
Montana is going to suffer* There is no question about it*
The only way we are going to protect our water is just
because of our position physically and geographically? and
once you have the federal government coming in and doing
anything to expand either on a regional basis or national
basis the way the water is going to be allocated? then we
are going to suffer* You are going to have to walk a thin
line to get the other states to take that position because
we are a little bit antagonistic to them too*

Representative Scully said his position is the same as the
committee's* One of the things he would stress is to say
that the adjudication process in Montana and the recording
of use of the water going on now is in tne process of being
speeded up to such a degree tnat we will be able to have
prima facie proof in court of all the needs and uses cf
Montana water in a shorter time* This is one of the keys to
our ability to maintain the position we have*

Representative Roth asked if the Western States water
Council has to follow what they have to come up with*

Representative Scully said he understood the purpose of the
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meeting in Denver is to get the position of the legislatures
in those states* There is a great deal of difficulty now
with the governors' organizations* The governors1
organizations are taking the position nationwide that they
are going to be the policy-making authority of the states*
They want to have the ability to delineate ttie use and
direction of all federal funds and to be able to set forth

to the feoeral government the position that the states are
going to take* What the President is doing at this point is
recognizing that there is a conflict in the legislatures in
the states and the governors in the states and the two
policies may be completely opposite* He is taking one more
trip to find whether that is true and? if so? where is it
true* He didn't think our governor has given a policy that
is contrary to the position that we have advocated*

Mr* Person handed out copies of news articles from the
Billings Gazette and the Glacier Reporter concerning Indian
water rights in Montana* (attached)

Representative Scully felt that he should have authority
from the committee to attend the NCSL meeting in Denver*
Accordingly? Senator Boyland moved that Representative
Scully attend the meeting in Denver* The motion carried
unanimously*

governor's A<3 Hoc Committer

Representative Scully informed the committee that the
Governor's Ad Hoc Committee is going to meet on October 2Tt
and this committee has been invited to meet with them or

send a representative from this committee* The meeting will
be held in the Governor's Conference Room at 10:00 a*m*

Senator 3oylan moved that Senator Gait attend the meeting*
The motion carried unanimously*

It was decided that Representative Roth and Representative
Scully represent the committee at the Soil Conservation
District Convention in Havre on November 7? 8? and 9*

The Committee recessed for lunch and reconvened at ltl5 p*m*

Testimony From Interested Parties and Discussion

Gordon Mcgowan* former Senator: Mr McGowan read a statement
addressed . to the committee (attached)* Mr* McGowan felt
that whoever has the responsibility for determining and
decreeing water rights sftould oe required to report back to
the legislature on a continual basis* If this is reviewed
every year? the legislature will have a chance to correct
oversights the following year instead of leaving it lying
dormant on the statutes for years* This will provide a
continuity between sessions*

Rep* Roth asked Mr* McGowan about recommendation S9. — to
provide the Department with unlimited funds to get this job
done in the next ten years* She said she did not care for
that recommendation. She felt it should be "limited*" Mr*
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McGowan said he was not recouiff.enji ng this? but it is
something the legislature could do; however? it would oe
very unpopular* He saiu he was trying to point.out that zne
committee might get carried away? and he did not want thein
to approach it in this fashion*

Conrad Fredricks? Attorney-at-Law: 1 think you should adopt
an approach for major orainage basin adjudication* If you
are going to adjudicate water you have to consider all the
interrelations of various water sources and water uses in an

entire watershed* I donft think you can just arbitrarily
pluck one piece out and aojudicate that without taking into
account effects on the rest of the water in the basin and

the rest of the water users in the oasin* I agree th*t you
should have special water judges devoting their full time to
this and not try to superimpose this on any particular
district judge that is sitting now with the responsibilities
he has for ni s district* I tnink the approacn of having the
judge do the preliminary decree ano the final decree is a
good one* A problem which I foresee as being one of major
proportions is the quantification of water rights* (There
was discussion regarding flow rates and the proolem of
converting miners inches to cubic inches per second or acre
feet in quantifying water rights*) Tnere are two
interrelated problems* One is how much of the flow at any
given time do you get? and tne other problem is how much
total do you get? (Statement attached)

Ki^l_£«l_£Lj £&adr;pnt _£*, L* SifiQiUCSfl and Sons? Water-well
Drillers? Sidney: The Montana water Use Act appears to be
working fine? as long as everyone does their paperwork*
There is some problem with the delay in issuing permits for
irrigation wells and this is probably necessary to avoid
costly mistakes* The possibility of metering small wells
frightens everyone and isnft necessary and would be almost
impossible to maintain* Some ranch wells may not be used
for several years at a time* If the metering was limited
above 100 gallons per minute or used in a controlled
district only? it would be more acceptable and where it is
needed* * The adjudication process will have to oe done in
the field as in many cases it just isn't understood*
(Statement attached*) As far as the adjudication process? I
can't agree with Judge Lessley. I think that has to oe done
the way the Department is doing it* The people in the
eastern end of the state are screaming for water for coal
mines and gold mines and cojI slurry and pipelines and
everything else? and unless we quantify that water? hew are
we going to know what's left?

Representative Day asked Mr* Ge.icron if h£ was talking about
controlled groundwater areas in regard to metering wells-
Mr* Gendron said he was.

Mr? &an Waterman? AttQTnfcy-at-Li3.HA,ri^liin^:

I have a prepared statement but i am not going to ruao it*
I'm speaking here because I have been interested in thu
subject matter for a period of time* I think that wj have
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some real serious problems in the state relative to water
adjudication* I think that notwithstanding a good first
step that Montana Water Law as it presently exists is not
working to give us what we need in this state? which is? at
the very least? some sort of inventory of what we have? and
secondly? I don't think it is giving us or offering for
agricultural and other interests a device whereby we can get
certainty as to what water rights are on individual
properties* I think the one industry that is probably most
affected by this problem is agriculture* Matching the
Yellowstone hearings from some distance it was evident that
there was a great confrontation during those hearings
between industry and various departments* Regretfully
agriculture and livestock and the farmers and ranchers had
a? shall we say? very small opportunity to address what
their particular concerns were? although their concerns were
obviously in conflict with where the demands were being made
by the various entites vying for that water flow* All the
testimony that went on for about eight weeks was devoted to
addressing issues and problems with respect to agriculture*

I also am very concerned? and I think this committee is the
proper place to start raising the concern? and I was happy
to hear this morning that your chairman was polling you as
to what position you would take with respect to this federal
water policy that's been circulated in the Federal Register*
I have read through that on several occasions and I find
that one of the most frightening documents that I think can
be found* Quite simply because it does? in fact? suggest
that the federal government is going to interject itself
into state water law decisions and make those preliminary
decisions as to appropriation* I would hope that this
committee would send Mr* Scully down with as shrill a voice
as he can possibly raise in opposition to that? and in
opposition to that concept? simply because that concept will
mean that the federal government will be entity to which
each and every individual hoping to use water in the state
will apply in the future* I donft think that is a healthy
situation for the state of Montana* I don't think that's a

healthy situation for the small water user- That's where
the impact is probably be going to be felt the most* For a
large user? be they in agriculture or in industry? they
probably can afford it* But the fellow that's running 120
acres or so and trying to faro it? or running a few head of
cattle and trying to wonder how exactly he is going to go
aoout finding water for those activities is going to be hard
put to go to the federal government? probably in Denver? to
get some sort of a right* That federal policy I think
should be resisted? and as long as we are on the subject of
fightin.j the federal government? which it seems to me is the
time to dp? I think that ;'it. is time that somewhere along the
line we start taking a closer look at exactly what the
federal government is' relying on with respect to their
reserved water right policy*

I don't know how many of you are aware of the size of the
litigation that is ongoing in the federal courts right now
witn respect to claimed rights by the federal government*
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both in its trust capacity for the Inoian tribes — the
Northern Cheyenne and the Crow — but also its own claimed
rights in the areas adjacent to the Tongue River and RoseDud
Creek in the eastern part of the state* Right now there are
some 1?500 defendants in those two pieces of litigation* I
looked at the files our office had because I am representing
some clients with respect to that litigation before I cane
here* I have a file drawer full of documents that have

arisen from the two lawsuits that have been filed — one by
the federal government and one by the Northern Cheyenne
tribe — that's a full file drawer that is completely full*
We are still arguing motions to aismiss in that caset whicn
means that all that documentation and all that litigation
that is representea by those papers in some almost three
years now of litigation so far? have gotten us only to the
point of still unresolved the question of whether or not tha
matter should be dismissed and sent back* That's expensive*
I don't care who it is? and for tne small water user that
sort of litigation is almost impossible save when those
individuals get together with others? their nei jhoors? and
try and funo something* That's just on two creeks? two
small waterflows in the state* The federal government right
now is contemplating filing another suit to adjudicate the
Missouri River* The extent of tnat adjudication is unknown*
but to the best of my knowledge! they have approximately
20?000 individuals who they will name as defendants in that
suit* The complaint? apparently? is alreaoy arawn? and they
are now trying to search titles to at least yet a
preliminary list of names that they can utilize to commence
the suit*

Those suits will involve the concept of a claimed ri;ht of
the federal government to nave a reserved right to water*
Now that right arises froAi a case called the Winters Case
which was decided relative to the water that was availaole

for the Fort Belknap tribe* It's a fine case probably for
the justification on which it came down in 1911 relative to
Indian tribes* Its application to the feoeral government?
however? I believe and I submit to you is most question*Dle*

The doctrine itself arises from the theory that wnen the
Indian tribe reservations were created they didn't know the
need to specifically reserve water for themselves. so
therefore an implied reservation was created for those
tribes? because they were ignorant of the white man's ways?
so to speak? and the laws and the need to specifically
declare a reservation* Thot kind of a conceptt 1 submit?
has no application to the federal government which obviously
must have been aware? or should have oeen aware? and in fact

on occasion was aware and did file a reservation for on
application for water use* iut tne federal government is
taking that theory applicable to the Indian tribes ,*nd
extending it fully to all of its own lands* And I submit
that the time has come now to challenge that and challenge
that concept hard* There's besn a series of almost
evolutionary changes that brought us to where we are today
and gives tne federal government sone sort of « vestige of a
right to claim that reservation* The cases that ao it jre
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now such that tne United States Supreme Court has recognized
clearly a federal right to rely upon a reservation? but they
haven't defined the full extent of it* I think there is

still timo and opportunity to get in and define or help
uefine exactly the reach of that concept* If we don't now?
tne federal government will do it by themselves* I think
thc-t means for Montana that we are a state that's peculiarly
exposed to the overall ramifacations of the doctrine* There
i< one creek and one stream of any size in this state that I
am aware of that does not arise on some type of a federal
reservation* The rest of them? for the most partf have
their headwaters in or flow through reservations of the
federal government against winch this reservation doctrine
could be asserted* I think it's time now to start saying
whoa ano no to the further extension of that doctrine*

Tr.ere's a lot of talk as well? and there's been a lot of
mention of a number of other items and I could go on — I
listea out a series of problems that I saw* I think that
you should look very closely? and I don't want to sound like
an advocate for a particular industry about the slurry
pipeline problem* But I think it's time we start taking a
practical look at what the federal government is proposing
witn repsect to these* The ;r.ost recent comment as to the
predictions cf slurry pipelines in the state of Montana show
that the Bonneville Power Administration expects three of
their own basically going west out of this state; they will
be 50 inches in width and they will probably be carrying
anout l*r?000 acre feet per year* Three lines of that size*
Now? it's one thin^: to remember that our water law says tnat
a beneficial use of water is not for a slurry line* but
it's another thing to remember exactly what we're talking
aoout if the slurry "line comes about? and that is that that
underscores and authorizes some type of interbasin transfer
of water? and if the lines can oe there to haul water and

coal out? then the lines can be there simply to haul the
Nwater out? and that's wnere it comes down and that's where
it's going to nurt* *t*s not just about the coal — but
it's about the water and we"wight as well underscore exactly
what we're talking about here* If we get into an interbasin
transfer of water squabble* then itfs going -to be the number
of votes that exist in other relative to the number of votes

that exists we have in Montana to preserve that water*
Tr.ere are hi Congressmen in California; we have two* I
think that it is very obvious and very evident that we look
at; the needs for water in the southwest especially as to
where exactly that water is going to go* It's not the
slurry issue itself; it's the interbasin transfer issue tht
I think we've got to really address as being the most
significant problem the state of .Montana is confronted with
with respect to its water rights*

One other thing — we might as well indentify this on one
end and let's talk about the other end* The Fort Peck Dam

problem is one which I think again we should force the state
to confront as to who owns the water within that oa»n and

impounded by that dam* Right now the federal government has
cvtursd that wat#r ana releases that water primarily for
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one purpose — for downstream barge flotation* Tnat's fine?
but that is an out-of-state use anc if the feuerol

governments claim to all that water is correct? that .neans
that that impounded water is diverted for out-of-state use
with a higher priority than any local use within Montana*
That means that none of that water can be utilized for any
purpose within Montana because it will have a higher and
first use committed already to downstream appropriators?
notably the barge lines? but as well the ajoining states
that are on the Missouri and Mississippi* I think the time
has come now to figure out exactly who owns that water
impounded Oy Fort Peck — figure it out and figure it out
fast*

There are I think a number of other problems you can go
into* You could probably write a long oook? but those are
some of the areas of some of the problems I see* Let's come
back to the real question of exactly what we can do* I
think the time has come now for us to do two things in this
state to clarify and correct the situation that exists: (l)
wefve got to remodel the first step we've taken with respect
to the Water Use Act — to speed up the process a little
bit* We can't affort 100 years of adjudication of the
water? and we can't afford $50 million either* We might as
well recognize that now* We don't nave the luxury of
waiting 100 years; we don't have the money of spending Z$Q
million* We've got to change the law? make it run a little
bit better? make it run a little bit smoother* And? (2) I
think we have to assert strongly that we have a priority to
the water within the state and resist on as many fronts as
we can the claims of the federal government to that water or
else we are going to be in a precarious situation wherii our
future is gone? because our future in this state? so far as
I can see? evolves exclusively around the availability of
water* (Statement attached)

Senator Gait asked Mr. Waterman for his thoughts on the use
of water judges? did he think that would speed it up? rtr*
Waterman said he thought it would* He said that could give
the shift that has to be made that would help. Giving it
over to water judges would be an essential way to go* out
he said he would underscore what they talked about in the
last session? and that is they should be special water
judges with jurisdiction only over water issues and not put
that sort of burden on top of district juoges*
Representative Roth asked if he thought these judges should
be available immediately and have the material that the
Department of Natural Resources nas already accumulated*
Mr* Waterman replied that we should not waste the effort
that the Oepartment of Natural Resources has already put
into the accumulation of these documents* Any law that is
passed relative to creating special water judges of the like
should have a provision in it that allows the material that
is already ueveloped to be transferred over into a different
adjudication* If we are going to make the change? now is
the time to do it before we have a final decree on any
stream*
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A9hn P^1*00! Montana Railroad Association* Helena:

(Statement attached)* My remarks will be very brief* The
first thing I would like to touch on? and several people
already navtt is about the co3l slurry* Section 89-<J67
states that to use Montana for slurry pipelines to export
coal from rtontana is not a beneficial use of Montana water*

Thcit law should not be change* You have already talked
aDout state control rather than federal control? so I won't
:,o into that in too much detail* HR 1609? the coal slurry
oill by Senator Eckhardt of Texas is now in the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs? and I doubt that we have

enough votes to keep this bill from passing* we hope tne
fight can be won with the help of farm organizations? the
Montana news meaia ana much of organized labor* Another
thing I would like to touch on is Section 89-820 which is
the right to construct dams and raise water — conducting
water over lands and railroad rights of way* 30 days is not
much time to complete separate engineer-investigations by
the railroad; it should oe at loast 90 days for surveys and
investigations by tne railroads* You might consider
changing this*

&L» Paries ..Bowman? agrjcultyjia] Engineering Department*
MSLU Bozeman: (Statement attached)

I would like to say that the problem in Montana goes a lot
deeper than many people realize* These fat iwater rights
that Judge Lessley talks about and the over-appropriation is
part of our problem because the neighboring states will not
accept the records of Montana because of the
over-appropriation and these fat rights* The whole thing we
have to do is aojudicate our water on that which is being
used so that we know what is available so we can plan the
use in Montana* Other states have gone on this basis — the
actual measured use*

Tho second problem of Montana is the failure to develop what
is called public trust* The attorneys here won't like my
using the words public trust? but if you Iook in the report
of the .National Water Commission that is the way they state
it. Public trust is where a state goes ahead? they develop
tnv control so they can manage something and when they do
this? the federal government stays out*

The Water Use Act? as passed? is good but it does need some
changes and what I am going to recommend is similar to what
I gave to thr; legislative committee* I think I was wrong; I
admit it* You asked' me if I thought we could pass some
statutes that would make some corrections* I have changed
my mind? and yet we do need some changes* I highly
recommend the water judges* I recommended it then? and I
recomifiena it now* (tfead statement) There should bu a
penalty provided in the case of falsification of declaration
of water ri jhts*

A f-.-w '.>ther problems not cov»*reu in the prepared statement
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are the disposal of water due to suodivisions; measuring
devices and controls; duties of the OUR in the adjudication
proceedings* The statute leaves it wiae open? so you should
specify clearly what their duties are* Indian water is a
biy problem; there can oe no exception to water in Montana*
Everyone in Montana should oe unoer the same control* The
misrepresentation of water use and water rights upon tn'j
sale of land; this is a big proolem* Another big problem is
flowing wells* Tne law says tnat all wells will be capped?
but right now I can take you over the state and show you
many wells that are flowing? and the DNR has written
letters? but there is no enforcement*

Jtm Walsh? Attgrnajdt Montana £&*ec Company and__j^3e Montana
Bar Association: "^

I am here in a dual capacity* I am an attorney representing
the Montana Power Company? c:no this last week I was
appointed by the hontana bar Association to organize a
committee of attorneys to work with this committee to assist
you in whatever way the Sar coulo* I have very little to
say? only because I learned this week that you were
soliciting views from members of the public* I hesitate to
talk off the cuff. I would rather prepare somc* written
testimony and perhaps discuss my thoughts concerning the
Water Use Act at 3 later time*

Next. Hsaiiiig

The next meeting of the committee was set tentatively for
Saturday? November 26*

HatfeC-Xaa-Shprt Coutafi upaaus

8ob Person handed out a agenda from Lee Lamb for tne course •
He is worxing out a specific proposal for us? ana probaDly
the second week in January woulo be the best time* I will
get more details from him on the financial situation to oe
sure it is feasible for us to go ahead with it* He had
received quite a few calls fro;n people around the stat^ who
are interested in it? and from federal agency people in
Wyoming* Looks like there would be enough interest
generated from other outside people to provide the economic
support which the thing needs to be feasible*

Mr* Person informed the committee that he will have a

progress report on the committed finances at the end of the
month and it will be mailed to the committee*

Mr* Person also handed out a revised overall plan of what
the committee is doing* Particularly of interest is the six
public hearings in January through March and the state
agency hearing in April*

It was decided that the November meeting would ba for tne
purpose of deciding what the committee is 901 ng to present
at the public hearings — alternatives? options?
conclusions? etc* Representative Scully suggested tho
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committee schedule a nohost dinner meeting for the night of
November 25? the night before the regular meeting*

Mr* Person offered to prepare a document that could be a
portion of the final report tnat would incorporate a lot of
the information tnat we have heard and the considerations of
tne committee* and identify some of the options? which would
be useful \n a number of different ways for individual
members attending other meetings? the news media? etc*
Representative Scully felt that is a good idea and askeo tfr*
Person to do that.

There being no further business? the committee adjourned at
3:20 p*m*


